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Under Democrats, Border Fence Prospects
Change
The party change in Washington could impact the construction of a long-disputed
stretch of border fence locally.
By ROB DAVIS Voice Staff Writer
Monday, Jan. 15, 2007 I The Democratic takeover of Congress may have implications for the
construction of a long-disputed section of fencing along the U.S.-Mexico border.
Fence opponents, who sued unsuccessfully to stop a 3.5-mile section of fence from being built
adjacent to the sensitive Tijuana Estuary, say the takeover gives them guarded optimism.
"We're hopeful that the change in Congress means we can stop the last 3.5 miles offencing," said
Cory Briggs, a San Diego-based environmental law attorney who led the suit.
But Briggs said it's likely too soon to say exactly how the Democratic takeover might affect the fence
project, which calls for nearly 2 million cubic yards of dirt to be lopped off border-area mesas to fill
in the notorious canyon known as Smuggler's Gulch. Federal officials say the earth-moving project
would give Border Patrol agents a better vantage point from which to monitor the area.
The fence has both positives and negatives for the estuary. The existing fencing has helped reduce
immigrant foot traffic and litter. But environmental groups have protested the remaining portion to
be built, saying its construction and presence would exacerbate the problematic sediment that
washes into the nearby Tijuana Estuary, a salt marsh home to five species of endangered birds and a
migratory stop for another 370. The estuary already struggles to assimilate soil sent sweeping down
from rainfalls on Tijuana's overdeveloped hillside colonias.
The 3.5-mile local fence is discussed separately from a larger 700-mile fence that Congress approved
in October. Many Democrats voted for the 700-mile fence, but did not fund it. Some question
whether Democrats truly support the barrier or whether they voted for the fence simply to appear
tough on border security when Election Day loomed.
"We need to see whether that was a case of political pandering," Briggs said, "or whether they do
believe in this cause."
For now, local Democrats do not appear likely to challenge the waiver authority given to Homeland
Security Secretary Michael Chertoff in 2005. The Republican-controlled Congress gave Chertoff the
power to waive any laws that stand in the way of fence construction. He used the power to brush off
the environmental laws that had slowed the San Diego-Tijuana fence. Congress then approved $35
million to build it in late 2005.
Rep. Bob Filner, D-Chula Vista, supports halting construction, but said he is not sure "the whole
Congress would want to take it on." He said he will investigate to see whether the issue can be
reexamined, but noted that neither he nor fellow San Diego Democrat Rep. Susan Davis sit on the
committees where the waiver was originally introduced.
"It makes it that much harder for us," Filner said. "My sense right now is that people don't want to
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revisit old things, no matter where we were on them."
Davis opposes the 3.5-mile section of fence, spokesman Aaron Hunter said, but has no plans to
introduce legislation to halt its construction.
Political observers say the fence is a delicate issue for the newly empowered Democrats. Taking on
the San Diego-Tijuana fence could expose Democrats to criticism that they're soft on border security,
said Stephen Mumme, a Colorado State University political science professor.
"The new Democratic Congress does want to turn to other things," Mumme said, "and they don't
want to raise this issue as a stand-alone issue in a way that invites a lot of criticism."
Joe Kasper, a spokesman for Rep. Duncan Hunter, R-El Cajon, a fence proponent, noted that
funding was already in place to build the controversial section of fence. And he said Hunter
continues fighting to get the larger 700-mile fence funded. It would include a section of fence
stretching 11 miles in each direction from the Tecate border crossing.
"While I cannot speculate on the plans of House Democrats to interfere with the effort," Kasper said,
"Congressman Hunter will continue working with his colleagues in Congress and the administration
to extend the San Diego border fence across Arizona, New Mexico and Texas, which is prescribed by
federal law."
The Republican presidential candidate recently requested that President Bush in
his 2008 budget. Bush, however, has previously questioned the fence's efficacy.
estimate it will cost $2.2 billion, a recent report by the nonpartisan Congressi
said it will cost $49 billion, based on the San Diego fence's $9 million-perHunter's presidential run is not expected to attract national attention to
David Shirk, director of the Trans-Border Institute at the University of Sap pjego said it is also too
early to tell how much exposure Hunter will get on a national level, where he lacks the name
recognition of more notorious Republican candidates.
"I don't know that he's been getting a whole lot of national play," Shirk said. "These issues are going
to come back in the campaign as the players crystallize, but thus far we haven't seen much play on
that issue at the national level."

Please contact Rob Davis directly with your thoughts, ideas, personal stories or tips. Or send a
letter to the editor.
Close Window
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TOMAS H. LUCERO

Mexico City native Tomas H. Lucero gr,
cero, 31, earned a bachelor's degree
lie works as a substitute teacher and a tu
in English from the University of San D,o. His first major work of translation
- ofpoet Jimmy Santiago Baca's 'The Back Mesa Poems,7from English to Spanish - is expected to be published next year. Lucero's other interests include running,
gardening, feminism, writing fiction and mentoring neighborhood children.
RECOMMENDED WEB SITES

Wordreference.com
www.wordreference.com
This site featu res a forum where translators can discuss and debate. Its on line community responds to inquiri es within minutes.
Olcclonarlos.com
www.diccionarios.com
This Web site features an attractive and
convenient interface for translations as well
as synonyms and antonyms.
Urban Dictionary
www. urbandictionary.com
This is a dictionary for the slang of our age.
I.a Jornada
www.jornada.unam.mx
Look here for news from Mexico, and for a

different perspective on world and U.S.
current events.
Do you think technology has Increased
opportunities for translators?
Technology can enhance certain values
that increase opportunity for all human
endeavors, including the translation of
literature. The Web, with its group-work
technologies like discussion forums, provides
opportunity for ample and free sharing of
knowledge. Humans have always shared
knowledge, but the Internet, with its
"sharing" technologies, offers a virtual, and
thus limitless, unprecedented and portable
community to do that. Translators and other
cultural workers certainly benefit from this.

For more information on Biobytes,
e-mail personaltech@uniontrib.com.

Charlie Neuman/ Union-Tribune
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CEC kicks off season with 'Religion and Politics'

the past four centuries and its continued influence in the future.
Watson said this year's three speakIf you are interested in religion,
were selected on the timeliness
ers
curEastern
MiddJe
politics,
world
rent events and the American political of their topics, the fact that "they are
climate, the 2007 Community Lecture excellent speakers and are extremely
well qualified."
Series is for you.
He also said they are entertaining.
The first of three free lectures in the
Sanford Lakoff, professor emeritus
Community Education Center 's 2007
series will be "Religion and Politics: of political science at the University
of CaJi~o_.._san Diego, will talk on
Old Wine in New Bottles."
March ~ the crises in the MidOaks
at
event
18
The Thursday, Jan.
North Community Center, 12578 Oaks dJe
ritific America: Politics
North Drive in Rancho Bernardo, wiJI
will be preIrrationality"
of
reception.
p.m.
7
a
begin with
n May IO by Carl Luna, proThe lecture from 7:30 to 9 p.m.
of political science at San Diego
' will be presented by Patrick Orin
and lecturer on PQlitics
College
sa
relations
international
of
• professor
~d international political economy
former dean of the College of
and Sciences at the University of :San at USO.
''The series started a couple of years
rinan) has spoken (at CEC ago as a community outreach," Watson
· events) previously, is extremely well said. "(It has) interesting topics withreceived and an outstanding speaker," out charge or obligation and incorporates the whole community."
- said Cal Watson, CEC president.
According to Watson, prior lectures
Drinan will talk about how religion
has been a major factor in politics for in the series have attracted over 200
By Elizabeth Marie Himchak

·oi~~n

J;.

residents.
The series is co-sponsored by the
World Affairs Council ,· The North
County · Times, Rancho Bernardo
Friends of the Library, the Rancho
Bernardo and Poway-Penasquitos
branches of American Association of
University Women and the Brandeis
University National Women 's Committee Rancho Bernardo chapter.
The Continuing Education Center
at Rancho Bernardo was established as
an extended studies program through
San Diego State University in 1978.
ln 2004, CEC became an independent, nonprofit corporation run by
volunteers.
The organization provides low-cost
classes and trips to members and nonmembers from throughout the Inland

.
Corridor.
''The theme for CEC is 'fitness
center for the mind,"' Watson said, ·
explaining that in addition to the free
community lectures, CEC 's other two
"phases" are classes and events.
Classes, which cost $5 for members
and $7 for non-members, are taught at
The Remington Club and cover topics
ranging from history and literature to
music, science and public affairs.
Annual memberships are $30 for
individuals or $50 for a family.
Events offered include trips to local
cultural events and overseas excursions to countries such as France, Russia and Switzerland.
For more information on CEC and
the current schedule, visit www.cecrb.
org or call 858-487-0464.

~
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•continuing
Education Center
offers lectures
RANCHO BERNARDO The Continuing Education
Center at Rancho Bernardo
is a nonprofit, volunteer organization offering collegelevel, noncredit enrichment
lectures on a variety of subjects.
In addition to the academic program, the CEC offers
free evening forums and lectures as a service to the community, field trips to points
of educational interest and
tickets and bus service to
special events, such as operas
and concerts.
Upcoming lectures include the following:
■ "The Monarch of Wit:
John Donne" by Dr. Catherine Blecki, 1:30 p.m. Jan. 17.
■ "Dickens' London" by
Dr. Barton Thurber, 1:30 p.m.
Jan. 24.
The CEC's free evening
lecture series will resume
Jan. 18 with a talk on "Religion and Politics: Old Wme in
New Bottles" by Dr. Patri
Drinan, professor of politi
science and international
lations at the Uniyersi.fY o
San Diego. The lecture 1s cosponsored by the North County Times and will take place
at the Oaks North Community Center, 12578 Oaks North
Drive. Refreshments will be
served at 7 p.m. followed by J
the talk at 7:30.
In addition, the CEC is offering tickets and transportation to see a matinee performance of the San Diego
Opera's
" Samson
and
Delilah" on Jan. 25. The
deadline to sign up is Feb. 2.
The CEC's classrooms and
office are at the Remington
Club Phase II, 16916 Hierba
Drive. Annual membership
fees are $30 per individual;
$50 per couple. Lecture fees
are $5 for members; $7 for
nonmembers. Preregistration
is appreciated for lectures at
the Remington Club. Information: (858) 487-0464 or
www.cecrb.org.
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Progressive
Grandmothers
to meet Jan. 30
RA NC HO BE RN AR DO The Pro gre ssiv e Gra ndm oth ers for Pol itic al Ac tion wil l
me et at 1 p.m. Jan . 30 at the
Rem ing ton Clu b, 16925 Hierba Drive.
_De an Pat rick Dri nan ,
pro fess or of pol itic al scie
and inte rna tion al rela tion
Qieg~
ity ~~a~ tran
~e Yw xys on
ge
• e
wil l spe a
Pat hs to Democracy in World
Politics."
For inf orm atio n, cal l Vi
Mooberry at (619) 548-5075.
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Valley pilot dies in crash off San Diego
BY BRAD A. GREENBERG, Staff Writer
LA Daily News
Article Last Updated :01/30/2007 10:22:40 PM PST

Laura Berwager was the gregarious West Hills kid who spent 13 years in Girl Scouts an
Rocket Group en route to joining the Navy.
Voted Miss Popularity at Canoga Park High School, Berwager lived for her friends
flying.

, for Jesus and for her dream of

She turned 26 on Jan. 22, the day she shipped out for helicopter training at Na
se Coronado in San Diego, the city where
she'd spent most of the past six years since enrolling at the Universjty pf San Dieg,-,.
She was young and married - finally a pilot. In two months, she would head to the Middle East to assist in the American military
effort in Iraq, where there are so many who need the servant's heart her family said she had .
But Friday night brought an unsettling phone call to her parents' West Hills home.
"We're looking for Laura," her commanding officer said.
Navy Lt. j.g. Laura J. Mankey had gone down with three other sailors during a routine training flight near San Clemente Island .
On Saturday, the Berwagers learned the Navy's mission had gone from rescue to recovery when two naval officers and a
chaplain from Port Hueneme visited the parents' home.
"We're changing her status to deceased," Lillian Berwager recalled being told by Navy officials.

It was unclear who was flying the Knighthawk, Mankey's family said . The Navy is investigating what went wrong.
All are presumed dead, and only Petty Officer 2nd Class Christopher M. Will's body was recovered .
"We hope she is still floating in the Pacific," said her father, Leonard . "That is our only hope."
On Tuesday, her parents - Lillian wearing a shirt and Leonard a hat printed with the American flag and "One Nation Under God" two brothers, three sisters, in-laws and nieces and nephews crammed into Jennifer Berwager's Reseda home to share stories of
Laura, to ensure that her beauty wasn't forgotten.
"She was very strong and very smart. She had this magical energy around her," said older sister Gina Gerber, who has been
bombarded by "thousands and thousands and thousands of phone calls ."
Laura's husband, Navy Lt. Jeff Mankey, remained in San Diego, where the Berwagers will join him for Laura's funeral Friday.
"Laura, baby, you have to come back to me, baby, I can't make it without you, without hearing your voice," Mankey, who was
stationed in Silverdale, Wash., wrote on his wife's MySpace.com Web page.
"Three more weeks, baby, until I'll be transferred, we can finally live together baby, just come back please there's so many
things I need you to tell me and that I need to tell you ."
Administrators at Canoga Park High School, who proudly remember their prom princess, are confirming details for a local
service .
"We know that Laura knew Jesus as her personal savior," her father said .
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When he paused, his wife interjected . "And she is with him now."
brad .greenberg@dailynews.com

(818) 713-3634
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NEEDLE & ROSENBERG ANNOUNCES ATTORNEY PROMOTIONS
Articles / dBNews Atlanta
Date: Tuesday, January 23, 2007 04:51:46

ATLANTA- Needle & Rosenberg, P.C ., an Atlanta-based law firm focusing on intellectual pr
announced a new shareholder and three new officers at the firm . David E. Huizenga, J.D.
named a shareholder; and Bruce H. Becker, M.D., J.D., Jeffrey H. Brickman, J.D., L.L.
Meadows, J.D., have been promoted to officers .

Huizenga, previously an officer at Needle & Rosenberg , practices in both the firm's
on practice group
and biotechnology practice group . He graduated cum laude from the University of San iego with a bachelor
of arts degree in biology and a minor in chemistry. He later earned a doctor of philosophy in genetics from
Harvard University where he received numerous awards, including the Ryan Fellowship, a National Science
Foundation Award and an NIH doctoral training grant. He received his Juris Doctor, with distinction, and Order
of the Coif, from Emory University School of Law. There, Huizenga was a Woodruff Fellow and the Notes &
Comments Editor for the Emory International Law Review. Additionally, he received awards for excellence in
the Trial Techniques Program, the Founders Award for legal research and writing, the Burt & Betty Schear
Book Award, and he was nominated for the American Intellectual Property Law Association's (AIPLA) Jan
Jancin Award for the outstanding intellectual property law student.
Becker is engaged in all aspects of patent prosecution pertaining to biotechnology and biomedical devices .
Before becoming a patent attorney, he was a vitreoretinal surgeon . He received his bachelor of arts degree
and his doctor of medicine degree from Washington University in St. Louis. After an internal medicine
internship, he served two years as a General Medical Officer in the United States Air Force. He then
completed a residency in Ophthalmology at the University of Florida and later sub-specialized in vitreoretinal
surgery as a fellow at the Bascom Palmer Eye Institute in Miami. Bruce practiced medicine while he attended
Georgia State University School of Law where he received his Juris Doctor magna cum laude.
Brickman practices both intellectual property litigation and criminal defense. He earned his master's
degree in litigation from Emory University School of Law, and he received his Juris Doctor from the University
of Florida School of Law and his bachelor of arts degree in English from the University of Florida . Jeff has
been a frequent lecturer for the National Center for the Prosecution of Child Abuse, and he was a contributor to
The American Prosecutors Research lnstitute's publication, Investigation and Prosecution of Child Abuse
Cases. Jeff also serves as an instructor at Emory University School of Law's National Institute of Trial
Advocacy program, and he is currently a frequent lecturer for the Criminal Law Section of the State Bar of
Georgia's Continuing Legal Education Program.
Meadows is engaged in all aspects of domestic and foreign patent prosecution, client counseling , and
litigation in the mechanical , pharmaceutical and chemical industries. He earned his Juris Doctor from the
University of Georgia School of Law and his bachelor of science degree in chemistry cum laude from the
University of Georgia . He is a frequent speaker at CLE seminars and American Chemical Society conferences
held throughout the United States.
ABOUT NEEDLE & ROSENBERG
Founded in 1983, Needle & Rosenberg is one of the largest intellectual property law firms in the Southeast and
serves a national client base with headquarters in Atlanta, Ga. and a second office in San Diego County, Calif.
The firm lives and breathes intellectual property includ ing patents, trademarks, copyrights, trade secrets,
licensing and litigation in these areas. Key patent practice areas include biotechnology, chemical,
pharmaceutical, medical device, electronics, software, manufacturing and mechanical. As an intellectual
property boutique, the firm's professionals are not only attorneys but are also engineers and scientists. The
firm has one of the highest percentages of advanced degrees per professional of any firm in the country. For
more information, call 678-420-9300 or visit www.needlerosenberg .com .
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Study·abroad
programs take
flight for students
of all ages
By Diane Yohe
Study abroad programs are
expanding rapidly at all the major
universities in San Diego, and
students of all ages are_ap I ing. In
fact, some academic m ·
uire
students to spend a
a
year studying in a
try.
Universities
s offering
study abroa
ext year
include:
Galifornia,
San Die
, San Diego
State U
(SDSU), University
of San Diego(USO), Point Loma
Nazarene University, California State
University San Marcos and San Diego
Community College District.

0

In addition to programs for fouryear students, UCSD and SDSU have
extensive travel study programs
through their extension and extended
studies departments. The Community
College District also has travel study
programs available to anyone who
applies.
UCSD sent more than 1,200 of
their students abroad last year to
more than 33 countries including
Australia, Japan, Egypt and Ghana.
Abby Gorman, an urban studies
major with a visual arts minor,
decided to spend a semester in
Rome last spring.

Panoramic view of Kylemore Abbey Co. Galway, Ireland.

"I had an amazing time," she
said. Rome is a great city to study art
because it's all around you."
UCSD has three Spanish
language immersion programs
in spring 2007 that are open to
everyone. They will be held in
Ensenada and Guadalajara, Mexico

and in Madrid, Spain. Classes range
from one to five weeks and students
can stay with host families or in
hotels or shared apartments.
Natalie Galati, extension program
representative, said all levels of
Spanish are taught from beginning to
advanced. Nurses who take a week

IStockphoto.com\valpasc

of Spanish in Ensenada can earn
continuing education credits toward
their licensing requirements, and
teachers can also use the extension
credits toward their professional
development hours.
SEE STUDY ABROAD ON PAGE 4

,----._

immersion experience," she said.
She said for most students,
experiencing the culture of
Galati, who participated in the
the country is an eye-opening
Ensenada program last year, said
occurrence. Many students are
staying with a host family was the
surprised to find Mexico is a very
most enjoyable and valuable part of
beautiful country with a vibrant
the program.
culture. She added that students
"You have a chance to practice
often underestimate how much work
your Spanish outside the classroom
is involved in the classes -you're
and that gives you more of an
immersed in
Spanish for six
hours a day.
SDSU offered
approximately
190 study abroad
programs last year
and more than
1,250 students
studied in foreign
countries. Majors
such as Spanish,
European studies,
international
security and
conflict resolution
and international
business require
stu0ents to spend
a semester or
more abroad.
The most popular
countries for
students last year
were Mexico,
Astatue inthe Parque del Retiro in Madrid (Palace Park).
IStockphoto.com\stevemccallum
Spain, United

STUDY ABROAD CONTINUED
FROM PAGE2

Light shines through stained glass in acathedral in Galway, Ireland.
Kingdom, France, Italy and Australia.
SDSU College of Extended
Studies offers short-term study
abroad programs to the general
public. Some programs being
offered this summer include Spanish
immersion in Madrid, Spain and in
Cuernavaca, Mexico; Asian studies in
Malaysia, criminal justice in Moscow,
Russia, French language in Paris and
creative writing in Galway, Ireland.

Kevin Carter, director of travel
study, said studying in a foreign
country broadens students' horizons
and looks good on their resumes.
"It's an investment in your
future," Carter explained. "It shows
you're adventurous - a risk taker
- and makes you stand out from
other job applicants.'
Point Loma Nazarene University
has an extensive study abroad

to Spanish language and history in
Madrid, Spain.
,,.,,
California State San Marcos will
immersion program open to the
public. Classes are held at the ITESO . offer a four-week Spanish language
class in Valladolid, Spain in May and
University.
June 2007, and it is available to
Short-term summer study abroad
programs are open to everyone at City, everyone.
Most of the colleges and
Mesa and Miramar Colleges. Classes
offer financial aid
universities
range from Fashion in France and Italy

STUDY ABROAD CONTINUE[)"
,,
FROM PAGE 4

iStockphoto.com\emeraldii

program geared toward their
undergraduate students, although a
group of their MBA students will also
study abroad this summer.
. The University of San Diego offers
study abroad opportunities in more
than 30 countries.
The Guadalajara Summer
Program is a six-week cultural
SEE STUDY ABROAD ON PAGE 5

packages and some scholarships to
students who want the opportunity
to study in another country. Visit their
Web sites for more information, or call
and ask for more information on their
·study abroad programs. Bonjour!
Diane Yohe is a San Diego-based
freelance writer.
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Lear n Abou t Muss orgs ky'
Oper a Boris Godunov when USD

music instructor Ron Shah een~
sents multimedia lecture on Monday, January 22, 7 p.m., at First
Unita rian Univ ersal ist Chur ch
(4190 Fron t Stree t). Dona tion:
$2.25. 619-298-9978. (HILLCRESD
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• "Freethinking and 5
Worldvlews in Am
subject for talk by us-- -"'or
Evelyn Kirkley an~nd-table
discussion hosted by Humanist
Fellowship, Sunday, January 14,
2 p.m., at San Diego Public Library
(820 E Street ). 619 -670 -4159 ,
619-544-0640. (DOWNTOWN)
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J.AN Collecto ...__.,.. , Dr. Sally
Yard,~ art 1story coordinator, will modera te a panel of
prominent collectors, artists,
and/or gallery owners in conjunction with SDMA's Personal Views
exhibit on Thursday, January 4,
6 p.m. Included in San Diego Museum of Art regular admission .
619-232 -7931. (BALBOA PARK)
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Billionaire,
bullish on
investing
ig realty
.

.
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► REAL

USJ;j conference
.h&lrs upbeat
mafk
et foretast
I•
lt:r

·Today is the deadline for
Vornado to come up with a
highen, offer. But the Black-1
stomi, ir;iffer for Equity Office's·
58010.ffice buildings is already
steep. It has proposed paying
mp~ VJan $350 per square foot
for,{.~,e buildings, includin g
deqt.,-lf it wins, Blackstone is
e~ted to sell off the buildill&S{ ii)dividually or in small

Commercial sites sit
at top of his strategy
•. I

I

By Mike Freeman
STAFF' WRITER

The world is awash in an
unprecedented amount of capital.luoking for places to invest,
fw!lng demand and sky-high
prires for commercial real es-

tate·

So said billionaire real estat
inftStor Sam Zell in a th
oughly upbeat forecast on c
mereial real estate deli
yesterd ay at the Bur
Moores Center for Real
at ttie µniyersjty 0( Sap ~q.
''11us is just an extrao
ary
wave of liquidity, not just in the
- domestic U.S., but on a worldwide basis," Zell said. "I think
the excess in liquidity will exist
f6r ... 1six to eight years, until
gtowth catches up."
· Zell, chairman of Chicagob lc!d Equity Office Properties
and Equity Residential - the
n~tion's largest owners of office
buHaings and apartments, res .1ively - wasn't the only
one bullish on real estate at the
11th annual Real Estate Conference.
Seyeral speaker s expected a
robu t market for commercial
real estate in San Diego and
o.ther cities with solid job
growth and a limited supply of

land.

t Zell was perhaps the
pervasive in his optimism .
At the end of his speech, he
presented a slide show of the
elaborate music box he sends
~ -ilS New Year's gifts to about
650 ,, business associates each

year:

ESTATE

C*IIIIUE O FROM PAGE Cl

,

,The 2006 music box featured
a b. inessman standing amid
coins and holding an
. The box sings, "Capiaining on my head, Evmg is liquid, we're awash
cash instead" to the tune
Raindrops Keep Fallin' on
yHead."
Zell's Equity Office Propertf~•'.1s in a high-stakes bidding
wai;'to be taken over by private
equity fund Blackstone Group.
Blitksto ne is competing with a
consorti um led by Vornado
Retdty Trust.
, Btackstone is in the lead, bidding. $54 a share for Equity Office, which owns about 20 buildings totaling 2 million square
~ San Diego. At that price,
lte deal would be valued at
~-~ billion - $22.3 billion in
~h and the asswnption of $16
billion in debt - and oecome
~e largest leveraged buyout
ever.
SEE

Real estate, CS

gf9Ufi>.~•

:i«tJl. didn't speak directly
a ~,J;he pending deal. But he
dj4, .~ that there's so much
m~ex, looking for brick-andm~1assets that buyers are
willing to take lower returns
th!Jij J;}J.ey would have a couple
of,Mf!W:S ago.
:r~'1/Y. estate looks attractive to
iqye~tf>rs, Zell said, because
buiftlmgs still can be purchased
foi;;)~s than it would cost to
build new.
· ~'J;YN been in the real estate
· b~$j~ss for 40 years," said
·Zell~~•jµld during that 40 years,
th~~~a s been only one mantra
th14! has been consistent, and
that;Meplacement costs."
-~ e real estate experts say
.returns - known in the industry,,_<}!> capitalization rates ·hayie ,.&otten about as low as
thf,y.,ccµi get.
· . ~tZell believes they could
sinJt, ttyen further.
· . ~)i is as likely that cap rates
wiU 1b~ slightly lower a year
frQID A\9W as it is that cap rates
wiU-,1b.,e higher a year from
np11f,",'1e said.
·••Jirjeman: (760) 476-8209;
mlj\f.f,;feman@uniontrib.com
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Bidding war may echo locaily
Real estate tycoon sees
office space as good bet
By Mike Freeman
STAFF WRITER

Real estate titan Sam Zell's Equity
Office Properties is in the throes of a
high-stakes bidding war, the ripples
of which could be felt in San Diego.
Chicago-based Equity Office, the

nation's largest owner of office buildings with more than 580 properties,
is a major landlord locally. It owns
nearly 20 buildings totaling more
than 2 million square feet in San
Diego, mostly in University City.
Yesterday, private-equity firm
Blackstone Group raised its offer to
buy Equity Office Properties Trust by
11 percent to $22.3 billion, or $54 a
·
share in cash.
The total value of the takeover

offer is now $38.3 billion, counting
the $16 billion in Equity Office debt
that the new owners would assume.
Blackstone previously agreed to
buy Equity Office in November for
$48.50 a share, a price that would
make the deal the largest leveraged
buyout in history.
But Blackstone's bid was topped
last week by Vornado Realty Trust
and other· partners, which offered
$52 a share in stock and cash.

Equity Office's board of trustees
accepted the latest, higher Blackstone bid. But the board left the door
open for Vornado, a publicly traded
real estate investment trust that owns
more than 100 office buildings primarily in New York City and Washington, D.C., to come up with a
higher offer. The deadline is
Wednesday.
SEE

Real estate, C4
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In hot market,·
Equity Office
is up for grabs
Zell, a real estate mave1ick
who has a reputation for buying
distressed buildings, is the keynote speaker Tuesday at t
11th annual Real Estate Coni
ence presented by the JlpjyeCil~ of San Diego'~ Bumhamoores Center.
In an interview yesterday,
Zell said he didn't think the
bidding war for Equity Office
would become a symbol for irrational exuberance in commercial real estate.
Zell argued instead that a
dramatic increase in prices for
office buildings could signal
that "they have been undervalued for a long time."
With the economy relatively
strong, demand for offic~ space
has been on the rise across the
country, he said. Lease rates
are up. It's a trend he expects to
continue at least for a couple of
years.
Moreover, he said, institutional investors are awash in
cash. When looking for investments, those investors have
found brick-and-mortar commercial real estate to be a good
.
bet.
''With Equity Office, what is
the value?" Zell asked. "It's a
question we're getting an-

swered."
Whichever company ends up
with the Equity Office portfolio
could have an impact on the
San Diego office market. If
Blackstone wins, it's expected
·ngs individually
to sell off
, tapping the
r office properquick return.
ado, while expected
off some buildings in
markets, is likely to keep
ity Office's properties on
e West Coast and cities elsewhere that have strong economies.
''What we have with Equity
Office is one party that wants to
break it up, Blackstooe, and another that thinks these are
unique assets and one-of-akind" properties, Zell said.
San Diego has been among
the hottest markets nationally
for institutional investors gobbling up office buildings at premium prices. Orange Countybased Irvine Co. has led the
pack. Last year, it paid $300
million, or more than $500 per
square foot, for One America
Plaza, a downtown-high rise. At
the time it was a record price in
the county.
But this year, KBS Realty Advisors of Newport Beach
bought a majority interest in
the Paseo Del Mar project, an
office development in Carmel
Valley, paying $517 per square
foot. Real estate experts say the
soaring prices have been driven mostly by a willingness to
accept lower returns from the

buildings.
While a 9 percent first-year
return would have been typical
a decade ago, current buyers
are taking returns of 5 percent
or less. .
Their hope is that they'll be
able to boost returns by filling
vacancies and raising rents,
real estate experts say. In 2006,
asking rents for San Diego office space rose 5.7 percent, according to CB Richard Ellis.
One wild card for those owners is new construction. In San
Diego County, for example, 3.6
million square feet of office
buildings are under way.
Zell, however, says building
new is still more expensive
than buying existing structures
- sometimes as much as 25
percent more. The new offices
also tend to be in less-desirable
locations, he said.
Equity Office shareholders
are expected to vote Feb. 5 on
the new Blackstone offer,
which has been approved by
Equity Office directors. It's unclear if a vote would take place
at the same time if Vornado
raises its bid.
"I don't know what the (ultimate) price is," Zell said. ''We11
find out, won't we?"
Equity Office's shares, which
had been trading in the $35 last
summer before buyout rumors,
closed yesterday up 4 percent
at $54.90. Vornado shares also
rose slightly to $125.76.
Mike Freeman: (760) 476-8209;
mike.freeman@uniontrib.com
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Real~esta~e conference to feaµIre Zell;
Fed ~eet s Tuesday

On the
Agenda
By Tiffany Stecker
Tuesday's {I.buzz with acti ·
this week's agenda. Com
chairman of the largest
estate trust speak Tue
University of San Diego~ annual
conference, and keep t e afternoon open to bear conference
calls for two San Diego public
companies . .

Local events
The 11th annual University of
San
Diego
Real
Estate
Conference will feature Sam Zell
as keynote speaker, whose
Chicago~based Equity Office
Properties (NYSE: EOP) is currently entertaining .sale offers of
several billion dollars. The conference will begin 7:30 a.m. at tl).e
Jenny Craig pavilion on the USD
campus. For information, e-mail
Jodi
Waterhouse
at
jodiw@sandiego.edu.
,
Former University of California
President Richard Atkinson on
Wednesday will discuss pivotal
Proposition 209, the 1996 measure passed that prohibits discrimination on the basis of race,
sex or ethnicity in California public institutions. Atkinson will discuss the effects of the proposition

after 10 years at 5:30 p.m. at the
University of California, San
Faculty Club. For more
tion, call Michelle Glenn
8) 822-0805 or e-mail
enn@ucsd.edu.
What are the best business
opportunities in Mexico for
2007? Find out at the San Diego
Regional
Chamber
of
Commerce's Mexico Business
Center First Wednesday Program
(which will be held the last
Wednesday this month). Eligio
Serna, trade commissioner of
Mexico for the western United
States, will share his expertise.
For information, call Vivi,11.na
lbaez at (619) 544-1362.
The San Diego North Chamber
of Commer e and the Westfield
North County will hold a business
expo from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Feb. 3
at the Wes eld North County
Mall. The prpgram will display 75
different North County-based
businesses. For more information, call Vanessa Morrow at
(760) 745-2125 . .
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Chicago Real Estate Mogul Sam Zell to
-Speak at Conferenee
Aguirre to Seek Indictments
Against City Officials,
Office Tower Develop
Chicago real estate m
chairman of Equity R ·
uity Office Propertie
to serve as the keyno
ker at the
University of San Diego's BurnhamMoores Center for Real Estate 11 th an•nual real estate conference Jan. 30.
Equity Office is
the nation's largest
publicly held office
building owner and
manager with 590
buildings containing
105 million square
feet of office space.
Sam Zell
Zell is a self-made
real estate tycoon who recently ranked 52
on the Forbes 400 Richest Americans list.
Equity Office owns 10 properties in
San Diego, and holdings include Nobel
Corporate Plaza in University Towne
Center and the Plaza at La Jolla Village
in Golden Triangle.
Since its initial public offering in July
1997, Equity Office has nearly quadrupled in size through a series of mergers
and acquisitions totaling $17 billion.
Zell is currently in the middle of a
possible merger with another large real
estate owner. In November, Zell agreed
to merge with the Blackstone Group. A
special meeting of shareholders to vote
on the merger agreement is scheduled for
Feb. 5.
However, on Jan. 22, the Equity Office

board said that it had
also met to consider a
proposal from commercial real estate
owner Dove Parent
LLC, formed by industry giants Vornado
Realty Trust, Starwood Capital Group
LLC and Walton
Michel.le Mowad
Street Capital.
Equity Office has asked the Dove
organizations to submit a definitive
proposal by Jan. 31 for consideration by
Equity Office's board.
Zell is one of nine speakers set to address the Burnham-M oores conference,
and talk about the S-an Diego market for
commercial buildings.
Other speakers include Doug Duncan,
chief economist for the Washington,
D.C.-based Mortgage Bankers Association and several local executives.

•••
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Zell to headline Burnham~
Moores real-estate confer
By THOR KAMBAN BIBERMAN
The Daily Transcript

SAN DIEGO - Sam Zell, chairman of Chi
Properties Trust (NYSE: EOP), will be the
al real-estate conference Jan. 30 sponso
by
-Moores
Center for Real Estate at the
of~.
Other discussions highlighting e
elude M. 1-nne
Lachman, president of New York-based IelCbmd .AaloLUlel LLC,
will discuss "Global DemogJ"&phics and_their implications for Real

UPil9!;is

Estate: -

.

Keith Johnson, Fieldstone COi. vice chairman, one of the '1argest
regionally-based homebuilders, ~ be moderating a program titled
?mare Real Estate Prospects from 30,000 feet of elevation.• The
panelists are scheduled to include Doug Duncan, Mortgage Bankers
Auocill.tion ofAmerica chief economist; and Asieh Mansour, managing director and head of research for Rreef of'North ~
The final session is called "Future Real Estate Market Prospects for
Soutlaern California: The View from where the Rubber Meets the

Road."

biberman@addt.com
-Source Code: 20070124aa
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Daily Business Report
January 24, 2007

Sam Zell, chairman of the board of Equity Residential and Equity Office Properties Trust in
Chicago, will be the keynote speaker at the 11th annual Real Estate Conference presented by~ s
Burnham-Moores Center Jan. 30 in the Jenny Craig Pavilion on campus. The program begins at 8
a.m. Zell, featured in a front page article in the Jan. 22 edition of The Wall Street Journal, has agreed
to sell Equity Office for more than $20 billion. The conference also will feature Leanne Lachman, an
industry veteran and president of Lachman Associates, a New York-based independent real estate
consulting firm serving private and institutional investors. Lachman also is an Executive-in-Residence
at Columbia University's Graduate Business School.
Doug Duncan, senior staff v.p. and chief economist at the Mortgage Bankers Association of
America in Washington, D.C., and Asieh Mansour, managing director and head ofNorth American
research at RREEF in San Francisco, will discuss "Future Real Estate Prospects from 30,000 Feet of
Elevation."

The second panel, "Future Real Estate Prospects for San Diego and Southern California: Where the
Rubber Meets the Road" features Michael Skiles, v.p. ofreal estate at Lowe's Companies Inc. in
Carlsbad; Guy Asaro, senior v.p. ofland development at The Corky McMillin Cos. in San Diego
and John Kratzer, president and CEO of JMI Realty Inc. in San Diego.
To register for the conference, contact Jodi Waterhouse at jodiw@sandiego.edu or call (619) 2604231.

***
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San ~iego
economy

at a crawl,
experts say
By Bruce V. Bl9elow
ST AF'F' WRITER

For years, new-home construction was the engine that drove the
growth of the San Diego economy.
But since the housing industry hit
the brakes, regional growth has
slowed to a crawl, local economists said at a forum yesterday.
Experts predicted that local economic growth would be ''weak" at roughly 2 percent - through
the first six months of this year.
That's compalflble to the national
economy, which one economist
described as "disappointing but
not a complete disaster."
The outlook for San Diego
-County job growth in 2007 is "very
slow," with job gains pegged at
13,000, or roughly 1 percent of the
regional work force. Labor experts
said unen:iployment would probably run at slightly more than 4
percent
Home sales appear likely to recover slowly from last year's
downturn. But the high cost of
housing has emerged as the most
critical issue fa~ing both employSE E Economy,
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Housing costs
called biggest
local challenge
ers and employees in San Diego County.
In fact, housing could prove
to be the primary factor in prospects for the region, speakers
at the 23rd Annual San Diego
County Economic Roundtable
said.
Home sales have emerged as
the main variable, said James
D. Hamilton, an economist at
the University of California San
Diego.
Amid recent signs of recovery after last year's free fall in
new-housing starts nationwide,
Hamilton suggested the industry would stumble again if the
Federal Reserve raised its federal funds rate above 5.25 percent
The regional housing downturn has prompted layoffs in
real estate and construction,

said econo

Gin of the

1!oixem~ ot San Pieg0

2007

is go'The big story in
ing to be the real estate market
and its impact on employment,"
Gin said.
Hiring for real estate-related
jobs has declined steadily over
the past year in San Diego
County, Gin said. The local industry began to shed jobs in
November, and roughly 6,000
jobs were eliminated during the
last two months of 2006.
Construction of single-family
houses has fallen so sharply
that Alan Nevin of MarketPointe Realty Advisors said,
'The new single-family home
here is pretty much of a dodo."
That means the vast majority
of new homes will be multifamily units, Nevin said.
On a related front, the high
cost of housing has become the
biggest hurdle for employers to
overcome in recruiting new
employees, said Michael
Schuerman, director of research for the San Diego Regional Economic Development
Corp.
ll
In a 2006 survey of local

prutles, 90 percent of the em- go County, which ranks as the
ployers and 100 percent of the nation's largest producer of
employees identified the high nursery plants and avocados.
Energy prices pose another
cost of housing as their top local business challenge.
risk. By some estimates, the
As a result, far more people price of crude oil would jump
are leaving San Diego County from roughly $55 a barrel today
to more than $100 a barrel if a
than are moving here.
Citing data from the Califor- war breaks out with Iran.
For every IO-cents-per-gallon
nia Dep~rtment of Finance,
Schuerman said only 900 peo- increase in the price of gasoline
ple moved to San Diego County , at the pump, USD's Gin estiover the past two years, while mates $7 million evaporates
more than 28,500 residents from the local economy.
"It means people are spendmoved out.
That's "hard evidence of ing that on gasoline when they
what the housing situation is could be spending it on grocerdoing," he said. "Housing is ies or going to the movies or
now the No. 1 factor affecting things like that," Gin said.
Consumer confidence repreour competitiveness."
sents an additional risk, speakApart from housing, the experts identified a few other un- ers said during the three-hour
certainties for the local econo- forum at USD's Joan B. Kroc
Institute for Peace & Justice.
my.
Gin noted that consumer
One is the final tally of crop
damage from freezing tempera- confidence moves in direct optures earlier this month, which position to gasoline prices. Concontinues to escalate, said Eric sumers also could be shaken
Larson, executive director of by a spike in loan defaults and
the San Diego County Farm home foreclosures, he said.
Bureau.
Larson estimated the losses Bruce Bl9elow: (619) 293-1314;
so far at $50 million in San Die- bruce.bigelow@uniontrib.com
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IECONOMIC FORECAST I
In its second year, th e
Diego/Tijuana District
University of San Diego's Burnham-Moores Center
for Real Estate teamed up to present the prestigious Real Estate Trends 2007 Conference held
last November at the Jenny Craig Pavilion on the
University at San Diego campus. Part of the conference included a discussion on the Urban Land
Institute and PricewaterhouseCoopers' Emerging
Trends in Real Estate 2007 report.
The 28th annual report provides an in-depth
outlook at U.S. real estate investment and
development trends, real estate finance and
capital markets, property sectors and other real
estate issues. The report points out that while the
industry will likely experience a slowdown in the
year ahead, returns on most property types are
expected to remain satisfactory, reverting to levels
closer to historical averages. This is particularly
good news for San Diegans.

"Most respondents expect to sleep well at night
and are comfortable with high single-digit returns
for core pro perties," says ULI Senior Resident
Fellow Stephen Blank. "There may be some who
still want to believe that halcyon returns will last
indefinitely, but most sense the boom is over."
Unfortunately, nothing lasts forever. According to William E. Croteau, U.S. Real Estate
Practice Leader for PricewaterhouseCoopers,
"Real estate has enjoyed a very healthy up cycle
for a longer period than normal. Even so, real
estate is still viewed favorably as an asset class,
and there is still a lot of money-especially from
private fu nds and institutional investors-looking for th e right opportunity. Although we don't
expect an y major downturn in the marketplace,
it's likely that real estate's overall performance
will be more modest in 2007."
As in previous years, Emerging Trends singles
out infill, mixed-use projects as a favored type

EA E TATE:

Down, But Not Out

of development, offering greater convenience for
busy professionals. Such projects also appeal
to both empty nesters and their young adult
offspring by providing pedestrian-accessible
retail, restaurants, parks, supermarkets and offices. Transit-oriented development at subway or
light-rail stations "almost cannot miss," the report
says. It lists senior housing, student housing and
infrastructure as favored niche-property types.
In terms of individual property sectors, the
apartment sector-specifically the moderate-income category-is ranked highest for investment
return potential, replacing hotels, which captured
the top rating last year. E\nerging Trends attributes the apartment market's strength to rising
mortgage rates and high housing costs, which
have shut most entry-le el buyers out of the home
buying market. As the for-sale market softens,
conversions of condominiums into apartments
could cause some unwanted competition, the
report cautions.
In the for-sale housing market, affordability
problems-especially i high-cost areas-combined with an oversupply of units available for
sale, is causing "housi g angst," the report says,
adding that home prices could decline off the
market highs of recent years. Still, only the most
recent purchasers who are forced to sell quickly
risk losing on their investments.
SOURCE: Urban

land Institute
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c~Jo Bull.About It
IMM51UI Experts offer tempered picture of
2007 real estate market
v·conference
BY MANDY JACKSON
CREJ Staff Writer
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As often happens when economists are asked
PflQ60i1<
:S17S.OOO
-5244,000
39.4,-,
to predict the future, speakers·at Outlook 2007,
Walhlngfoo, O.C.
$334.000
$437,000
30.8%
N&w Y0!1<
$399.000
$488,000
'2.3',i,
the seventh annual residential real estate conLoo.Aogeles
,$40<1,000
$-400,000
21 .3¾
ference hosted by USD's Burnham-Moores
Mi4ml
s.!Oi!.000
$245,000
21,3%
Se$282,000
$331,000
1'1.4¾
Center for Real ~tate on Dec. 18, shared a
Sao F,1111ci$o
$668,000
$767,000
14.8%
variety of opinions.
Las \l<ogu
$251,000
$285,000
13.5%
S., Diego
$475,000
$504.000
6.1 % .
Associate professor of economics Alan Gin
eo.1011
$356,000
$373,000
◄.8%
holds a bearish view of San Diego County's
economy and housing market in 2007. Gin told
t},P audience that while it will be the year of the Chart shows median time home is on San Diego
hen the Chinese New Year begins on Feb. market and median sales prices of single-family
"• 1t looks more like the year of the chicken
homes in selected metro areas.
and the egg.
"Instead of the weak economy affecting housing [as in 2006), the housing market will be the I
primary cause of a weakening economy," Gin .
srud.
·
Across the country during the early 2000s,
as the huge run-up in' housing prices gave
consumers tremendous equity in their homes,
people felt wealthier than they really were, so
"San Diego will outthey spent more money. As housing prices drop perform the national
and consumers feel less wealthy, they are apt to economy, but it will
spend less, Gin srud.
be weaker in 2007,"
San Diego County's median resale home Gin srud.
price of$574,530 in October was off3.3 percent
He predicted that
from September and down 4.5 percent from the Federal Reserve
October 2005, according to the California As- Board will decrease short-term interest rates to
sociation of Realtors. The number of home balance out the inverted yield curve by keeping
sales in October was down 19.2 percent from a long-term interest rates higher than short-term
year earlier.
rates.
About 20,000 jobs were added to San Diego
Wells Fargo is taking a more neutral view,
County payrolls each year from 2004 to 2006, according to Scott Anderson, the bank's senior
but job growth will
economist. Anderson srud the Federal Reserve
slow to only 15,000
is likely to hold interest rates steady in 2007 bejobs in 2007, due in
cause its board members w~t to ke~p inflation \
large part to the housin check, though a decrease 1s possible by the
ing market slowdown,
end of the year.
Gin srud. The manuSigns of upward pressure on wages nationally
/
"11lg industry will
indicate good news for retrulers and the houst shed some jobs,
ing market. After a year and a half of slowing
while the health care,
in residential real estate, Anderson srud home
sales will probably grun momentum during the
leisure and hospitality
next six to 12 months.
sectors will add jobs.
Nationally, consumers are not less wealthy.
While Americans lost $730 billion in housing

P

2QOS

equity in 2006, they gained $3 trillion in the
stock market, ~utting household net worth at
an all-time high, according to Anderson.
· "The housing market decline in California is
double.the rest of the country in terms of sales,
but we see housing demand going up as .builders rapidly respond .to the market [by slowing
production]," he srud.
.
Anderson's only concern is that in · highpriced areas such as San Diego, housing prices
could drive people out of the state.
During a roundtable discussion at the end
of the conference, Tom Redwitz, president of
Newport Beach-based Laing Luxury Homes,
srud his company is more pessimistic than the
general audience at the event, predicting 12 to
18 months before the Southern California housing market will bounce back in spring 2008.
"What is a challenge here is the number of
large public builders
in the marketplace,"
Redwitz srud.
To drive high sales
volumes, those builders will construct a lot
of new homes and set
the market with lower
prices to sell all of their
units.
Geoff Mountain,
chairman and chief
executive officer of
RE/MAX
Associates in San Diego,
srud the slowing in
2006 was a "necessary
market correction."
Mountain's brokerage is predicting a 5 percent increase in local
homes sales in 2007.
While buyers and sellers had a hard time
coming to terms in 2006, RE/MAX agents
in San Diego have seen an increase in openhouse attendance and more calls on sales
advertisements, indicating some willingness
on the part of buyers to make decisions in the
new year.
Whether or not sales volume goes up or
down there will be more business for San
Dieg~ agents in 2007 because there will be
fewer competitors. Mountain srud 25 percent of
RE/ MAX's sales force left the business in 2006
and the brokerage is predicting a 20 percent
reduction in 2007.

- E-mail MandyJackson@Dailyjournal.com

The housing market decline in
California is double the rest of the
country in terms of sales, but we
see housing demand going up as
builders rapidly respond to the
market [by slowing production].'
Scott Anderson - Wells Far
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Composite photo illustration by Michael S. Domine

Local economists Kelly Cunningham, left, shown In his office, and Aian Gin. shown in a classroom, forecast a slowing in most economic
Indicators in San Diego this year. Cunningham is a senior fellow economist for the San Diego Institute for Policy Research and Gin
produces the Index of Leading Economic Indicators for San Diego County.
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LOCAL ECONOMY TO DO BETIER
THAN STATE, NATION IN '07
Despite Slowing Down of Business Activities, Year Ahead Looks Good
BY MICNILLI MOWAD
San Diego County has a treasure
chest full of bragging rights. There
are 1.45 million people employed,
approximately 600 daily departing
and arriving flights at the San Diego
International Airport, more than 500
life sciences firms and $35.9 billion in
annual retail sales.
These statistics, which came from
the San Diego Regional Chamber of
Commerce and San Diego County
Regional Airport Authority, among
other sources, are strong indicators

1-.J

"'

of a healthier business climate and
signal more robust markets for San
Diego than comparable cities.
"I think that sometimes we tend
to be a little too pessimistic," said
Kelly Cunningham, a former chief
economist and research director for
the San Diego Regional Chamber of
Commerce and former supervising
economist for the city of San Diego.
"Things have slowed down, but it
is better than the rest of the state,
California and the nation."

Cunningham based bis 2007 economic
outlook largely on the slowing of job
growth. He said the job growth slowdown
ultimately means less business activity,
reduced spending and eventually impacts
the housing market.
Cunningham was instrumental in compiling the San Diego Regional Chamber
of Commerce's 2007 economic forecast.
According to the chamber's economic
bulletin, San Diego continues to show
positive, but slower growth in almost all
economic indicators, including inflation,
employment, personal income, population, sales activity and single-family home
prices.

Job Growth Recedes
Cunningham is a senior fellow
economist for the San Diego Institute
for Policy Research, a newly formed
think tank in San Diego that conducts
policy, economic and public opinion
research in San Diego. The institute's
forecasts for San Diego report continued weakening or slowing growth in
most economic indicators.
"The one thing that seems to be
clear is that we are seeing slowing economic activity," Cunningham said.
Please tum to ECONOMY on Page 28

According to the state Employment
Development Department, San Diego
added 21 ,000 payroll jobs in 2005 and an
additional 19,600 or so jobs in 2006. Yet
only 16,000 jobs are forecasted to be added
in San Diego in 2007.
The county population is estimated to
have slowed in growth to only 26,200 new
residents in 2006. This figure is the smallest growth in population since 1995, when
there was a decrease in population in the
county. A further deceleration is projected
for 2007, with an increase of just 25,000
predicted, bringing San Diego's population to 3.12 million.
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San Diego County, a monthly repQrt on
the outlook for the local economy.
"I don't think we will be in a full-fledged
recession, but I think we will see a slowing
locally," Gin said.
According to Gin, San Diego saw seven
consecutive monthly decreases through
O c ~ in the USD Index of Leading
c Indicato rs and his forecast
·es to be for a relatively weak local
my, at least through the first half
007.
In addition to being weighed down by a
slowing national economy, the weak housing market will hurt the local economy in
three ways, according to Gin. He said the
weak housing market will cause a slow or
negative job growth in construction and
real estate-related jobs, weaker consumer
spending due to lower home equity, and
a " reserve wealth effect" of people feel1

ing poorer as the value of their homes
declines.
Gin's monthly report has continuously
showed a slowing in the number of residential units authorized by building permits.
The number of building permits continues
to fall as the weak housing market continues to slow.
The number of single-family permits
authorized in San Diego declined in thirdquarter 2006 by more than 40 percent
compared with third-qu arter 2005, and
multifamily permits were down by more
than 20 percent, according to Gin. He said
the number of single-family unit permits
authorized in October was the lowest since
November 1994.
"That is important to the local economy
because building activity generates a lot of
economic activity," said Gin, quoting its
impact on jobs and retail sales.
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EDITORIAL I

QuoTESOFTHEYEAR

The San Diego Business Journal's Week in
Review page includes the Quote of the Week,
an insightful look into the events and people
making news in San Diego County. Here are
some of the best from 2006:

May 29:
'To have a vote on this issue at this time is
a waste of time and energy and will divide
the citizenry and that's not supportive of the
Marine Corps. '
- Doug Manchfftar, on putting Marina Corps
Air Station Miramar on the ballot •• • poaalbla
site for a new airport.

Jan. 23:
'It was perplexing. But after a number of
years of covering the stock I've come to see
that we're all wrong to be perplexed. I discovered after awhile that Mr. Zable (Walter J.
Zable) is, in fact, going to live forever and I've
become quite comfortable with that notion .'
-

Paul ~ of JP Morgan Securities Inc. In
New York.

June 5:
'Years ago, when I rolled in for the first
time, I wanted to tum around and get out
of there. It's a gem to behold that everybody
should be proud of. '
- Matthew Adame of the Bulldlng Industry
Aaaoclatlon of San Diego, on downtown San
·
Diego'• tranaformatton.

Jan. 30:
'The issue of uninsured and under-insured
should concern the business community, as it
is one of the main reasons insurance premiums
continue to rise for employers, and co-pays and
deductibles are increasing for employees.'
-

Don Stanzlano, epokaaman for Scrtppa
Health.

Feb.6:
'You can go out there and buy farmland,
get mapped and up and running and selling
homes in less than a year. And, they'll give
you a hug and a cup of coffee in the morning.
Imperial County is not San Diego County.
It's different.'
-

John Mecklenburg of John Laing Hornaa, on
building In lmparlal County.

June 19:

- Frank Wright of Grubb & Ellls, commenting
on the lrvlna Co.'• $38 mllllon effort to remodel
lte six office bulldlnga In downtown San Diego.

-

Feb. 20:

JoAnn Ar1en of San Diego Travel Group.

Feb. 27:
'All successful CEOs in America today are
salesmen. The art of selling is the secret of
America's success.'
- Stave Gamee, chief executive officer,
Prudenttal Callfornla Realty.

March 6:
'Every known specialty says, "Screw insurance, I'm calling myself a spa." '
- Dr. Mitchel Goldman, Spa MD.

'It's a spectacular place to live. Live being
the key word. You can do anything you want
to do here except snow ski, but that's just an
hour away. Life is really great here. '

~ • on a labor dleptJla at KGTV Channel 10.

,.

May 15:

'l would expect ... a congratulatory note
because we took a pile of manure and turned
it into a pot of gold.'
- Torn King, CEO, San Diego Community Bank,
....,__ '---- •----• -

--

-----·

Oct.16:
- Bud Laadom, publlahar of the Callfornla
Stock Report, talldng about Science
Appllcattona lntamatlonal Corp.'a lnltlal publlc
offering.

Oct. 23:
'The use of genetic information is just in
kindergarten class, we haven't even gotten
to first grade yet and we're far away from
graduation.'
- Dr. Jeff Kamll, chief madlcal officer for Blue
Cf08S of Callfornla.

'If you bring the poor into the financial system, they don't ever think about terrorism.'
- Chrt• Crane, Opportunity lntamaltonal'■ chief
executive officer, talldng about programa that
make loan• to the poor to launch b u • I - .

Nov.13:
'We entrepreneurs are all addicted to starting businesses. I think people who start businesses should start enjoying the ride instead
of working for their retirement.'
- Jon Carder, who le launching Mo)opagaa, a
Web elta that wtll allow uaara to write ravlewa
and rate local bu■I-.

- George Mullan, who le propoalng that San
slogan from 'Arnarlce'a Flnaet
City' to 'City of Life.'

Nov. 20:

Aug. 7:
ent property in San Diego,
e to 10 times more. You can
,000 condo with an ocean view in
and Ensenada, compared to $1.5
in La Jolla.'

'San Diego is a great place to be an
owner. We are very optimistic about where
the market is headed.'
-

Liza Strom, laa■lng director for Equity Office.

Nov. 27:

Ruaa Schreier, founder of Dal Mar-baNd
Finance North America.

Aug.14:

- Lou Galuppo, prolnaor at the Bum

'Don't come to me and tell me you're going
to boycott my business over some dispute I
have no control over and expect me to be on
yoµr side; you're an idiot if you believe that's
going to happen.'
, - Mlchael Shelby,-• San Diego Hartey-

Richard Garcia, development manager of the
Icon mixed-use projact.

'There's going to be a lot more millionaires
after this, that's for sure.'

Diego cha

'San Diego, for the firlt time in its en ·
history, is being looked at worldwide a
place to put money in real estate.'

May 8:

Oct. 9:
'The bulk of buyers recognize that the ballpark district is a very exciting place to be, and
is quickly being surrounded by high-quality
projects - major investments. '

Diego region.

July 31:

April 3:

- Stevan Eacoboza, CEO of the H08pltal
Auoclatlon of San Diego and Imperial Countlaa,
on the Tenet caaa.

- Dave La Barra, p-ldant and founder of Ml
Casa dal Mar, talldng about llvlng In San Felipa,
Baja Callfomla, Mexico.

Nov.6:

- Jaula J . Knight Jr., •peaking about the San

HIii Promen- mall.

April 10:

Oct.2:
'The only thing we go north for are certain
ice creams. You want a junior bacon burger?
You go across the border. We have everything
here.'

July 17:

March 20:

'It's difficult for hospitals to understand,
so I can appreciate that it would be difficult
to understand for jurors. We were hoping
there would be some clarity, but we'll wait
and sec.'

BIii Chaney, praaldant and CEO of the
Callfomla/Navada Credit Union League,
epaaldng on the banking Industry.

'We are a platform for growth for the
United States in high-knowledge industries,
such as biotech and high-tech, and our traditional business is in a growth mode.'

'We are not downtown San Diego, we are
not UTC, we are Del Mar.'
- Robert Vlclno, on • plan to expand the Flowar

Mooraa Center for RMI Eatate a t ' : ; ~

- Santee City Manager Keith TIU.

July 3:
'Ultimately, the goal they want to achieve
is to eliminate credit unions. They don't want
consumers to have a choice in the type of
financial services they want.'

'It's already the women who predominately
explore our services for them and their families. They clearly hold the power.'
-

Santee, people with big financial stakes here.
There is a sense that there is a lot of opportunity in Santee and unrealized potential.'

-

'It's a good thing, remodeling these buildings, because it's making other building
owners aware you cannot have tired buildings
and compete.'

'Our beer styles are I 00 percent consistent
with our own taste. We are talented, to be
honest.'
- Greg Koch, CEO of Stone Brawtng Co.

'With the housing market being the poster
child of the slowdown, one would think that,
overall, there is less construction, and pressure for labor would be reduced, and raw
material prices would go down. But we have
not seen it yet.'
-

Aug. 28:
'We are a living laboratory. I had folks here
today from the city of Orange and Newport
Beach wanting to know the mechanics of
urban building and financing and planning
the product.'
- Sherm Harmar, p-ldant,
Downtown Raaldantlal Marketing Alliance.

Sept. 4:

.

'San Diego County (is) quickly running
out of industrial land. There are two significant areas where there remains industrial
land- Otay in the south end and Oceanside
in the north end.'
-

Rou Grano, prlnclpal, Hamann PropartlN.

:

Sept. 11:

,,1,. . ......~,...... u- 4;-• -:11 ; ... _
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Ron Hall, executive vice praaldant of the
Southam Callfornla dlvtelon of McCarthy
Bulldlng C.... Inc.

Dec.4:
'It's bad for any area to be perceived as
anti-husiness. '
·
on

--41et.all analyst George Whalln, commanttng
the San Diego City Councll dacl■lon affacttng
Wal-Mart.
/1'-!
Dec.11:

t

'Tlfe' fl.u is a pretty serious thing ... It can
be devastating to any business.'

-4.pr. Joe Schargar, who pnc1lcN at the UC
\ ·

San Diego Madlcel Canter.

fir.
'

Dec.18:

'It is critical to remember that this is still
a work function and anything you say or
do could affect your standing with J
employer.'
- Jolin A. Challenger, CEO of Challenger,
&'Chrl- Inc., raf9rring to holiday

l9
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Euromilhoes Dakar 2007 Portraits of the Day
Sunday January 7, 2007
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GRANDA M

Brian Schmuckle: "The last into Dakar? With pleasure!"

SC CA
NHRA
DTM
WRC
G P2
A lG P
MOTOG P

Lost in the crowd at scrutineering, a cigar hanging from his lip, seeking in
vain where he has to go whilst pushing along his 510-cm3 Husqvarna is
how Brian Schmuckle acquainted himself with the Dakar ... at least for the
moment. Furthermore, the American rider was one of the last to submit
himself to technical scrutineering. "I'll also be thrilled to be the last into
Dakar. That will mean I've managed to make it to the end of the rally" ,
admitted the Californian business manager.

CCR & DAKAR

Fl & GP2

Ch a m p ca rs & In dy
Oth e r op e n wh eel
Stock cars

Brian, a father of three, has been a motocross fanatic for more than thirty
years . This year he has therefore set himself a new challenge : to take
part in the king of African rallies, an idea which is much too dangerous for
his wife's liking ... But never mind, Brian Schmuckle will do his utmost to
follow his friend Michael Kay, who convinced him to accompany him on
this adventure .
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endurance
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His plans have been especially difficult to get off the ground . "Husqvarna
promised to give us two bikes free of charge, but three weeks before the
start, they changed their minds and asked us to pay for one. We have had
no time at all to look for funding. My paint company is my main sponsor".

Off-road
Motorcycle
Karting

OTH!1fvt!WS
Racing series by
region
Business
Commentary
History

Now that the time has come to tackle the first difficulties of the rally,
Brian admits to being quite stressed by the sheer scale of the event. "My
deepest worry concerns the bike's workings". The 49-year old rider does
not, however, seem too bothered by the risks involved. "I'm really not
worried at all about any accidents. I've already broken 21 bones in my
body. Physically, I'm perfectly prepared".
For the Californian, this rally simply involves, "getting from A to B, without
racing anyone ... " Several minutes before experiencing the first miles of
the race, the rider was still wondering just how the GPS on his bike
worked!

Sunny Irvine: The Dakar made in Mexico
Sunny has been talking about the Dakar for almost five years . Over there
in Cabo San Lucas, in the southern reaches of Lower California, where he
has set up his tourism company, he has been dreaming of this
extraordinary race for a loog
e. So it was no surprise to hear him say,
on meeting him in Portugal
portant thing is just being here". The
number 200, for whom t
first participation, is primarily an
enthusiast, despite a Q
oll of honour which is somewhat eclectic.
At just 29 years old
as already covered quite a lot of miles on his
bike.
When he picked~s Business Administration diploma from the
University of San Diego, in the United States, he celebrated by trekking
down to Ushuaia with fellow graduates. This motorbike raid took six
months, covering 30,000 kilometres and providing an 80,000 dollar
donation to the Honduran Red Cross, as part of an aid campaign to help
the victims of hurricane Mitch . He also took a round the world trip by boat
with other students. So it is hardly surprising to find him today set up as a
business manager taking care of the needs of thousands of passengers
ferried by cruise liners to his doors. He offers the opportunity to
experience the desert, raids, excursions, sailing, and water-sports to a

Free Cursors!
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clientele mainly made up of demanding North American customers . He
could only be fascinated by the Dakar. He readily admits that if he gets
through this, he could do anything.
He is in perfect physical condition, since this is central to his lifestyle .
However, his pre-Dakar preparation was somewhat limited: "We don't
have any big dunes in Mexico. We have never ridden using a road book
either. But we were able to do a week's training in the Valley of Death
with Chris Blais" .
An accomplished sportsman, Sunny also speaks several languages and is
more than happy to be able to get by in French. "Oh la la!" he exclaimed
to a Gallic journalist. "All this technical stuff is so complicated!" he
uttered, connecting wires to his bike, busy and smiling in his blue race
overalls.
Philippe Tonin: "Everything went wrong"
Discovering sometimes can be painful. For his first participation on the
Dakar, Philippe Tonin expected a soft start, as it is sometimes possible on
the European stages of the Dakar. But not this time as Philippe quickly
understood. He really endured the first difficulties of the special and was
dogged by bad luck: "Everything went wrong", says Philippe who spent 6
hours on the first special. "First I was hit by another rider, a Brazilian. My
back hurts a little, but I will be fine. Now the thing is I think the tank was
damaged when I fell because I ran out of petrol" . Problems started only
after a few kilometres for this French rider : "A friend stopped the first
time and gave me one litre, but it was not enough to start again. Then I
met a couple of spectators: they went home and came back with 5 litres .
Unfortunately, I had another breakdown three kilometres from the finish
line. In total, I stopped twice for more than an hour".
Philippe, who has already experienced all types of misfortunes in this
Dakar, is starting to discover the feelings competitors usually have on the
rally: "You tend to believe it is much more difficult in Mauritania", says the
unfortunate rookie jokingly. I have to admit I started to feel low at once.
"Nobody stopped to help me because everyone tried lo take as little petrol
as possible to lighten the bikes. I really wondered what I was going to go
without petrol. I was furious; I did not want to withdraw" . Philippe Tonin
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has already had his share of troubles and is ready for the adventure!
Alain De/aunay: "The Dakar is really something else!"
"It really made me laugh when a Portuguese spectator told me there were
only 9,000 kilometres left before Dakar!" Alain Delaunay parks his bike in
the secure enclosure in Portimao and recounts the first day of his first
Dakar. One hell of a baptism of fire which did not really worry competitor
number 137. So much the better, since the rally started without a warning
for the man who says he came along "naturally", to use his words, to try
out the hardest race in the world . "I feel a bit like a robot", he admits. It
is his way of shrugging things off. It all started with a petrol inlet problem
which required a change of fuel hose, followed by a few falls, "five or six",
according to his own estimations. But that is not all. He also had problems
with the sentinel, dealing with the extra stress of having to move over as
soon as the warning signal rang out, which he explains with quite an
image: "I feel like I've got a combined harvester instead of a bike". It is,
in fact, a Honda 400 XR that he chose for its light weight. Alain Delaunay
also encountered difficulties with administrative scrutineering. What's
more, he is an ICO novice. "It's not all that simple!" he exclaims. He even
struggled with the road-book: "I only managed to input about two-thirds" .
Wha_
t a devil of a first special stage, which he finished 2 hrs. 56 _min.
behind winner Ruben Faria! And yet, Alain Delaunay if far from being a
wilting violet lost on the rally discovering a foreign world. He has 20 years
of endurance racing behind him and is an expert in track maintenance. He
is a Manager with the French rail company SNCF, and that level obviously
demands a good sense of organisation. He meticulously prepared his
Dakar, wearing himself out in the search for sponsors and going flat out in
training. "I know you have to manage everything in minute detail to reach
the goal. But in spite of my experience, I'm realising that it's just
something completely different" . Before the start, he called it "the
ultimate race", to justify his efforts. So, Delaunay is now living the dream
and it is not simple ... Right from the word go.
-credit : dakar.com
0.030
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The monthly changes in leading indicators (initial cl ·
ployment insurance, local stock prices, outlook fJ
economy, consumer confidence, building permits
advertising) of the San Diego economy as tracke
Ian Gin, an
urban economics professor at the University of San Diego. The highest monthly rate.is 144.2 in Maret 2006.
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Big Polluters Graying as Region's Energy
Greens
Whatever replaces two local power plants will be a major source of San Diego
County's pollution for at least 40 years.
By ROB DAVIS Voice Staff\Vriter
Wednesday, Jan. 3, 2007 I The biggest source offederally regulated pollution in San Diego
County is getting old. So is the third-largest source.
Both are power plants, and both began operating before John F. Kennedy was president.
In Carlsbad, the Encina Power Station spit out 3.9 million pounds of pollution in 2004, the result of
the plant's natural gas combustion. In Chula Vista, the South Bay Power Plant emitted 2.3 million
pounds.
As plans to replace the plants are discussed, the pollution they cause is largely absent from the
energy industry's discourse. But decisions about those plants will impact our future air quality.
Whatever replaces them will be a major source of San Diego County's pollution for at least 40 years.

With the region on the cusp of a clean-energy, renewable future, some wonder whether the plants'
replacements and the accompanying pollution are unwarranted. Three years ago, the region got less
than 1 percent of its energy from renewable sources such as solar and wind. That has grown to 6
percent today. San Diego Gas & Electric aims for 16 percent by 2010 .
Energy experts, regulators a
and South Bay plants will
future. But the region c
unproven, they say.

r producers say natural-gas-fueled replacements for the Encina
ge between the region's dirty fossil fuel past and a cleaner energy
rely on major renewable sources that remain unaffordable or

"We're not there
ot like there's a wind farm out in East County just waiting to give us 500
megawatts of ca
, said Scott Anders, director of the Energy Policy Initiatives Center at
University of San ie§o. "So we have to be careful about the choices we make to Reep the lights on. I
see a greener future, ut I don't see it by 2010. And I don't necessarily think that putting in a power
plant precludes that future."
But the Environmental Health Coalition, a National City-based environmental justice group fighting
the South Bay plant, disagrees that replacement plants will serve as a bridge to a cleaner future. They
argue that new plants will pollute long after the time when renewable energy is readily available.
"These two power plants are old. It's time for them to go," said
Laura Hunter, director of the coalition's Clean Bay Campaign. "How
we do that, I hope we have some vision, I hope we have some
equity."
·
The discussion here is starkly different than debates occurring
nationwide, where coal plants -- larger polluters than natural gas --

"It's not like
there's a wind
farm out in
38
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are still being built as a cheap energy source. As Democrats take
control of Congress and signal that legislation to address global
warming is coming, companies are scrambling to secure approval
for what could be the county's last generation of dirty, coal-fired
plants. A Texas company, for example, is currently proposing the
controversial construction of 11 coal-fired plants.
In California, all new power plants are natural-gas fired. No nuclear,
coal or oil-fired plants have opened in 20 years, said Irene Stillings,
executive director of the San Diego Regional Energy Office, an
independent nonprofit group. Local regulations introduced in 1997
prohibited power plants from burning fuel oil except in
emergencies, which along with new technologies helped to
significantly cut pollution.
Bill Powers, a San Diego-based engineer fighting to make the Texas
coal proposal cleaner, described the natural-gas technology now
proposed here as "squeaky clean."
'We could Band-Aid those things (Encina and South Bay) for
another 20 years," Powers said. "But realistically it would be better
to replace the old dogs now, and as they are no longer needed just
back off."
'

East County
just waiting to
give us 500
megawatts of
capacity. So
we have to be
careful about
the choices we
make to keep
the Zig hts on. I
see a greener
future, but I
don't see it by
2010. II

The South Bay plant is closest to being replaced. LS Energy, a New
- Scott Anders,
Jersey-based company, assumed the 706-megawatt plant's lease
Director of University of
from Duke Energy in May. The company plans to replace South Bay
San Diego's Energy
plant with a more efficient 620-megawatt gas-fired plant that would
Policy Initiatives Center
create enough energy to power about 600,000 homes. The
replacement would use technology that creates energy about 2.5
times more efficiently and free up 115 acres of bay front land for redevelopment.
"It's like saying trading in your old pickup truck for a new hybrid Prius," LS Energy spokesman David
Hicks said. "It's a gigantic leap forward. That's the only way to look at it."
Opponents argue that the new plant, while more efficient, would pollute nearly as much as the
existing plant, which has operated at 30 percent of its capacity the last two years. LS Power says the
net emissions would be lower than the existing plant's, and has agreed to not exceed the current
plant's emissions during 2004-2005.
"Are we really improving our air quality or not?" Hunter asked. "We certainly should be, or we're
making a serious mistake. This is a 50-year decision we're making."
The Environmental Health Coalition suggests building smaller plants, using an old landfill in South
County as one option. Other potential sites for smaller plants have been identified, Hunter said.
The current South Bay plant, which opened in July 1960, requires millions of gallons of seawater to
cool its internal processes. Its replacement will not need the bay's water, which would be a boon for
sea life that gets trapped and killed by water intake. Opponents say that affords the perfect
opportunity to move the plant out of western Chula Vista or to replace it with a smaller, lesspolluting plant and an emphasis on renewable technology.
Hicks, the LS Power spokesman, said the existing site is the best option, because it already has the
needed transmission lines and ·natural gas pipeline in place.
To build the replacement, LS Power is seeking a 30-year lease with two five-year options from the
Unified Port of San Diego, which owns the plant and the land on which it sits. The Environmental
Health Coalition is asking the port to delay the lease.
The city of Chula Vista and the port jointly meet Jan. 19 to discuss the replacement plans.
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No formal replacement has been proposed for the Encina site, but it's well-known that its operator,
NRG Energy, is considering replacing it.

Please contact Rob Davis directly with your thoughts, ideas, personal stories or tips. Or send a
letter to the editor.

Close Window
- ----·------- ------------------. -----~
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Maxfield 831 596 0910 .
More thorough analysis will be released "near the end of January ."
CA Budget Project releases "quick and dirty" analysis of Governor's proposed budget.
www.cbp .org . Contact: Jean Ross 916 444 0500.
Survey and Pol icy Research Institute at San Jose State Univerisity releases poll on
universal health care finding "Californians firmly favor state-guaranteed health insurance,"
but it will be an "uphill battle for public o
illegal immigrants." Contact :

2.
Legislative Analyst's Office releases A Review of UC's Long Range Developmen
Planning Process, asks whether UC planning adequately addresses effects of campus
growth on surrounding communities and recommends legislative steps to make UC
planning "more transparent and effective ." Available at www .lao.ca .gov . Contact : Anthony
Simbol 916 319 8334.

MEETINGS, CONFERENCES , WORKSHOPS, ETC.
CA Seismic Safety Commission , discusses white paper on Field Act's effectiveness in
ensuring seismic safety in the construction of public schools, other business. 9:30 a.m.,
Rm. 4202. Contact : Richard McCarthy 916 263 5506 x230.
CA Disability Community Action Network, TELEMEETING, participants hear update from
Scott Graves, CA Budget Project, and Michael Herald, Western Center on Law and Poverty
on the Governor's proposed budget. 1 p.m., 800 608 4143, no passcode, ask for
CDCAN Townhall. Contact: martyomoto@rcip .com.
Conference on reducing disparit ies in mental health care, includes panel discussions and
keynote speech by Dr. Joseph Betancourt, Harvard Medical School, on "Racial/Ethnic
Disparities in Health care : Where We've Been and Where We 're Going." 7:30 a.m.,
Convention Center. Contact : 916 734 5390 .
Sponsored by UC Davis Center for Health Services Research and UC Davis
Center for Reducing Health Disparities.
CA Medical Assistance Commission, hears report on Medi-Cal managed care programs,
other business. 10:15 a.m., Rm. 113. Contact: Keith Berger 916 324 2726.
State Mining and Geology Board, hears update on administrative penalties against Carl J.
Wood for operating a quarry in Browns Valley, Yuba County, that was restr icted to 13.5
acres and a depth of 35 feet but is disturbing 20 acres at a depth of 100 feet, other
business . 9 a.m., Rm. 444. Contact: 916 322 1082.
The ABC's of School Debt Financing, a seminar for school administrators on debt financing
for schools, sponsored by the CA Debt and Investment Advisory Commission and the CA
Assn . of School Business Officials. 9 a.m., Hilton Sacramento Arden West Hotel.
Contact: 916 447 3783 X23.
Repeats Jan. 18 in Ontario, 9 a.m ., Marriott Ontario Airport Hotel.
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Many Emancipated Foster Youth Become Homeless, Unemployed
Jan 31 , 2007
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Tom Fudge: More than 4,000 California foster kids tuo
cease to be wards of the state. We call it emanclpat'
not really set free, they're just cut loose. And ii Is t
end up homeless and unemployed following ttie·

year, which means that they
·ics of the system say they're
rge percentage of foster children
day.

Related Resources
Foster Youth Help
Children's Advocacy Institute

A San Diego based group called The Children's l,,.,,,e{acy Institute has a proposal lo address
the problem. The group, which is part of the ~Law School, wants the state to create a
Transition Guardian Plan. People at the lnstl~say it's unrealistic to say that an 18-year-old
foster kid can be truly independent. They'd like to see the state continue to look after the
person's interests into their mid-twenties.
Guests
•
•

Sophia Herman, a foster teen who recently "aged out" of the system.
Melanie Del ado staff attorne for the Children's Advocac Institute hat authored the
report, xpan mg ransitional ervices for mancipated Foster You : An Investment
in California's Tomorrow." The institute is part of the University of San Diego School of

•

Cathi Palatella, executive assistant for the county's Child Welfare Services.

Spanking Ban
California Assemblywoman Sally
Lieber is proposing a bill to make ii
illegal to spank children three years
old or younger. What do you think?

Law.
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~
~
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A transition into adu lthood
Sunday, January 28 , 2007

THE A VERA GE parent in California doesn't expect his or her child
to achieve full adulthood -- in the form of complete self-sufficiency - at the age of 18 . In fact, it's not until the age of 26 that this average
child is able to get by without leaning on mom and dad at least a little
bit -- whether it's a place to live, given California's astronomical
housing prices , help with college tuition or maybe the used car that
gets her back and forth to her first job. The average cost for mom and
dad. for this launch into adulthood? Approximately $44,000.

· Get matched with up to 5 lenders.
For free in ju~t. mfnutes.
.,,:.-JINN"'J, INO

~
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If only the state of California cared so much about the realities facing its children. Foster children are turned out of their parents'
house at the age of 18, to survive, and rarely thrive, on their own. The statistics are daunting for their futures and expensive for
taxpayers: Less than 3 percent graduate from college. They are disproportionately represented in the prison system, and female
fost_er yo uth are four times more likely to receive public assistance than the general population.
Now we have a chance at reversing these outcomes. State Sen. Carole Migden, D-San Francisco, and Assemblyman Dave Jones,
D-Sacramento, are introducing a bill to create a "transitional guardian program" for foster youth aging out of the system. The
program will offer former foster yo uth tuition money, housing vouchers, and -- crucially -- a mentor of their choice to dispense the
money and report their progress to the state, until the youth reaches the age of 24 or is prepared to launch themselves.
This Supportive Transitional Emancipation Program (STEP) has similar precedent
little danger of California forming a new program that won't work. In 2002 , Con
Vouchers , which offer former foster youth $5 ,000 a year for tuition or vocatio
dribble out at a notoriously slow pace -- the program is constantly oversubsc ·

the state and national levels, so there's
orized the Chafee Educational Training
g. Despite spotty distribution -- the funds

holars program, sponsored by the Orangewood
Within California, the best examples are in the nonprofit sector. The G
nd mentoring so that they can attend participating
Children's Foundation, offers emancipated foster youth financial aid,
ommunity at large. It was wise ofMigden and Jones
colleges -- and it boasts a retention rate of nearly 70 percent, better tha
to work with a nonprofit -- the San Diego-based Chjldren's Advocacy Instjtµr;, in this instance -- to target best practices . One of
the best elements of the STEP program is its insistence on the active participation of emancipating foster youth. They'll have the
chance to "opt-out" in case they feel fed up with the idea of another program, and also "opt-in" later on, if they decide that life on
their own isn't so rosy. They'll also help choose their own mentors. The only thing that would improve on this system would be the
inclusion of former foster youth as advocates and role models -- an idea that 22-year-old Laney Kermani, a participant in First
Place Fund for Youth, an Oakland-based emancipation services nonprofit, enthusiastically endorses.
"Former transitional foster youth have to be part of this," she said. "I can't emphasize that enough."
STEP won't be cheap. In its cost-benefit analysis of such a program, the Children's Advocacy Institute showed that it will cost
about $ 123 million annually after the first five years . But it's certainly possible that the state can obtain at least some federal funds
for the program, particularly in the form of housing vouchers , and a little creativity in the form of public-private partnerships
wou ld go a long way as we ll. Even if the state has to come up with the bulk of the money, however, it will still receive the bulk of
the benefit.

(

STEP wi ll save the state money after 12 years -- even ass uming that it only results in most former foster youth achieving the same
levels of education, welfare usage and imprisonment as the rest of the population. In 23 years, once it works it way through an
entire generation of foster youth, STEP will pay for all of its costs -- even the start-up ones. When our legislators see that price
tag, we urge them to keep in mind not only their umivaled opportunity to help foster youth live happier, more productive lives, but
also those benchmark years, 12 and 23 . Though they will be termed out of office, they could, by approving the STEP program,
leave a tremendous legacy for California.
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Study : Foste r kids need more aid
By JAKE HENSHAW

The Salinas Californian Sacramento Bureau
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"These are
"These are not other people's children," said Robert Fellmeth, executive director of the institute.
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between the ages of 18 and 22, a support that gradually phases out as the
Fellmeth estimated this might cost $150 million a year.
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The latest state figures available show that in July 2006, the state's foster care program included
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percent start life on their own without a place to live and 51 percent have
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care each year,
In Monterey County, about 17 of its 415 foster children reach 18 years of age and leave foster
said Robert Taniguchi, the county's deputy director for family and children's services.
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He said the county begins working with foster youth at age 16 to prepare them for the next stage,
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more housing. Taniguchi also said the county is trying to develop a way to track the youth after
help detennine better ways to help them.
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"Some are working, some are in school, some go to junior college," he said. "Some obviously
."
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In California, an 18-year-old former foster youth may be eligible for Medi-Cal and some federal
well as some state and county transitional support.
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Help older foster kids
until they are 26 . Parents
YOUNG ADULTS WHO live with their parents don't typically sever the financial umbilical cord
y
per
$44,000
about
of
tune
the
to
care,
medical
and
food
rent,
help out with college expenses,
out on the street to

ki
But it is a totally different story for foster kids. When they turn 18, the state of California
fend for themselves .
The devastating effects of this policy have been well-docum ented. Of the 4,000 kids
year, 20 percent land in prison. With no one to turn to for financial support, former
shelters and on public assistance.

out" of foster care every
ildren wind up in homeless

Law School, provides us with
A new report by the Children's Advocacy Institute. run out of UJe Iloivecsity p( §ao Qlegp
to live, 51 percent are
place
no
with
care
foster
leave
children
of
percent
65
them,
Among
statistics.
grim
more
time.
unemploye d and just 3 percent attend college, while seven times that number end up serving
suggestion s for improving the
Yet the study does more than lament this sorry state of affairs. Its authors make concrete
lot of foster care children.
and financial support for
The authors are calling for a new plan, the first of its kind in the nation, to establish guardians
foster children after they tum 18.
guardian.
The way It would work is, every child 16 to 18 would be matched with a court-appo inted
well, would be in charge of
That person, a relative, foster parent, social worker or someone else the teenager knows
manage a stipend that the
monitoring his or her progress. The guardian, who would be paid $100 a month, would also
the child's 18th birthday to
after
right
month
per
$850
from
range
would
amount
That
child.
state would provide to each
$258 when they are 23.
is $123 million.
Advocates say the cost of the program, which would provide a $47,000 subsidy to each child,
t assistance on former foster
That is peanuts compared with the amount the state spends in prison costs and governmen
children.
children become
The Transition Guardian plan is an excellent idea that makes sense. Not only will it help foster
productive citizens. It will also save taxpayer dollars in the long run.
have pledged to sponsor the
State Sen. carole Mlgden, D-San Francisco, and Assemblym an Dave Jones, D-Sacrame nto,
budget.
2007-2008
the
in
money
getting
of
hopes
the
legislation in
their support.
We urge the Legislature and Gov. Schwarzenegger to give this important piece of legislation
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Experts: Foster kids turning 18 need more help
Proposal would give young adults a better start
By Jake Henshaw
Sacramento Bureau

SACRAMENTO - While counties offer varying degrees of help, California's foster
adulthood with only a fraction of the support that many other children receive, a s
The average child gets $44,500 worth of parental support to help become self-s
according to the study by the Children's Advocacy Institute at the l.(njyer§!!Y of §an

nt upon reaching age 18, .

Diego School of Law.

California foster children receive less than 5 percent of that amount, the study found.
'These are not other people's child~en ," said ~obert Fellmeth, executive director of the institute. 'These are
legally [California's] children."
He proposed a comprehensive state program dubbed the Transition Guardian Plan, which would designate a
court-appointed guardian who would distribute a monthly stipend of perhaps as much as $850 that gradually
phases out as the young adult becomes self-sufficient.
Tulare County had about 1,200 foster youth at any one time in 2005-06. About 93 reach 18 years of age and
leave the program yearly, according to Judy Rutan, county deputy director for child welfare services.
To help them make the change, she said, the county runs an independent living program to help them with skills
ranging from balancing a checkbook to applying for college.
She said the county housing authority has helped with housing and that there's an effort to provide aid with the
deposit, first-month rent and utility payment.
The county now is working to expand aid through a state program to provide more counseling, housing, and
employable skills.
'We have the independent living program [that provides life skills] for kids still in the system," Rutan said. "Then
once the youth age out of our system, it is that bridge [of the expanded program] that will give them housing,
and give them wraparound support services they need.
"It is a step in the right direction," she concluded. "Can we do more? Absolutely."
Fellmeth estimated that a statewide program might cost $150 million a year for aiding emancipated foster youth
between 18 and 22 years of age.
The study concluded that it would take 23 years for the state to realize a net cumulative benefit from keeping the
foster youth out of prison and off welfare while living as taxpaying workers .
There were 75,000 youth in the state foster-care program in July 2006, according to the latest state figures
available. Fellmeth said roughly 4,000 of these youth reach 18 years of age each year and step out on their
own.
As a group, 65 percent start life on their own without a place to live, 51 percent are unemployed and less than 3
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percent go to college.
Right now, an 18-year old foster youth may be eligible for Medi-Cal, some federal college aid and a variety of
transitional services, such as housing and transportation costs.
While the transitional program originally required a 60 percent county match, it now is fully-state funded. But
Fellmeth said it is still under-funded, at about $15 million .
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No-spank
measure
kicking
up storm
State bill rekindles
:an age-old debate
By James P. Sweeney ·
COPLEY NEWS SERVICE .

SACRAMENTO - A proposal to make California _the nation's first state to ban spanking
of children under age 4 already
is generating more heat than
most children are ever likely to
experience on their bottoms.
Sally Lieber, a Mountain
View Democrat and the Assembly's speaker pro tern, said she
plans to introduce the no- spanking measure this week, a
week later than initially
planned.
Word of the impending legislation has stirred a hornet's
nest, rekindling - and taking
to the national stage - an ageold debate about how best to
discipline children.
A torrent of criticism only
has hardened her resolve to
proceed, Lieber said, noting
that many of the e-mails and
letters she has received are
laced with hostility and rage
SEE

Spank, A9
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~arvard therapist says such a ban
dOUld be 'virtually unenforceable'
that underscore the need for.
such a law.
Two of the Capitol's most
powerful parents and officeholders, Republican Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger and Assembly Speaker Fabian Nunez,
a Los Angeles Democrat, appear cool to the idea.
"It's always good to protect
kids," Schwarzenegger said in
an interview last week. "But
sometimes you can go overboard. I'm going to look at it
with an open mind, but, in general, I think this is not something people are for."
The governor said he and his
wife, Maria Shriver, do not
spank.
"We never touched our
kids," Schwarzenegger said. "I
grew up in a culture where it
was more common. But I always felt that there are so many
other ways where you can disci~ kids that is harsher than
.... -:: physical aspect. . . . We
have been much more successful with that"·
Nunez also said he doesn't
spank. He declined to say what
he thinks of Lleber's proposal
until he has had a chance to
discuss it with her.
"But I will tell you, I think
this is a very deep personal
issue for families," Nunez said.
The legislation would prohibit any physical striking of a
child under age 4, with penalties that could range from required enrollmennn a parenting class to a misdemeanor
punishable by up to a year in
jail and a $1,000 fine, Lieber
said.
"I don't think it is good to hit
anybody, regardless of their
age," Lieber said when asked
why she drew the line at 4. "But
these kids are so small. They're
really sitting ducks for the superior size and speed and force '
of an adult."
r ieber may seem an unlikely
(
or of the bill because she
aues not have children, a point
not lost on her critics. Legislators routinely carry and vote on
legislation in which they have
no direct personal experience. ·

Corporal punishment already is prohibited in California
schools, day-care · centers and
other settings, such as foster
care. The state also has longstanding child-abuse laws, but
Lieber said the standards of
1
what is permissible are not
clear.
Thomas Nazario, a University of San Francisco law professor who persuaded Lieber to
introduce the measure, said
toddlers "often don't understand the relationship between
the pain . . . and the conduct
they are supposed to change."
Statistics show that small
children also are more likely to
be injured or killed as a result
of child abuse, Nazario said.
"Often spanking, though it
may start off innocent, it gets a
little out of control ... and all of
sudden we have a fracture or an
injury," Nazario said.
Lieber and others embrace
the common argument that
spanking teaches children to
respond to difficult situations
with aggression and violence.
"I have been a clinician for
over 30 years, and a researcher,
and I think spanking, by and
large, is an adult temper tantrum.~ said Kyle Pruett, a clinical professor of psychiatry at
the Yale University Child Study
Center. ''I've never quite understood how you're going to help
your children manage their impulses by losing control of
yours.~
While Lleber's proposal has
touched off a lively debate, outlawing corporal punishment in
all settings is not a new idea.
Sweden did it nearly 30 years
ago, and 16 countries, mostly in
Europe, have followed suit, according to the Center for Effective Discipline in Columbus,
Ohio.
Nonetheless, child development experts, researchers and
academics in the field remain
divided.
"'There is a lot of research on
the effects of spanking.and it's
pretty negative overall," said
Gail Heyman, an associate profess.Qr who teache_~ child <level-

opment and child psychology
at the University of California
San Diego.
Heyman, like most specialists interviewed, doesn't believe
Lleber's proposal is a good
idea
"Roughly 80 percent of parents at least occasionally spank
their children," she said. "Do
we want to say that 80 percent
·of parents are criminals? I certainly don't Most of them are
probably good parents."
Robert Larzelere, a leading
authority on the subject, said
his more than 20 years of reAssembly member Sally
search has shown that a reLieber, shown taking the oath
strained, . judicious use of
of office last month, plans to
spanking is an effective and apintroduce a bill prohibiting
propriate discipline opti9n.
spanking of children under
"If it is used too s1;yerely or
age 4. Associated Press file photo
as the main discip!ine1.-tactic,
that's when it has adverse outOnline: Readers can go to
comes in children," said Larzeluniontrib.com/more/spanking to
ere, an associate professor of
read or post comments in the
human development and family
SignOnSanDiego forums .
science at Oklahoma State University.
ture's business. - - Spanking, for example,
might be appropriate when a
"I don't think it's my place to
small child responds defiantly
make that decision," Horton
to milder discipline, he said.
said. "Everybody's situation is
different."
'Then the child is more likely to comply with a timeout
Others say spanking to disnext time," Larzelere said, and
courage potentially lethal be"a parent can wean (themhavior, such as playin
·h
selves) from the n_eed to use
matches or probing e
spanking."
outlets, needs no defe
Carleton Kendrick, a Har"I feel very unc
vard-educated family therapist
even as a child adv
with more than 30 years of exnalizing disciplin
perience in the field , doesn't
in the best inter
like spanking but said Lieber's
proposal is ill-conceived and
"virtually unenforceable."
"It would be unconscionable
at the Jloixern1ty of San Riegg
for the children within a family
Fellmeth said a better anto have a parent removed and
swer would be more parenting
incarcerated because they were
classes in high schools.
caught (spanking) by some"Most kids are going to be
body with a camera phone,"
parents and . . . they ought to
said Kendrick, an author and
learn a little bit about being a
frequent national commentator
parent," Fellmeth said. "I think
on the travails of parenting.
it's more important, frankly,
Republicans in the Legislathan trigonometry."
ture have lampooned Lieber's
proposal. Assemblywoman
Copley News Service reporter
Shirley Horton, R-Bonita,
Michael Gardner contributed to this
agreed that children under 4
report.
48
should not be spanked, but said
it's really none of the Legisla-
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Governor's aides got .QJ-9. b<;>n_u~_~s for political work
The quarter-million in compensation for four people came from campaign funds donated by private interests,
raising ethical questions.

By Peter Nicholas
Times Staff Writer
January 20, 2007
SACRAMENTO - Four senior aides to Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger were paid nearly a quarter-million dollars in
bonuses for political work they performed during the governor's race - money that came from insurers, oil companies,
real estate developers and other private interests that contributed to the governor's campaign .

•

Chief of staff Susan Kennedy received a $100,000 bonus as a reward for the time she devoted to Schwarzenegger's
reelection bid, the governor's office said Friday. With that bonus, Kennedy has collected $323,500 in campaign and
taxpayer money in her year as Schwarzenegger's top aide.
Schwarzenegger paid his communications director, Adam Mendelsohn, a -bonus of$75,000 for his work on the
campaign - on top of his taxpayer-financed salary of $123,000. Separately, Mendelsohn earned $13,000 last year in
campaign salary, bringing his total pay to $211,000.
Daniel Zingale, chief of staff to first lady Mana Shriver, received a $25,000 campaign bonus, supplementing his state
salary of$123,000. And Clay Russell, the governor's personal assistant, was rewarded with a $48,000 bonus. That sum,
coupled with a separate $20,000 campaign salary Russell received, boosted his compensation by 80%.
The bonuses were paid in December - a month after Schwarzenegger won a second term by defeating Democratic
candidate Phil Angelides. In each case, the aides who got bonuses are those who spend the most time with the governor
and first lady, or are personal favorites.
Kennedy and Mendelsohn are two of a small number of aides welcome to see the governor without an appointment.
Russell is constantly at Schwarzenegger's side. Zingale is gaining influence, having recently been named a special
advisor to the governor in addition to his role as Shriver's confidant.
Julie Soderlund, a spokeswoman for Schwarzenegger, said that all four deserved the money, having put in considerable
campaign work on their own time. Now that the campaign is over, no Schwarzenegger aide will be paid anything
beyond a straight government salary, Soderlund said.
"Adam, Susan, Clay and Daniel - in addition to working full time in their state jobs - dedicated a tremendous amount
of time to the campaign, in terms of coming in in the mornings before work, in the evenings after work, and on the
weekends. And this is compensation for that time," she said.
Schwarzenegger's practice of boosting the salaries of his most valued aides appears to be rare. A survey of the 10 largest
states after California showed that nine don't allow it. Of this group, only Texas Republican Gov. Rick Perry uses
campaign money to compensate state aides for political work on their own time.
0
A spokeswoman for Democratic Gov. Edward G. Rendell of Pennsylvania said that her boss insists on a strict separation
between state and campaign work.
"You can't have staffers bowing to two gods," said Kate Phillips, Rendell's spokeswoman. Rendell "never wants
someone to be in a situation where they might feel compromised or their role is unclear."
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"Rendell staffers," she added, "don't enjoy that perk."
Because of the level of campaign pay she has received, Kennedy's compensation now comes primarily from the special
paign money amounts to
interests that pay into Schwarzenegger's campaign fund. Her state salary is $131,000; the
$192,500.
Watchdog groups said the practice is troubling. A government aide's allegiance
they contend. If the bulk of one's pay comes from private interests, loyalties

o the California taxpayers,
laced, they say.

from campaign contributors who are
"Public officials who are making public decisions should not be receiv · _ mo
private entities with their own special interests, biases and motivations &1.1,,~rc quite apart from the public interest," said
Robert Fellmeth rofessor of ublic interest law at the Universi of San Die o law school. "The dividing line between
on't understand. It's the most important
private and public is something that some people - including the governor check we have - more important than the judicial, executive and legislative check. It's the check between public and
private."
A voracious fundraiser, Schwarzenegger has collected more than $114 million in campaign funds since he entered the
recall campaign in 2003 .
The largest sum has come from banks and financial firms, which have given nearly $18 million. Real estate and
construction firms have contributed about $17 million, state records show. The entertainment industry has kicked in
more than $12 million; high-tech firms more than $7 million; insurers nearly $5 million; and agriculture interests, $4
\_
million.
Many of these industries maintain an active lobbying presence in Sacramento, seeking favorable regulatory rulings or
executive action from the governor.
In recent months, Schwarzenegger has rankled some corporations, announcing plans to curb global warming and expand
healthcare coverage through an assessment on doctors, hospitals and businesses.

But historically, the governor has been a reliable friend of business. Last year the Chamber of Commerce, the state's
leading business lobbying group, put out a list of "job-killer bills" it wanted vetoed. Schwarzenegger followed the
chamber's recommendation 82% of the time.
No matter how they are paid, each of the governor's aides can be trusted to act in the public interest, said Soderlund, the
governor's spokeswoman.
"Ultimately, each of these individuals is working for the governor's vision and on behalf of the governor," she said.

*
peter. nicholas@latimes.com
Times staff writer Dan Morain contributed to this report.
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THE "REGULATORY GAG CLAUSE" -A LOOPHOLE THA T
DEM AND S CLOSURE

[ulianne D'Angelo Fellmeth

ABSTRACT
State medical boards are charged with protecting the public by detecting incomp etence and removing licenses of
physicians who are un5#e to practice. However, licensed
physicians routinely conceal evidence of negligence or
incomp etence from medical boards by inserting "regulatory gag clauses " into civil settlement agreements - provisions that prohibit injured patients from compla ining to or
cooperating with regulators. The author - who recently
comple ted a two-year term as Enforcement Monitor at the
Medica l Board of California - argues for a statutory ban on
the inclusion of regulatory gag clauses in civil settlement
agreements by licensed physicians, to ensure medica l
boards can detect misconduct and take appropriate disciplinary action.

In 1999, Wendy Conne r went to a well-known San Diego
physician for a routine plastic surgery procedure on her forehead. Before the procedure, Conne r asked the doctor if he
had ever had a problem with that particular procedure. "Oh,
no," he assured her. "In fact, I've never been sued." He then
botche d an injection, causing an obstruction that destroyed
her retina and optic nerve - permanently blinding her in
one eye.
Conne r, an accomplished author of books about jewelry and
beadwork, lost her depth perception. Like a baby, she had to
relearn everything, from driving to work to daily tasks. She
retaine d an attorne y who filed a medical malpractice action
against the physician. Since 1980, she found that he had
been sued for medical malpractice at least 16 times.
Additionally, the Medical Board of California had put his
license on probation for five years in the 1990s for multiple
counts of sexual misconduct, permitting unlicensed office
staff to administer anesthesia and other violations.
During the course of the lawsuit, the doctor decided to settle with C~nne r rather than go to trial. However, he gave

her a list of deman ds as a conditi on of settlem ent and the
compe nsation she desperately needed so she could go on
with her life. One of them turned her stomac h: She was
not allowed to file a compla int with the medica l ooard or
any other agency and she was prohibited from cooper ating
with any agency that might investigate his miscon duct.
After lying to her and injurin g her, he was able to cover up
his neglige nce from his own regulator - becaus e no
Califor nia law prevents him from doing that. Undou btedly,
he had extracted the same "agreem ent" from his prior victims and had gone on to becom e a repeat offender.

THE "REGULATORY GAG CLAUSE "
Differe nt from the standard "confidentiality clause" often
inserted into settlem ent agreements to ensure that the fact
and the terms of a civil settlem ent agreem ent are not disclosed to the public, "regulatory gag clauses " are aimed at
hiding inform ation from regulators and only · regulators.
Regulatory gag clauses prevent occupa tional licensin g
agencies - created by the state and charged with public
protect ion - from learning about professional miscon duct
commi tted by their own licensees. Withou t that information, and withou t ready cooperation from injured victims,
agencies are unable to detect misconduct and remove or
restrict the license of a practitioner who is incomp etent,
neglige nt, dishon est or impaired.
Regulatory gag clauses cause many serious problems - for
the injured victim who is forced to accept it as a conditi on
of settlem ent, for the agency that is being deprived of information about its own licensees and for unsusp ecting consumers who continu e to be exposed to unscru pulous
and/or incomp etent state licensees because their regulators
cannot take approp riate disciplinary action against them the very antithesis of the purpose of regulatory agencies.

As a matter of sound public policy, an injured consum er
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should never be put in the position of having to decide
between two compe ting incentives: "I should take the
money and run" vs. "I'd really like to help preven t what
happe ned to me from happe ning to others. "

As for the agency charged with protecting the public , gag
clauses contrib ute to investigative delay (during which
time the practitioner contin ues to practice, and which
sometimes stretches beyond the statute of limitat ions and
precludes the board from being able to file the case), additional enforc ement costs (includ ing additional investigator
time spent tr}ing to convin ce the victim to cooper ate, and
additional prosecutor time spent seeking a subpo ena and
then enforcing it), and the ultima te cost for an agency
charged with preventing irreparabl.e harm - if the injure d
victim refuses to cooper ate, the board will not be able to
pursue a practitioner who may then go on to harm someone else.
Regulatory gag clauses are avoidable - but that doesn' t
help. California courts have repeatedly ruled that regula1
tory gag clauses are void as against public policy. However,
these rulings have not deterre d some licensed professionals
(including physicians like the one who blinde d Wendy
Conne r) from routine ly includ ing them in civil settlem ent
greements. They are inserted into agreem ents to settle
often-contentious litigation betwee n a licensed professional and an injured victim. Agencies often find out about
these settlements and approa ch the victim, seeking information and assistance. When the victim resists becaus e of
the gag clause , the agency may attemp t to persua de the victim to ignore the clause and assist the agency in preven ting
future harm to anothe r consum er. However, having just
been involved in protra cted litigation that has now been
settled , what victim would want to risk new litigation (in
the form of a breach of contra ct lawsuit) with that same
professional?

FINDINGS OF THE MEDICAL
ENFORCEMENT MON ITOR

BOARD

I recently compl eted a two-year term as an "enfor cemen t
monito r" for the Medic al Board of California (MBC ). As
specified in the statute creatin g the enforc ement monito r
position, my job was to "moni tor and evaluate the disciplinary system and proced ures of the board, makin g as his or
her highest priority the reform and reengi neerin g of the
board's enforc ement progra m and operat ions and the
improv ement of the overall efficiency of the board's disci2
plinary system." In analyz ing the medic al board's complaint handli ng perfor mance , we found that many of the

state's manda tory report ing mecha nisms that assist the
board ,in detect ing physician incom petenc e, dishonesty or
impai rment are failing. For examp le, Califo rnia law
requires medic al malpra ctice insura nce compa nies to
report to the medic al board all civil settlem ents over
$30,000 - but the numbe r of those reports filed with the
board has halved since 1998 (while the numbe r of physicians with active California licenses grew from 80,000 to
3
93,000 between 1998 and 2005). Even when settlem ent
reports are filed , physicians themselves routine ly gag their
victims to preven t them from coope rating with the board.
In a 2004 report, the medical board identified more than a
dozen cases in which regulatory gag clauses had contribute d to investigative delays (24 month s in one case ),
increa sed costs (more than $25 ,000 in one case ) and
inability to file charges becaus e the statute of limitations
had run .
Our Initial Report of the Medical Board Enforcement
Program Monitor conclu ded: "Regu latory gag clauses
should be statutorily banne d for all regula ted trades and
professions, and particularly for physicians in light of the
irreparable harm they can cause if they are incom petent,
neglig ent, dishonest or impair ed. No physician should be
permit ted to deprive MBC of inform ation about misconduct comm itted by that physician in the course and scope
of the practic e of medic ine regulated by the State of
Califo rnia."•

THE FATE OF CALIFORNIA LEGISLATION TO
BAN REGULATORY GAG CLAUSES
Durin g both years of my term as enforc ement monito r, we
sponso red bills declarin\; . that regulatory gag clauses contained in civil settlem ent agreem ents are void as against
public policy, and subjec ting regula ted professionals who
nevertheless use them to professional discipline. Also, the
Califo rnia Legislature passed those bills by wide margins
and, on both occasions, Gov. Arnold Schwa rzeneg ger
vetoed them. ; His veto message claime d that, "(W]h en
parties who are in dispute agree to settle, there should be
some assurances that the dispute has been resolved in a
satisfactory and final manne r for both parties . Under this
bill, a party who agrees to a civil settlem ent could still file
a compl aint with a regulatory agency - subjec ting the
license e to double jeopardy. Even after the resolu tion of a
civil suit, this bill could still require a license e to a second
adjudi cation before a regulatory body. The policy implication s of this bill do not furthe r the goal of makin g
Califo rnia more business friendl y, therefo re , I canno t support this bill."
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With all due respect, these statements reflect confusion
about the legal doctrin e of "double jeopardy" (which is
applic able only in the criminal arena, not in civil or admin istrative matters) . Of more significance, they indicate a fundamen tal misun dersta nding of the difference between the
purposes of the civil tort system and the administrative discipline system . The civil tort system and the administrative
discipline system are parallel, co-extensive systems that
function separately - indepe ndent of one anothe r - and
they have very different purposes. Civil courts enterta in a
plaintiffs claim against a defendant who has allegedly
caused a past injury to the plaintiff in order to determ ine
wheth er the plainti ff is owed compensation . In contrast,
the purpos e of administrative agencies is to appropriately
license and discipline certain trades and professions to prevent future harm to c~nsumers by licensees who are
incom petent or dishonest:
A ban on regulatory gag clauses .,would not interfere at all
with a civil defend ant's ability to~lly resolve a civil matter by way of settlem ent; indeed , public policy favors settlemen ts in the civil system and a ban would furthe r that
policy by remov ing the "secrec y-from-the-regulator" issue
from the table. Our proposed legislation would simply
preven t regula ted licensees from being able to unilaterally
deprive their own regulators of information about their
own misco nduct comm itted in the course and scope of
the regula ted business. In other words, a ban would prevent civil defend ants from interfering with a public regulatory agency's ability to receive information and its discretion to investigate alleged wrongdoing by a regulated
license e - and that call is for the agency to make, not the
regula ted license e.

If the harm that can be caused by incompetence or dishon-

(

esty is so serious as to justify the creation of a regulator to protect the public , then it makes no sense to deprive that regulator of information about misconduct committed by its own
licensees in the course and scope of the licensed activity. If
a. consu mer wants to file a complaint, a regulator:y agency is
entitled to learn of it. After that, it is the agency's call what to
do about it - wheth er to close the case, investigate it or take
appropriate disciplinar:y action. Our proposed legislation
simply preserves the ability of agencies to learn of and the
discretion of agencies to investigate complaints filed against
repeat offenders who have and will continue to injure the
public . How ironic that the head of the executive branch
would counte nance the blindfolding of his own agencies directed largely by his own appointees - to the ver:y dangers
those agencies are created and directed to prevent.
PAGE 10

A statutory ban on regula tory gag clauses does not prohibit anyon e from settlin g a_ny disput e in any way they
want. It does not requir e anyon e to file any compl aint
with any regula tor, and it does not requir e any regulator
to do anythi ng about any compl aint. It simply preclu des
the defend ant licens ee from forcin g a "gag clause " on a
victim plainti ff. It simply - and approp riately removes from civil settlem ent negoti ations the issue of
conce almen t from the regula tor.
The ability of regula ted professionals to insist upon
clauses secret ing inform ation about their own misconduct from their own regula tors actual ly promo tes an irresponsible business model and encou rages serial wrongdoing by repeat offenders who can: ( 1) cheat or injure
consum ers, (2) settle with the few who are willing and
able to sue, (3) silenc e them throug h a gag clause and (4)
repeat the misco nduct again and again and again - with
the regula tor never the wiser.
The bottom line? The practic e of paying people not to
contac t state regulatory author ities is tantam ount to extortion, and is clearly a violation of public policy. Substantial
California case law recognizes these facts , and a 20-yearold California statute prohib its attorne ys from inserting
regulatory gag clauses into settlem ent agreem ents in legal
6
malpractice cases. Those preced ents should be applie d
across the board to all regula ted professions - especially
physicians. In Califo rnia, the medic al board curren tly is
sponsoring Assembly Bill 2260 (Negrete McLe od). The
bill would add section 2220.7 to California's Medical
Practice Act, which would prohib it physicia
including regulator:y gag clauses in civil settle
ments. Let us hope the third time is the c
Edito r's note: Julian ne O'An e
Administrative Direct or of the C en
Law (CPIL ) at the University of San Diego School of
Law. She recent ly compl eted a two-ye ar term as the
Enfor cemen t Monit or of the Medic al Board of
California. In that capacity, she investigated almost every
aspect of the board's enforc ement program and its diversion progra m for impair ed physicians; publis hed two
compr ehensi ve reports (both of which are available on
CPIL's website at www.cpil.org ); and successfully drafted
and advoca ted 2005 legislation addressing many of the
deficiencies found during her investigation.
After this article was edited , Gov. Schwa rzeneg ger
approved Assembly Bill 2260 (Negre te McLeo d) on Sept.
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28, 2006. Effective Jan. 1, 2007, AB 2260 prohibits
California physicians from including regulatory gag
clauses in civil malpractice settlement agreements. The
new law is codified at California Business and Professions
Code section 2220.7.
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By Momo Chang, STAFF WRITER
Inside Bay Area
Article Last Updated:01/21/2 007 02:47:36 AM PST

As awareness of chemicals in cosmetics has increased, so has the fear of contracting infections from nail salons, as reflected in
two new state laws.

Senate Bill 484, known as the California Safe Cosmetics Act, went into effect In January and forces cosmetics makers to reveal
harmful ingredients, while Assembly Bill 409 gives a state board the power to .,.ank licenses of salons cited for health and safety
codes without a hearing.
The Safe Cosmetics Act, proposed by Sen. carole Migden, 0-San Francisco, requires cosmetic companies to reveal ingredients
that cause cancer or reproductive harm. Some of the products are commonly used in nail salons, such as polishes.
•rm encouraged to see that the bill is being implemented in the spirit it was written,• said Gretchen Lee, senior policy
coordinator of San Francisco-based Breast Cancer Fund, a co-sponsor of the bill.
About $500,000 was approved to hire several staff in the Department of Health Services to monitor and implement the bill,
according to OHS .
So far, callfomia is the only state that has passed a bill like this, although Oregon is considering a similar bill, Lee said . canada
also recently passed a cosmetic labeling bill that requires makers to list all of their ingredients .
But in other countries, regulations on cosmetics are stricter. In 2003, the European Union banned a list of chemicals commonly
used in cosmetics products, including a group of compounds known as phthalates, which are reproductive toxins.
That means nail polishes, shampoos and other personal care products that use these chemical compounds are reforumalated for
the European market, but still being sold in the U.S.
And it's still legal to use these ingredients, based on Migden's bill. While cosmetic companies are required to disclose the harmful
ingredients - many of which were previously considered trade secrets and labeled "fragrance," "flavoring" or "other ingredients"
- they aren't required to take them out of the bottles.
Still, perhaps bowing to public pressure and the fact that they would have to reveal their ingredients, several cosmetics-maker s
have voluntarily taken out some of the harmful ingredients.
OPI, one of the leading makers of high-end nail polish - a brand many salons use (DBP), a reproductive toxin . Sally Hansen followed suit soon after, Lee said.

has said it will take out dibutyl phthalate

Other ingredients, such as formaldehyde (a carcinogen) and toluene (linked to birth defects), are still used in many brands,
though alternative formulas exist. For a list of companies that have pledged to not use harmful chemicals, visit
http : //www .safecosmetics.or g.
AB 409, sponsored by then-Assemblym an Leland Yee, 0-San Francisco - who was elected in November to a Senate seat - was
written specifically to protect consumers after news of bacterial and fungal infections in Bay Area salons.
In 2000, an outbreak of skin boils that infected 100 pedicure customers was linked to one Watsonville salon, while in 2004, an
outbreak of skin infections caused by pedicures was linked to 33 salons and 143 customers in Santa Clara County. Yet another
outbreak occurred in 2005 in Contra Costa County involving 17 people, according to the Board of Barbering and Cosmetology .
The bill was signed by the governor in September and immediately became law become effective Jan. 1 the following year.

unusual for most state laws, which typically

The law gives the Board of Barbering and Cosmetology the power to suspend a salon's license for at least a year - forgoing a
hearing with an administrative hearing - if the salon violates any health and safety codes.

http://www.insidebayarea.com/portlet/article/html/fragments/print_article.j sp?articleld=50.. .
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Some groups have taken issue with t
e board to unilaterally suspend a cosmetology license without any hearing, without
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The state board has 18 inspectors to monitor the state's 40,000 cosmetology establishment s - hair salons,
for the
salons and spas, officials said . Inspectors typically do 10,000 inspections a year, said Kevin Flanagan, a spokesman
Department of Consumer Affairs, which includes the cosmetology board.
go through a public
The board hasn't yet enforced the bill, but Is in the process of writing enforcement regulations, which will
commenting period, Flanagan said.
salons. Sanitation
Yee communicatio ns director Adam Keigwin said the bill was enacted to protect consumers but not to punish
practices of salons, he added, are not correlated with price.
it for the bunch,"
"Most of (the salons) are doing the right thing, but what ends up happening is a couple of bad salons spoil
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County patients often unaware of allegations against doctors
By Tom Klsken, tkisken@VenturaCountyStar._c;o!:11

January 21, 2007

The woman waiting for her mother in front of a Camarillo medical office doesn't know the doctor inside is accused of
being part of a Medicare fraud ring that tried to take more than $1 million from the government.
She doesn't know Dr. Wilson Fung pleaded not guilty to accusations he received $120,000 from a Bay Area clinic that
billed Medicare for patients Fung never saw. A hearing is set for U.S. District Court in San Francisco on Monday.
The woman, who wouldn't give her name, entrusts Fung with the care of her elderly mother, who has recurring health
problems. Like several others coming out of the family practice office that shares space with a kidney treatment
center, she hasn't been told anything by the doctor or his staff.
She wants to know.
"Even if there's no proof, I wouldn't like my mother to be with a doctor who's been accused," she said, already
making plans to search the Internet for details about Fung's case. "If it's necessary, I'll change doctors."
Four doctors in and around Ventura County face criminal charges or have been convicted and are serving their
sentences. Only Fung is still in practice, but at least two others may try to regain their licenses.
Their cases of domestic abuse, fraud and over-prescribing painkillers like OxyContin underline a national debate over
how courts and state medical boards deal with public safety, patient rights and doctors who have served their time
and want a second chance.
A Medical Board of California official estimates about 30 doctors in California are charged with crimes every year.
About half of the doctors who lose their licenses eventually return to practice, often waiting several years to prove
they've been rehabilitated.
A national study that looked at doctors convicted over a 10-year period tells of a New Mexico surgeon who kept his
license after falsifying AIDS test results requested by the government and a California emergency room doctor still
licensed despite being arres
or using cocaine and providing it to addicts. The man was also accused of negligence
in not making an immedia
ail when his girlfriend suffered an overdose.
Published last year int
committed by docto
the doctors who fac
complain that do

h Matrix: Journal of Law-Medicine, the study showed the most frequent crime
990 to 1999 was fraud followed by convictions involving narcotics. About 25 percent of .
cal board action for criminal convictions lost their medical licenses. Some watchdogs
second, third and fourth chances because they're often policed by their peers.

"The folks who ar

king these decisions are largely doctors," said Julianne D'Angelo Fellmeth, a lawyer from the
evaluation of California's medical board . "There are doctors on
the medical board. I think some of these doctors feel, 'There, but by the grace of God, go 1. •a

Ugjyersjty pf San Djego who wrote a state-mandated

A patient's righ~ to information
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Fung continues to practice without restriction because he hasn't been convicted of anything. He was charged in
February with 12 counts of conspiracy and fraud, with each charge carrying a maximum penalty of 10 years in prison.
Though court records identify Monday's hearing as a time when a trial could be set or any of three defendants could
change pleas, a spokesman with the U.S. Attorney's Office said the hearing was a "non-event'' involving a review of(
the case's status.
The family doctor has moved his practice and split from the physician who was his partner. Fung, his lawyer and his
former partner all turned down interview requests for this story.
The patients who haven't been told anything about Fung's case aren't unusual. Mark Levin, a Woodland Hills lawyer
who specializes in defending doctors, said physicians typically don't tell patients about criminal accusations before a
judgment has been rendered.
"Would you?" he asked, noting patients assume a charge means guilt. "Whether you were rightfully or wrongfully
charged, that's not something you want to publicize. That's a humiliation. You have no obligation to publicize it.
You're entitled to a trial."
The state medical board lists criminal convictions of doctors at bt:tp://www.medbd .ca.gov, a Web site designed to help
people check on their doctors. A new law also mandates that as of the beginning of this year, misdemeanor
convictions that result in action taken by the medical board must also be on the Web site.
State's Web site often no help

The board doesn't release information about criminal charges before a conviction, though such information is public
record. So a patient who looks up Fung on the state Web site learns the doctor has an apparently clean record and
graduated 18 years ago from George Washington University School of Medicine in Washington, D.C.
Fellmeth argues patients have a right to know more.
''The medical board Web site should be a repository of public information," she said. •1f it's public information, I thir{
those things ought to be made public. I'm not saying they have to run out and have a press conference, but put it oi,
the Web site."
After a brutal fight with his wife at their Camarillo home, Donald Lee Montgomery was sentenced to five years'
probation forcharges including false imprisonment and corporal injury with great bodily harm.
A type of holistic doctor known as an osteopath, Montgomery surrendered his doctor's license after his conviction. A
man who answered a phone call at a number listed in court records hung up on a reporter. Jay Johnson, his Ventura
lawyer, said Montgomery now lives in Thousand Oaks and has a new job but wouldn't say what it is except that it
illustrated the severity of his fall.
"You can wake up one day and find yourself flipping burgers at a fast-food stand," Johnson said. ''That's what
happens."
Jail is the end of the line

Working at a grill might sound pretty good to Dr. Michael Huff. He's doing 41 months at the Federal Correctional
Institute in Lompoc. The Oxnard pain doctor was accused of 55 counts of overprescribing powerful painkillers,
including OxyContin. He pleaded guilty to one count of distributing narcotics.
Huff's lawyer, Mark Beck of Los Angeles, said the doctor will likely serve just under three years of his sentence with
the possibility that he could be moved to a halfway house near the end of his term.
Huff is also considering the possibility of eventually reopening his practice. His license is currently suspended, and the
medical board could make a decision before he gets out of prison on whether to take it away entirely,- •

\

"It's actually something we're in the process of discussing as we speak," said Huff lawyer Peter Bertling of the doctor
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trying to return to practice. "I don't know what will happen."
Doctors can reapply for their licenses as soon as two years after losing them. Montgomery already has definite plans
to reapply "as soon as he can," Johnson said, "because he's a trained doctor and because that's his trained
profession."
Patients are divided about giving convicted doctors second chances. Some like Mona Schidel of Camarillo remain
fiercely loyal. She suffers chronic pain throughout her body and was a patient of Huff's for many years. When his
license was suspended, she bounced from doctor to doctor before finding someone she could trust.
Now she talks about visiting Huff in prison, and if he regained his license, she'd be back in a heartbeat.
'It scares me'
Not so with Danielle Sullivan of Ventura. She's a former patient who is suing Huff over his role in the death of her
mother, Madeline Sullivan. She says her mother was also a patient of Huff's.
'Tm sure he'd want it back," she said of the doctor's license, summing up her feelings in three words. "It scares me."
The Medical Board of California took _action on 17 doctors over a 12-month period that ended in June because of
criminal convictions. Six of the doctors received some type of probation, suspension or both. Four voluntarily
surrendered their licenses, and seven had their licenses revoked.
The board also ruled on 15 doctors who were trying to regain their right to practice after losing their licenses. Seven
doctors were given their licenses back and eight were not.
"Our primary mission is public protection . That's what we look at when we discipline a physician, said board Executive
Director Dave Thornton .

Starting over not so easy
He noted a doctor often has to wait four or five years before winning back a license, then has to show proof of
rehabilitation and go through probation. "If you're a registered sex offender, you're never going to get your license
back," he noted. "You're out."
Physicians have invested years in their training, and the state needs doctors, Fellmeth said.
She doesn't have a problem with second chances for doctors who commit crimes that don't jeopardize a patient's
health. However, she thinks the state is often too forgiving, particularly with doctors who fall repeatedly to substance
abuse problems.
"Maybe a couple of revocations would send the message that we're serious," she said. "We're serious about protecting
the public."
Robert Zoltan Braun was a doctor from Agoura Hills who used the nickname "Doc Hollywood" and called himself a
family practitioner to the stars. He lost his license in March 2005 for medical negligence and violations of a medical
board probation related to accusations including sexual misconduct with a patient.
In November 2005, Braun was charged with being part of a drug ring that distributed massive amounts of OxyContin
and other pain medications in Ventura County and elsewhere.
As part of an agreement to testify for the government, Braun pleaded guilty to one count of conspiring to distribute
drugs in March. He is being held at a detention center in Los Angeles as he waits for sentencing. His lawyer didn't
respond to repeated phone calls.

Braun's chances 'pretty slim'
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Thornton scoffed at the chances of Braun regaining his license.
"Everyone has a chance to reapply," he said, "but the chances of getting. your license back after you've been on
probation once and now you're facing charges; they're pretty slim."

(

Watchdog groups argue that doctors often get breaks from medical boards and law enforcement, but Levin, the
defense lawyer from Woodland Hills, argues the opposite is true.
"They are unique targets for law enforcement. They're viewed in my opinion as almost like a trophy," he said of
doctors. "You see how these type of cases get publicity. I think at times these people are treated much more
aggressively than if they were part of the nonidentifiable population."
However, Senior Investigator Tracy Towner of the Ventura County District Attorney's Office thinks law enforcement
often doesn't aggressively pursue healthcare crime. That could change.
Motivated by reports of large Medicare fraud investigations in Los Angeles County, Towner's unit is beginning to look
at investigating more possible fraud in Ventura County.
"We've received enough information that we believe there should be an inquiry to look at this further," he said. "It's
kind of like saying if there's smoke, there's fire."

-.
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Doctors facing charges
January 21, 2007

Dr. Wilson Fung
Camarillo family physician.
Accusation: Conspiring In a $1 million Bay Area Medicare fraud case.
Plea: Not guilty.
Status: Awaiting trial.

\\

Medical license: Still current.
Dr. Michael Huff
Oxnard pain specialist.
Conviction: One count of illegally distributing a controlled substance.
Status: Sentenced in July to 41 months in prison.
Medical license: Suspended pending hearing.
Dr. Donald Lee Montgomery
Camarillo doctor.
Conviction: False imprisonment, corporal injury with great bodily harm and making criminal threats.
Status: Serving five years' probation.
Medical license: Surrendered.
Dr. Robert Zoltan Braun
Agoura Hills doctor.
Plea: Guilty to one count of conspiring to distribute controlled substances.
Status: Awaiting sentencing.
Medical license: Revoked.
Copyright 2007, Ventura County Star. All Rights Reserved.
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· Bernard Slegan, 81
The author of Economic Liberties and the Constitu tion, published in i 980, and a La Jolla
resident who lived in a house ouce·occulist Raymond Chandler,
pied by
"bertarian hero, named
Sieg
Ronald Reagan to the
-;·rcuit Court of Appeals in
. The nomination was killed by
e Democrat-controlled Senate Judiciary Committee. He was a professor
at JilSD law school until suffering a stroke in 2005.
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Jenner & Block Elects 10 Associates to Partnership
Wednesday January 3, 8:27 pm ET

CHICAGO, Jan. 3 /PRNewswire/ -- On Monday, December 18, 2006, Jenner & Block elected ten associates to
partnership. They are Terence G. Banich , Iris E. Bennett, Bryan D. King, Michelle M. McAtee, Monica R. Pincia
Edward G. Quinlisk, Sally K. Sears Coder, Michelle Speller-Thurman , R. Clay Stiffler, and Joanne Hannaway
Sweeney.
Terence G . Banich
Terence G. Banich is a Partner in the Litigation Department and Construction Law, Commercial Law
Commercial Code, and Bankruptcy, Workout and Corporate Reorganization Practices. Mr. Banich re
his J.D.,
cum laude, from Loyola University Chicago in 1999 and his B.A. , magna cum laude, from the Univers1t¥ of Sag Diego
in 1996. During law school, Mr. Banich clerked for two judges in the Circuit Court of Cook County, Ulino1s: the
Honorable Thomas R. Fitzgerald (1997-98), now a Justice of the Supreme Court of Illinois, and the Honorable
Richard E. Neville (1998-99).
Iris E. Bennett
Iris E. Bennett is a Partner in the Litigation Department and Entertainment and New Media and White Collar Criminal
Defense and Counseling Practices. Ms. Bennett graduated from Harvard College with an A.B. in social studies in
1989, summa cum laude, and Phi Beta Kappa . She obtained her J.D. from New York University Law School in 1999,
magna cum laude, Order of the Coif. She was a member of the NYU Law Review. From 2000-2001 Ms. Bennett
served as a law clerk to the Honorable Robert W . Sweet, United States District Court for the Southern District of New
York, and from 2001-2002 she served as a law clerk to the Honorable David S. Tatel, United States Court of Appeals
for the District of Columbia.
Bryan D. King
Bryan D. King is a Partner in the Litigation Department and Securities Practice. Mr. King graduated from Stanford
University with degrees in psychology and economics in 1995. He obtained his J.D. from Columbia University School
of Law in 1998. At Columbia, Mr. King was the Editor-in- Ch ief of the Columbia Journal of Environmental Law and a
Harlan Fiske Stone Scholar.
Michelle M. McAtee
Michelle M. McAtee is a Partner in the Real Estate and Real Estate Securities Practices. Ms. McAtee earned her law
degree from the University of Iowa College of Law in 1998, and her B.S. from Marquette University in 1995, cum
laude.
Monica R. Pinciak
Monica R. Pinciak is a Partner in the Litigation Department and White Collar Criminal Defense and Counseling
Practice. Ms. Pinciak graduated with honors from DePaul University in 1996, receiving a B.S. in Business
Administration. She received her J.D. with high honors from Chicago-Kent College of Law in 1999, where she ser
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Veteran bankruptcy attorney, DIA
Piper partner jOins Mfutz Levin
Law Briefs
By Doug Sherwin
Veteran bankruptcy attorney
Jeffry A Davis has joined the San
Diego office of Mintz, Levin,

·Cohn, Ferris, Glovsky and Popeo
PC as a member. He will be prac-

ticing in the bankruptcy, restructuring and commercial law section.
Prior to joining Mintz Levin,
Davis was a partner at DLA Piper.
He has focused on representing
companies in connection with
bankruptcy, loan workouts, insolvency and debtor and creditor
rights. Davis has significant experience providing bankruptcy
counsel to debtors, creditors and
buyers in a variety of industries,
including telecommunications,
software, health care, real estate
and food service.
"Jeff's impressive background
and extensive experience . handling a variety of bankruptcy matters of behalf of clients in a range
of industries further strengthens
Mintz Levin's growing, full-service West Coast corporate practice," said Craig Hunsaker, head of
the firm's San Diego office.
Davis has been listed in Best
Lawyers in America for the past
nine consecutive years and is also
a frequent lecturer on bankruptcy
· and related issues for various professional and trade groups.
"The firm's bankruptcy practice
is increasingly viewed as one of
the premier national bankruptcy ·
practices in the country," said
Richard Mikels, the head of Mintz
-.evin's bankruptcy, restructuring
d.nd commercial law section.
"Having Jeff anchoring our practice on the West Coast is going to
be hugely valuable to the practice
and, foremost, to our clients."

Source Code: 20070109tja

• • •

San Diego journalist Steve
Walker has been hired as the new
public affairs officer for San Diego
County District Attorney Bonnie
M. Dumanis, it was announced
Wednesday.
"We are very glad to bring
someone with Steve's solid expertise on board and feel con.fident
he will help our office continue to
achieve its goals," Dumanis said.
Walker most recently worked as
a news anchor and reporter for
NBC 7/39 in San Diego. His journalism career spans more than 20
years, including work at the
national network level for NBC
News and FOX Television.
Walker also has served as director
of communications for Marine
Animal Productions.
Walker replaces Paul Levikow,
who has been named director of
communications at the district
attorney's office. Source Code:

200701091;Jb

• • •

Attorneys Carl J. Skaja and
Robert M. Daniels have opened
Escondido's newest law firm,
Skaja & Daniels LLP.
Located
in
downtown
Escondido at 613 W. Valley
Parkway, the firm handles real
estate, business litigation and
estate-planning matters as 'Well as
legal needs of nonprofit organizations.
Skaja has practiced law in
Escondido since 1996, and
Daniels was an associate at an
Escondido firm until earlier this
month. Both attorney are longtime Escondido residents and
active in the civic and business
community.
Source
Code:
20070109tjc ·
See Law Briefs on IOA

Law Brie•
Cor/iinuedjr'om Pi

• • •

The University of San Diego
School of Law and Community
Defenders Inc. will host a seminar
Jan. 27 about the issues surrounding legal discovery.
The seminar, titled "Discovery:
You Can't Always Get What You
Want, But You Must Always Get
What You Need," will be held 8:30
a.m. to 3:30 p.m. in Room 131 of
USD's Warren Hall.
.
The event will be moderated by
Alex Landon and USO School of .
Law professor Laura Berend, both
of San Diego.
Beginning with a broad overview
of the law, the seminar will provide
guidelines for effective motion
practice
(including
Pitchess
motions), • electronic discovery,
informant cases as well as discovery issues regarding expert witnesses. Ethical obligations and
duties will be discussed throughout
the seminar. In addition, attendees .
will be updated on the challenge to
the jury composition in San Diego
County, including relevant discovery issues.
The seminar is approved for 5.25
hours of MCLE credit, consisting
of 3.75 general hours and 1.5 hours
of legal ethics credit. To register or
for more information, call
Christina Falcone at (619) 2604267 •or
e-mail
her
at
cfalcone@sandiego.edu. Source
Code: 20070I09tjd

• • •
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THURSDAY, FEB 15 • CONFERENCE
. 2007 INTERNATIONAL UPDATE: U.S.-MEXICO·
TAX ISSUES

Join us for the only conference dedicate
est developments in
U.S., Mexican and Canadian international
is extensive ·educational and networking event attracts int
recognized leaders and
experts in the international tax. law. J
onio Meade, chief of staff of
the Secretary of Finance and Publi
it, Mexico, will be among its
keynote speakers. Organ ization :~Scho ol of Law, Procopio Internat
ional
Tax Inst Information: www.procopio.com/lTI/ Cost: $695.00
- $79!?.00
When: Hours: 9:00 AM - 5:45 PM Where: Joan B. Kroc Institute of
Peace
and Justice, USO, 5998 Alcala Park, San Diego, 92110
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SATU RDAY , FEB 17 - C
INVESTING IN MEXICAN

TATE

2007

OUTLO OK

mely full-day/multiple course conference
ntial real estate development and investelists will share their knowledge and insights
conduct cross-border real estate transactions .
Cory Hargreaves & Savitch LLP Information:
515-3225 ff@procopio .com Cost: $495.00 When:
5:00 PM Where: Joan B. Kroc Institute of Peace and
Hours: 9:00
Justi ce,~ 5998 Alcala Park, San Diego, 92110

Join us for an impo
focusing exclusively
ment in Mexico . E
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7-SEMINAR
Disc o

inar of
munity Defenders Inc. for this sem
School of Law partners yvith Com
ding
(inclu
tice
prac
on
moti
tive
effec
guidelines for
Discovery. This seminar w ill provide
as well as discovery issues
s
case
t
man
infor
very,
disco
Pitchess motions), electronic
the challer)ge
ion, attendees will be updated on
regarding _expe rt' witnesses. In addit
very issues.
disco
ant
relev
o County, including
to the jury composition in San Dieg
ne (619) 260-4267
Falco
tina
Chris
n:
matio
Infor
o
Organization: University of San Dieg
AM - 3:30 PM
Details Available When: Hours: 8:30
cfalcone@sandiego .edu Cost: No
.San Diego,
131,
Rm
Alcala Park, Warren Hall,
Where: USO School of Law, 5998
92110, Venue Phone - (619) 260-4600
~
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NONPROFITS
Nonprofit agencies that provide vital social services and cultural progra
an Diego will learn
how they can make their organizations even better at the third annual USD Institute for Nonprofit
Governance on Feb. 2-3 . The conference takes place from 7:30 a.m. toT:'!o p.m. each day in the
Joan B. Kroc Institute for Peace & Justice. ''Nonprofits face enormous challenges in serving the
public," says Pat Libby, director ofUSD's Nonprofit Leadership & Management program. "We want
to help provide them with the tools to improve their organization's finances , ethics, accountability and
leadership."
The Chicano Federation of San Diego County, Mama's Kitchen and Vista Community Clinic are
a few of the organizations participating in this year's event. More than 200 people are expected to
attend each day. The institute also will present the first Kaleidoscope Award for Exceptional
Governance honoring the board of directors of a San Diego nonprofit. The award will be presented at
1 p.m. on Feb. 3. The winner will receive an honorarium of $500 and a plaque ofrecognition.
The conference's keynote speaker is Robert Ottenhoff, president and CEO of GuideStar, which
provides data on more than 1.5 million nonprofit organizations, connecting them with donors,
foundations, businesses and governing agencies. His talk is from 8 to 9 a.m. on Feb. 2. For more
information, visit sandiego.edu.

***
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USO Institute for NonprofitGovernance
set to hold conference next week
ista Community
articipate in this
The institute will
sent the · Kaleidoscope
By Tiffany Stecker
for Exceptional Goverce, honoring the board of
·rectors of a San Diego nonprofUniversity of San Dielo it.
Institute
tor
Nonprolt
The conference's keynote
Governance will hold its third speaker is Robert _Qttenhoff,
annual confere'nce Feb. 2 and 3. · president
and
CEO
of
The conference takes.place from GuioeStar, a provider of com7:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. in the prehensive data on more than
Joan B. Kroc Institute for Peace 1.5 million nonprofit organiza& Justice.
tions. He will speak from 8 to 9
"Nonprofits face enormous .a.m. Saturday.
challenges· in serving the pubFor information on the event,
lic," said Pat Libby, director of visit www.sandiego.edu/nonprof, USD's Nonprofit Leadership & it/events.
Source
Code:
Management program. "We 20070125tga
want to help provide them with
• • •
the tools to improve their organization's finances, ethics,
accountability and leadership."
The annual conference of
seminars arid workshbps is is
geared toward bringing the best
governance practices to board
and staff members of nonprofit
organizations.
The Chicano Federation of
Sa.n Diego County, Mama's

OrgWatch ·
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Tuesday, Jan. 1
. to 6 p.m., Unjv ~ of San 1ego's Joan B. Kroc
I
e tor Peace &. Justice hosts a
discl l88ion about the nonprofit managtr
ment graduate degree program, call
Michelle Tillman at (619) 260-7988 or
e-mail mtillman@sandiego.edu.
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CIVIC
Friday, Feb. 2 and Satu
Governance Matters
keynote speaker Ro
president and CEO u,.__....,tar, at
~ ..1oan a
¢
the
Justice; to
Kroc Institute for Peace
register, visit www.2007govemanc&

universjty san

matters.kintera.org.
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San Diego
Dat ebook
-17,e Acad iny of Our Lady of
P ace will prese nl "The Sky Is

No Longer the Limit," a

wome n' leader ship forum, from 9
a.m. Lo noon Feb. 10 al lh
school's Holy Family Eve nl
Cenl r. 4860 Orego n L. San
Di go. Ast.ro naulS ally Ride will
be the keyn ole speak er. o L: $25
adulls, 10 tude nls. R VP by

F b. 1: (6 19) 297-2537.

The San Diego Public Library will
premi re ils Wlnter/Sprllll)
Concert Serles wilh a
perfo nnanc e al 2:30 p.m.
lomorrow in the lhird-floor
audilo rium of Lhe Central Library,
820 E t., San Dieg o. Fre . For
more infom1ation and a fu ll
conce rt sch du le, call (619)
236-5 IOor visil
www.sandie golibrary.or g.

Cappella Gloriana will pre nl a

progtan1 of anlh em from the
Tudo r period and original
conte mporary chora l selections
4 p.m. lomon ·ow at San Carlo s
ni t cl MctJ1 odis1 Chun -h, '"
Cowie Moun tain Blvd.
lnfonn ation: (619) 464-4:n

Unjlf'Yt

or&m ~Sf{'Ji
Autism ns I ute Will o l an

111e

ducati onal s minar , "Lear ning to
l..i!-len: P •rsona lizing Suppo rt s
Acros s th Lire pan." Jan. 25-27
al 'D. ln fo nnatio n or to r gisl r:
(6 l 9) 260-7705 or
www.sandicgo.edu/
auti ·min. titu te.

Friend of the Mission
Hill -Hillc rest Library will host a
book sale from 9:30 a. m to 12:30
p.m. loday al the library. 925 W.
Wash ington St. In formation: (619)

692-49 10.
1ne Patric ian Senio r Comm unity
will host Sally Gary, autho r of .
-~171 Best Oeals & leals in San
Di •go," al l l a. m. Wednesday.
Locati on: 4025 Pulitze r Place, San
Diego. Free. RSVP: (858)

455-9188.
orth lairem ont branc h library
will host Baby Sign Language
Storytime fro m 10:30 to 11 a.m.
T uesda y al 4616 Clair monl
Driv . ln fonna tion: ( 58)

581-993 l.

San Oiego autho r Diane

Asitimbay will peak on her book,
"What's Up America?" al 6:30
p.m. \V dncsday al the Ce ntral
Library, 820 E. St. The book is
based on emba rra ing and
diflku ll qu stions thal foreig ne rs
ask Ame ri can s. lnfonnation: (619)
236-58 00or
www.sandie golibrary.or g.
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FUND-RAISERS

The American Heart Association's seventh annual Go Red For Women Luncheon, designed to
attract tens of thous
9:30 a.m. to 2:30

of dollars for heart disease and stroke research, will be presented Feb. 2 from
he Hotel del Coronado. Last year's event netted $220,000 and attracted
, the association says. Luncheon keynote speaker will be Virginia Miller of
ege of Medicine. The luncheon program begins at noon.

on begins at 9:30 a.m. A health and fitness expo will last from 9:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.
Eve
and 11'---'-'.,__,.-lude health screenings provided by AMN Healthcare, Palomar Pomerado Health and
USD Hahn School of Nursing and Health Science. Heart health breakout sessions will last from I 0
~ a.m. and will include a talk by David Kendall of Amylin Pharmaceuticals on "Know Your
Numbers: Reduce Your Risk of Metabolic Syndrome," and a presentation on "How to Look and Feel
10 Years Younger."
The Go Red For Women Luncheon is designed to create an emotional, informative atmosphere that
will encourage influential women in San Diego to become champions of health, the association says.
Attendees will learn the risk factors -- and how to control them -- and warning signs of heart disease
and stroke. The target audience is women who have the resources and stature necessary to
significantly impact their communities, have a desire to make a difference and become advocates for
women's health initiatives. Ticket prices for the program and the luncheon are $150 per person.
Sponsorship starts at $1 ,500, which includes a table of I 0. For more information or to register call
Tyler Sylvester at (858) 410-3833.
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Local residents join Girl
Scouts' board of directors

1

Girl Scouts, San Diego-Imperial Co
recently added four community leaders
board: Bob Baker Enterprises CEO ...
Baker; Pamela Gray Payton, Uni" rsin'. of San
~
•s assistant vice president of public rela"Tioiis;"'l3en Hamson , vice president of staffing
at Qualcomm; and San Diego Time Warner
Cable President Judy Walsh. Each new member will serve a two-year term.
Michael Baker began working for his
father's Chevrolet dealership at the age of 14
and now serves as executive vice president and
chief executive officer of Bob Baker Auto
Michael Baker
Group. He's been active in San Diego County
car dealership associations as president, vice
chairman, and secretary/ treasurer. In 2005, he
was named Father of the Year by the American
Diabetes Association, where he's also a volunteer and board member. Baker Jives in Rancho
Santa Fe with his wife Jeanne and their two
children .
As assistant vice president of public relations, Pamela Gray Payton promotes greater
public understanding of USD's academic programs, faculty, students, and community partJudy Walsh
nerships. A graduate of UCSD, Payton is an
active volunteer in organizations that support
and encourage women and children , including Jack & Jill of America
,
San Diego, and the American Association of University Women. A former Brownie and Junior Girl Scout, Payton also served as a troop leader.
The mother of five resides in Chula Vista with husband Jerome and three
school-age children , including soon-to-be Daisy Girl Scout Briajah.
At QUALCOMM, Ben Hamson is responsible for all areas with- 1
in staffing, leading the company's philosophy, strategy and implementation of global talent acquisition initiatives. He joined the company in
1995 and was key to cultivating QUALCOMM's talent base during its
explosive growth in the mid- to late-'90s. Hamson holds a degree
in
organizational psychology from Brigham Young University. An avid
surfer, be makes his home in Encinitas with wife, Bryn, and their two.
young daughters, all of whom are involved in Girl Scouting.
Prior to her current appointm ent as president of San Diego Time
Warner Cable division , which provides cable televi ion and high-speed
data services to 200,000 custpmers, Judy Walsh was vice president and
general manager of the compan y's Houston division. She was a Girl
Scout through Cadettes - her mother was her troop leader - and served
on the Lone Star Girl Scout Council 's board of directors . Walsh is
a
graduate of the Univers ity of Kansas. She and husband Dennis live
in
Rancho Santa Fe with their two boys.
"Michael, Pam, Ben, and Judy bring a wealth of experience to our
board," said Girl Scouts' CEO Jo Dee C. Jacob. "We're very proud that
our council attracts outstanding volunteers who help us build girls of
courage, confidence, and character, who make the world a better place."
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Management Tra·
rogram at USD - Helping
Sma
ness Owners Compete
Beginning January 30 an
ending March 8- l Jpjyersity ~
San Die~'s Office of Corporate and Professional
Education is again offering
a certificate program specifically designed to provide
invaluable strategic planning
and management skills to small
business owners.
"High Performance Management Training for Small
Business Owners" (HPMT)
is designed to provide San
Diego's small business owners with the training and management skills that will help
them gain a competitive edge,
grow and reach the next level
of success. The program is
sponsored by the University
of San Diego, and is partially
funded by the State of California Employment Training
Panel {ETP). University of
San Diego is the only place in
San Diego County that offers
this invaluable and affordable
business program.
."The High Performance
Management Training for
Small Business Owners pro-

am provided s with a
wealth of small bus ess tools
and analysis, along with realworld contributions from top
professionals in marlceting, finance, legal and insurance. I
would highly recommend this
course for all small business
owners looking for help in better understanding their business, marketplace and their.
competition," said T. Tolman,
Managing Partner, Digital 1/0,
and University of San Diego
HPMT program graduate.
HPMT participants will
learn about:·Executive strategy building; Busin~ plan development; Operations management for peak performance; Fiscal control system
formation; Marlceting plan development; Strategic partnership development, and many
more invaluable tools to better help them compete.
HPMT is a 48-hour (7week) training program that
begins on January 30 and ends
March 8. Each session accommodates only 20 owner participants. Participants will attend

classes from 5:30 p.m. to 9:30
p.m. on Tuesdays and Thursdays of each week. All classes
are held at the Douglas F.
Manchester Executive Con- '
ference·Center on the University of San Diego campus. The
cost to qualified business owners is only $299 .00 - a $1,400
value. All classes are taught by
an industry expert who has real
working knowledge, skills and
experience to share at every
class, and comprehensive materials are provided to participants so that they may take
them and use them immediately in their businesses.
Registration is due by January 23 rd , and all registrants must
send (ifpaying by check) or fax
(if paying with a credit card) a
completed registration form,
along with a copy of their last
quarter's Quarterly Wage
and Withholding Report to
USD. For qualification information and a registration form,
please visit www.usdce.org/
hpmt, or contact Jodi Waterhouse at jodiw@sandiego.edu
or619.260.4231.
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U SD's Office of Corporate and Professional Education will again offer a certificate program
specifically designed to give strategic planning and management skills to small business owners. The
program, which begins Jan. 30 and ends March 8, is called "High Performance Management Training
for Small Business Owners." Its aim is to provide San Diego's small business owners with the training
and management skills that will help them gain a competitive edge, grow and reach the next level of
success. The program is sponsored by USO and is partially funded by the state's Employment
Training Panel USO is the only place in the county offering the business program. "I would highly
recommend this course for all small business owners looking for help in better understanding their
business, marketplace and their competition," says T. Tolman, managing partner of Digital 1/0, a
graduate of a previous program.
Participants will learn about executive strategy building, business plan development, operations
management for peak performance, fiscal control system formation, marketing, strategic partnership
development and other tools. Each of the sessions in the 48-hour, seven-week program can
accommodate only 20 owner participants. Participants will attend classes from 5:30 to 9:30 p.m. on
Tuesdays and Thursdays of each week. All classes are held at the Douglas F. Manchester Executive
Conference Center on the USO campus. The cost to business owners is $299. Registration is due by
Jan. 23 . For more information, call Jodi Waterhouse at (619) 260-4231 or visit usdce.org/hpmt.
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USO program helps

business owners co,. .....
The diffn ivers ~ of San ·e ~
ce of rpora te and :
(USD)
fessional Education is offering a
busin ess certificate prog ram
designed to help business owne rs
rema in competitive.
The "High Perfo rman ce Managem ent 'Iraining for Small Business Owners" prog ram is designed
to teach small business owners the
train ing and mana geme nt skills
nece ssary to gain a competitive
edge, while growing to the next
level of success.
The prog ram will focus on executive strate gy building, busin ess
plan development, opera tions
mana geme nt for peak perfo rmanc e, fiscal control system formation, mark eting plan development and strate gic partn ershi p
development.
The deadline to register is Tuesday, Jan. 23. Registrants must also
provide a copy of their last Qwi.rterly Wage and Withholding
Report.
For application information call
visit
or
619-2 60-42 31
www.usdce.org,'hpmt.
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Management
training on tap
SAN DIEGO - The.J.wi-

of §ao Qiee 's 01nce
¥fetyrporate
and Proiession al
o
0

Education is offering a certificate program on "High Performance Manageme nt Training for Small Business Owners." The program begins Jan.
30 and ends March 8; registration is due by Tuesday. Go to
www.usdc e.org/hpm t, e-mail
jodiw@sa ndiego.ed u or call

(619) 260-4231.
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LENGTH: 412 words
HEADLINE: MISS YUMA COUNTY WANTS TO HELP HOMELESS PEOPLE THROUGH
EDUCATION
BYLINE: Sarah Reynolds
BODY:

Natalie Hoppstetter, the 2007 Miss Yuma County winner, said she wants to do more with her title than
strive for the Miss America crown.
Hoppstetter, who won the title Saturday night, wants to use it to draw attention to the problem of
homelessness in Yuma.
Her platform is educating homeless children. She has volunteered for four years at Crossroads
Mission's family shelter. She said she wants the public, and the homeless children she works with, to
understand how education can improve a life.
"A lot of them don't realize how important education is. That it can be their way out," Hoppstetter said.
The 17-year-old Hoppstetter is a senior at Yuma Catholic High School. She is an athlete on the Varsity
golf team and is involved in theater.
She put her dramatic experience to use in the pageant's talent competition. While all the other
contestants showed off their music or dance abilities, Hoppstetter recited a monologue from "The Diary
of Anne Frank."
She said the story has special significance for her and her family.
"My grandfather was captured by the Nazis when he was in the French Air Force in World War II,"
Hoppstetter said. "He kept a diary, too that was translated into English after he passed away. I've
always felt passionate about the piece and about Anne Frank."
She said she learned the importance of volunteering from her family. Her parents are Chris and Colette
Hoppstetter, the owners ofHoppstetter's Office Products. Her brother, Jonathan, 19, attends the

http://O-web.lexis-nexis.com.sally.sandiego.edu/universe/printdoc

2/5/2007
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University of San Diego.
"My family is a wonderful, very funny group of people," Ho
time together and they're very involved with the less fo
Hoppstetter said she does not know yet where she wa
applied to the University of Southern California -open.
She has been accepted to the

er said. "We enjoy spending quality

dy after high school. She said she's
school -- but she's keeping her options

Unix1:rsity of Sap D1egp and Santa Clara University.

Even though her college plans are not nailed down, Hoppstetter said she does know where she wants
her education to take her.
"I want to be an investigative reporter," she said. "I really like communicating to a wide audience things
that are going on on a day-to-day basis .. .I want to get them involved and show people how they can
help."
As Miss Yuma County, Hoppstetter will go on to compete in the Miss Arizona pageant, where the 2006
Miss Yuma County winner, Danielle Lee, was first runner-up last June.
LOAD-DATE: January 29, 2007
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Junior Miss program offers sch
High chool junior girls in
the eta s of 2008 are invited
to participate in the San
Mis
Junior
Diego
Scholarship Program.
The program is part of a
program ,
nationwide
Mis
Junior
America 's
(AJM) , which awards college
young
for
scholarships
achievements.
women '
Judging is based on scholas-

tics, a personal interview,
public speaking, a group fitroutine, and a talent
ne
presentation.
The program is for junior
girls who are out tanding in
academics, leadership, athletics, or the arts. It is not a
beauty pageant but rather an
opportunity to be involved
with girls of similar abilities
who have a lot to offer their

communities and schools.
The program consist
seven Saturday rehe
starting on Feb. I 0
cu lmi'nating in a
April 1, 2007,
Universit of San
will advance to the state
level, all expenses paid, and
compete for some $35,000 in

rships
scholarships.
n orientation is planned
or Feb. 3, 2007, in the Tierra
Santa Recreation Center.
Participants m~st be U.S.
and San Diego
citizens
County residents. There are
no fees to enter the program.
For more information, call
Juliet Brace at 858-792-0477
e-mail
or
sdjuniorrniss@yahoo.com.
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OTHER EVENTS
THURSDAY, JAN 25 - CONFERENCE
2007 GROWTHTRENDS CONFERENCE

The Growth Trends Conference was created
to bring t
top-level experts to discuss the latest interna
l and ex
solutions. Organization: Association fpr Corpo
rate Gr
7247 acgsd@acgsd.org , www .acgsd .org/e
vents_ca
r.htm Cost: $195.00$495.00 When: Hours : 7:30 AM - 6:00 PM
Where: ~ (Kroc Institute), 5998 Alcala
Park, San Diego, 92110, Venue Phone - (619)
260-4828
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Thursday, Jan. 25
CONFERENCE: The Association for
Corporate Growth San Diego presents
an all-day educational conference bringing together senior executives and expert.
to discuss the latest internal and exte
growth solutions. Topics include sel
a board of directors , developin
turnaround strategies and econ
in San Diego and Southe
8a.m.-6p.m. $325 ACG · m
guests. Joan B.' Kroc lnstitut
eace &
Justice, University ~ f San Diego. For
more infonnation, call (619) 74 1-7247 .~
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Storytelling event
■ Rancho Penasquitos storyteller Marilyn McPhie w·
present "Chocolate and
Family Valuos" from
to 10 p.m. at the M
Conference Center
University of San Diegaclul
ts
Admission is $10 for
and children over 12 for this
one-woman show, which
includes personal stories and
folk tales. For details, call
619-298-6363.
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• Chocolate and Other Family
Values" - storyteller Marilyn
McPhee tell s deliciou s tales ~
Storytellers of San Diego,
day, Jan uary 13, 7:30
Manchester Confere

Unmrsityof San DiCB

Al~

ca1' Park). Suitable for adults, chil-

-

dren over 12. SIO. 61 9-298-6363.
(I.IND,\ VISTA)
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roreros
can't stop
streaking
Gonzaga
Bulldogs winners
of 49 in row at home
By Mark Zeigler
STAFF WRITER

POKANE, Wa ·h. - 1/~T§j!y a[
coach
San Die~ men's ba ket
'nrad Ho ' nd was talking about colge bask tball's longest home win
str ak, which belongs to
the feisty little Bulldogs of
Gonz119a
Gonzaga.
"'n1 'Y ar, going to
· drop one at their place at
Toreros
ome po int,'' Holland
said. "It is g oing to hair
·
pen."
Just not last nighL
Forty-nine _traight.
Holland'. Tor ,ro. gave it a game
effort and didn't collapse when a le er
team mo, t c rtainly would have, but
th y came out 91-82 lo ers before another boi terous 6,000 at the Mccarthey Athletic Center m1d an ESPN2
national television audience (which
explained th 9 p.m. tipofO. Gonzaga
improves to 15-7 overall and 6-1 in the
We t Coa t Conference; SD falls to
13-8, 3-4.
Gonzaga was led by the sudden
emergence of fre hman Matt Bouldin,
wh o before aturday" · game against
San Franci. co was O-for-2007 from behind the three-point arc. Bouldin had
-16 points against USF and 18 last
night; and after missing 17 straight
·
thr es, he has made 6-of-8.
Point guard Jeremy Pargo also had
8 point · to go with six rebounds,
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► TOREROS
CONTIN 1JED FROM PAGE 01

DeRogatis'
23 points
not nough

down two, but Chris Lewis was
whistled for an offensive foul
and they would never get closer.
The hero for the Zags was
Micah Downs, a 6-8 transfer
from Kansas who grew up in
Kirkland, Wash. He buried
three threes, including one that
was halfway to Seattle. The
other problem was that USO
point guard Brandon Johnson
picked up his fourth foul with
14:40 to go, lin1ited his playing
time and, when he returned to
the floor, his defensive aggression.
Johnson finished with eight
points, six under his season
average. DeRogatis led USO
with 23, and Nir Cohen added
18.
So the streak lives. It began
Feb. 22, 2003, with a 69-60 win
against Tulsa next door at the
school's old gym, affectionately
known as 'The Kennel." It continued for 11 more games
there, then all 36 played at
6,000-seat McCarthey Athletic
Center.
Not included in the official
streak are six more games at
Spokane Arena, located just up
the river in downtown. The
Zags already have played there
twice this season and have a
Feb. 17 game there against
Memphis.
The last loss in the city of
Spokane? A 72-68 decision to
Portland on Feb. 19, 2003.

ts, three steals and
atic dunk that sealed
ory.
ed what the key to the
e would be after Sunday
ht's practice, Holland didn't
hesitate with his two-word anJ
swer:
"Rebound well."
And the Toreros did, grabbing 14 offensive rebounds in
the first half alone - or more
than the taller Zags had allowed
in an entire gan1e all season.
Holland also said his team
would have to "make shots, as
funny as that sounds," and that
ultimately proved to be USD's
downfall. The Toreros managed to take 11 more shots
than Gonzaga in the first half,
yet still trailed 42-34 because
they made only 12-of-36 from
the floor.
And that included a contested, fall-away three-pointer by
Ross DeRogatis at the halftime
buzzer.
The result was a 2~22 USD
lead became as much as an
11-point deficit, a double-digit
deficit at the McCarthey Athletic Center basically means
Some teams simply wilt in
you're headed up the Spokane what has been rated among the
River without a paddle.
most intimidating atmospheres
The gutty little Toreros kept in college basketball. But some,
plugging away, though, cutting as USD did for long stretches
the lead to two early in the · last night, seem to revel in the
second half and drawing a third opportunity to end the streak.
foul on 6-foot-11 Josh Heytvelt
"You have to go into the con(15 points) and eliciting a test believing you can come out
crease of concern across the on top," Holland said, "that
brow of Gonzaga coach Mark you're the one that's going to
Few. They even had the ball do it."
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CianDcJ1 at 5tlnfard. 8 p.m.

Slbnlr'•--Sln Francisco at --4 p.m.

CianDcJ1 at Peppenl11e, 12:30 p.m.
s.a an at saint Mary's, 4.1l5

Portland at Loyala lilllynllud. 7:a;

USD SCHIDULE

.....

4 p.m.
SAN FRANCISCOFeb. 3
7 p.m.
at Saint Mary's•
Feb. 5
4 p.m.
Feb. 10 LOYOLA MARYMOUNT•
7 p.m.
Feb. 1Z P£PP£ROtN£•
7 p.m.
Feb. 17 at Santa Clara
4 p.m.
Feb. ZS PORTLAND•
7 p.m.
Feb. Z6 GONZAGA•
TBA
Mar. Z-5 wee Champonship
• HOME games played at Ille Jenny Craiq PaviHon

on Ille USD campus.

• wee Championsllips at Portland, Ore.

• •-west Coast Confeience game

USD ROSTIR
NL ...,_
"'· ,._
G
1 Clayton Tolbert
F
z Daniel Fleming
PG
4 Brandon Johnson
G
10 Grfll Nelson, Jr
G/F
1Z C1lris Lewis
G
13 Danny Brown
G
14 Ross DeRogatis
G/F
15 Ray Murdodl
F
ZO Patrick Lacey
F
Zl Gyno Pamn
G
ZZ Kyte Price
G
Z3 De'Jon Jackson
G
Z4 Brandon Dowdy
F/C
3Z Joshua Miler
F
33 TheoWlite
F/C
Collen
34 Nir
• Head COICh: Brad Holland.
• Assistat COICh: George Tuttle.
• Assistant coach: Sam Schol
• Assistant coach: TJ . Brown.
• Director of Operation!
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ZAGGING FORTUNES
Gonzaga pays

· e of success with brutal schedule

By Mark Zelqler
STAFF WR ITER

SPOKANE, W:
predate the sue
zaga men's bask~
rogram,
Universitv of SaniJI~J;players
can iookat ail ffie N ,rA. Tournament banners hanging from
the rafters of the new Mccarthey Athletic Center. Or they
can flick on their 1Vs at their
hotel and see Gonzaga alum
Adam Morrison, the No . 3 over-

=

u,

When: 9 tonight

TV/Radio: ESPN2/1700-AM
·· ·· ··············· ··· ········· ···· ·· ······

all pick in the 2006 NBA draft,
play for the Charlotte Bobcats.
Or they can simply walk
down the hall of their hotel, to
the wing that has been converted to overflow student housing.
Applications to the Jesuit university have more than doubled

since the late 1990s, which was
about the time the Zags started
making regular appearances in
the NCAA Tournament and
which, school officials will tell
you, is no coincidence. More
kids started applying, more
were accepted, more enrolled
- and the school quickly ran
out of dorm space.
Says Athletic Director Mike
Roth: "Whatever your lead dog
SEE
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Gonzaga coach Mark Few has had to deal with his most
Inexperienced team and frequent, challenging trips to
play top teams. Douglas C. Pizac / Associated Press

Basketball Hall of Fame Challenge;
Nevada in the Battle in
CONTINUED FROM PAG'E El
Seattle; Georgia in the ChickFil-A Peach Bowl Classic in Duluth, Ga. They've played North
Carolina, Duke, Butler, Washington State, Washington - all
of them either ranked at the time
is, at any institution, if that's go- or ranked now.
ing well, everything will go well."
They are games Gonzaga can
It has meant a doubling of con- play now that it has launched
tributions to the university, along into college basketball's stratowith a furious campaign to build sphere, and - here's the rub more dormitories. It also might they are games it must play if it
be the reason for Gonzaga's re- wants to stay there.
cord this season, which entering
"It's very important for us to
today's game (9 p.m., ESPN2) play a national-caliber schedule,"
against USD is 14-7 and which in Gonzaga coach Mark Few says.
these parts is akin to the sky "It's just something we have to
falling and the earth opening up do to keep our program on the
to swallow it
national level, to keep our reThe Zags have zigged, with an cruiting going. You also schedRPI outside the top 50 for the first ule to what the (NCAA Toumatime since anyone can remember ment selection) committee
and with, as we head to February, wants, and they haven't softened
their participation in the NCM their stance on that at all."
Tournament no sure thing.
And how else are you going to
Victims, no doubt, of their own recruit a kid from inner-city Chisuccess.
cago?
What the record and No. 53
"It's a big deal when you're
RPI don't tell you is Gonzaga has playing the top schools in the
played a masochistic schedule to country and you're playing on
appease the 1V gods and pad the national 1V a lot," says sophouniversity coffers, with close to more guard Jeremy Pargo, who
15,865 miles logged before it even attended Chicago's Robeson
started West Coast Conference High and whose older brother,
games. The tiny school nestled Jannero, plays for the Chicago
in a bend on the Spokane River Bulls. 'That's one of the ways
has already played in Madison they got me."
Square Garden this season.
Or as Few puts it ''When
Three times.
Duke calls to play in the Garden,
The Zags have played Texas in how do you tum that down?"
Phoenix in something called the
You don't, is the answer, and

► GONZAGA

USD men at Gonzlll)8
TIIM:9p.m.
Site: McCarthey Center,
Spokane, Wash.
TY/ltadlt: ESPNZ/1700-AM
Oulloulc USO (13-8, 3-3 wee),
fresh from a victory at Portland
that raised Its conference road
record to 3-1, faces perennial
wee power GomacJa (14-7, s-u.
The ZICJS' 72-56 victory over
San Francisco on Saturday

Zags should feast
on home cookin'

ex,
c,,.

extended their nation-leading
home victory streak to 48, the
last eiqht of them this season at
the "New Kennel."

you embark on a suicidal journey
through college basketball. You
. do it with an inexperienced tean1
· (the departure of Morrison and
J.P. Batista accounted for 47
points and 15 rebounds per
game), and you do it in a community spoiled by 28-3 seasons and
top--10 ran~ings.
You lose at Georgia by 13. Five
days later you lose to Duke in
Madison Square Garden by seven. The following week you lose
to Nevada in Seattle by eight.
Four days later you're in Vu-ginia, losing by 31.
The four-game losing streak
was Gonzaga's longest since the
1996-97 season.
"We want to go out and play
, those types of teams," says Roth,
the athletic director. 'The unfortunate part of this year's schedule was when we had to play

I

them, the timing. Mark and I do
the scheduling together, and
we've both said publicly we made·
a mistake. Mark says it's his
fault I say it's my fault"
The good news is the WCC
schedule finally began in January, which means the Zags get to·
play half their games at home,
where they have won 48 straight
- the longest active streak in
college basketball.
'Their fans are extremely·
loud," USD coach Brad Holland
says. 'They're extremely organized in their cheering. And it's
always a sellout. To me, it's
worth 10 points. You start the
game down 10, that's the way I
look at it."
Gonzaga has won its eight
games at the McCarthey Athletic
Center this season by an average
of 22.3 points. Outside Spokane,
it is 4-7.
"I try to remind myself before I
go to practice every day," Few
says, "that this is the youngest
team we've ever had here and
the most daunting schedule
we've ever had."
Tonight, it's USD at the comfy
confines of McCarthey.
Tomorrow, the Zags get back
on a plane and fly south. They
have a game Wednesday at
Stanford, fresh off last night's upset of No. 3 UCLA
Mark Zel9ler: (619) 293-2205;
mark.zeigler@uniontrib.com
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Johnson, Cohen propel
Toreros men past Pilots
A SSOCIATED PRESS

PORTLAND, Ore. - Brandon Johnson scored 19 of his
game-high 24 points in.the
second half and Nir Cohen
added some clutch free.throw.
shooting
down
t
stretch as
Upiyeriity pf

San

~e:g

men's basket· t<,
ball team ~
result
feated PortUSD74,
land 74-70 in
Portland 70
a West Coast
Conference
Next game
USD at Gonzaga, game Satur•

Saturday's

9 p.m. , Monday day.
After scorTVjRado: ESPN,
ing just five
1700AM

points in the
first half, Johnson came alive
early in the second half when
he scored 11 unanswered
points, including three consecutive 3-pointers, to give
the 'Foreros a 54-45 lead.

The Pilots answered with
a 12-3
·ncluding four by
Jami
that tied the
scor
·dway through
th
nes finished with
gh 15 points.
r leading by as many
points in the first half,
and found itself back in
nt after a 6-0 spurt made it
63-60 with 6:54 left to play. It
turned out to be the last lead
for the Pilots (6-16, 2-4 WCC).
The Toreros (13-8, 3-3) regained the lead for good with
a 9-2 run, including three
free throws by Cohen, which
made it 69-65 with 2:51 left.
Portland made it interesting when Ben Sullivan scored
on a drive and was fouled. He
missed the free throw but
Jones got the rebound and
scored to trim USD's lead to
71-70 with 1:07 left.
Cohen finished with 15
points, had a game-high 11
rebounds and was 8-of-11
from the foul line, including
the game's final three ppints.

I
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Johnson,Cohen
lift USD to win
in North
By Mike Weber
SPECIAL TO THE UNION-TRIBUN E

PORTIAND - With JlSQ
in need of a win after disappointing home losses to Santa
Clara and Saint Mary's, coach
Brad
Holland
hoped to tum the
Toreros
season around in
a West Coast
Conference
Portland
matchup against
the University of
Portland Pilots.
History might not have
turned completely yesterday,
but the Toreros did force it in
their direction to remain competitive in the wee.
Nir Cohen had a huge
blocked shot with five seconds left and hit three late
free throws and Brandon
Johnson scored 24 points to
lead USO over Portland 74-70
at the Chiles Center.
Portland had the early mer
mentum and took a 20-12 lead
with 11:26 left in the first half.
USO responded by creating
turnovers with an effective
full-court press. Cohen drilled
a three-pointer, followed by a
jumper by Daniel Fleming,
making it 20-17. Johnson's
steal, length-of-the-court drive
and dish off to Danny Brown
for a three tied it at 23 and it
was close for the remainder of
the game.
Even though USO got outrebounded 15-7 in the first
half, it was deadlocked 38-38
at the break.
Nineteen minutes later, the
Toreros (13-8, 3-3) were clinging to a 71-70 advantage.
Then, with time running out,
Portland's best player, senior
guard Darren Cooper, drove
into the lane and Brown drew
a charging foul, giving San
Diego the ball with 19.8 seconds left.
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SUMMARY
USO 74, Portland 70
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Portland (6-16, 2-4) immediately fouled Cohen (15 points,
11 rebounds) on the inbounds
pass, and he sank one-of-two
free throws for a 72-70 edge
with 18.2 seconds left.
On Portland's final possession, Cohen blocked a shot by
Portland's Jamie Jones, then
grabbed the ball and was
fouled with 1.9 seconds left
The senior forward from Migdal Haemek, Israel, sank two
from the line, securing the
victory.
"We didn't do a good job of
rebounding in the first half,
but we improved in the second half. Nir deserves lots of
credit for that as he worked
extremely hard on the boards
and grabbed some big rebounds late to help us pull out
the win ," said Holland.
"Brown's play drawing the
charging foul, Cohen's block
and Brandon Johnson's great
all-around game were crucial
elements in the victory."
USO wouldn't have been in
position to win, though, without the superb performance
of Johnson. It was a seesaw
contest throughout with 13
lead changes and 10 ties.
Trailing 45-43, USO surged
ahead as Johnson scored 11
straight points, hitting three
three-pointers and a driving
layup to give the Toreros a
lead at 54-45 that they never
relinquished.

"Whenever the lanes are
open, I like driving to the
hoop. But the threes started
coming within the rhythm of
the game and I felt like I was
hot, so I continued shooting
from the outside and they
were going in," said Johnson.
"I was really focused on catching the pass, keeping my head
up and then concentrating on
making my shots. It seemed
like the game could've gone
either way."
After a 7-0 Pilots run made
it 54-52, it was a tight contest
for the remaining 10 minutes.
]0hnson's 6-footjumper in the
lane with 1:21 left gave OSD
some breathing room at
71-66. Portland got within
71-70 as Pilots forward Sherrard Watson scored on a short
putback shot in the lane before Cohen's strong play and
clutch free-throw shooting determined the outcome.
''We did a better job rebounding in the second half,
but Portland outrebounded
us, so there's still some room
for improvement in that aspect of our game," said Cer
hen. "I was trying to get some
key boards late in the game,
and I was really glad to come
up with a big block near the
end to help preserve the victer
ry."
,61"__
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. Saint . Mary's outi-ebounded USD
22-11 in the first 20 minutes. The
Gaels had nearly as many offensive
boards (10) as USO had total.
Still, the Gaels never led by more
than five and USO managed to lead
by three on two occasions.
The Toreros' shooting did an
about-face from the abysmal 9-.1 percent in the second half in the loss
• against Santa Clara on Saturday night
. Jo 54.5 overall (12-for-22) and 50 percent from three-point range (2-for-4)
ln the half.
Johnson, replaced in the starting
· lineup by Danny Brown, scored 13
points in 14 minutes and Pomare,
replaced in a starting role by Theo
White, had seven points in 11 min-

SAN DIEGO CUPPING
SD Union Tribune
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Toreros
go afoul
of Gaels
Saint Mary's outscores
USD by 16 at the line
"'y Hank Wesch
,'AFF WRITER

The Jenny Craig Pavilion proved
be Home, Sour Home for t h e ~
men's basketball team in its initial
stand of the West Coast Conferenc e
eason.
Saint Mary's
Coach Brad Holland's Toreros went
down to anta Clara in
a hail of missed sec- .
Toreros
ond-half shots on Saturday night and to
Saint Mary's 85-78 in a
hail of fouls last night before an announced attendance of 1,120.
USD (12-8, 2-3 WCC) was assessed
29 fouls and Saint Mary's went 32-for- 46 at the free-throw line, outscoring
the Toreros by 16 there. Saint Mary's
(12-9, 4-1) thus maintained a share of
the conference lead with Gonzaga and
Santa Clara, while USD remained in
fifth, tied with Portland.
"Our effort was way better than the
second half against Santa Clara; it was

85

78

'
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Toreros' Ross DeRogatis tries to get
around Saint Mary's Todd Golden.
Charlie Neuman / Union- Tribune

Is use their size
o control boards
much more concerted, " Holland said.
"But when the visiting team shoots 46
free throws, you're not going to win
very often."
Saint Mary's had five players score
in double · figures led by Diamon
Simpson, who counted 10 of his 21 at
the line, and Ian O'Leary, who got'
half of his 18 going ~for-13 on free
throws.
USO was l&for-27, under 60 percent, on free throws. The Toreros
were led by Brandon Johnson's 26
points, 18 from Gyno Pornare and 12
from Ross DeRogatis but, for the second straight game, couldn't get much
scoring from the rest of the roster.
. And Saint Mary's, like Santa Clara
before it, took advantage of its greater size and bulk inside, outrebound ing USO 3&26.
•Both teams (Santa Clara and Saint
Mary's).are considerab ly bigger than
we are which makes for some tough
matchups," Holland said.
'The Toreros trailed 36-35 at halftime, and the fact they were that close
· was rather astounding considerin g
the pounding they took on the

boards.

r 46I didn't care for a couple of our
.guys' attitudes in the second half
-against Santa Clara and I used the
bench to get their attention," Holland
· said. '1llat's my coaching style."
Two teams that are both known for
playing aggressive defense were as-sessed a combined 33 fouls in the
&nt half and the whistle-blowing did
not abate in the second half as the
o8ldating trio of Thomas Woods,
Bruce Hicks and Mike Partlow
aounded off repeatedly in boosting

the teams' combined total to 55 for
the game.
It took Saint Mary's 7:10 to accumulate 10 second-half fouls and put
the Toreros in the double-bonus situation. USO returned the favor 1:30
later and for the next five minutes the
free-throw shooting contest commenced.
A pair of free throws each by Brett
Collins and Diamon Simpson helped
Saint Mary's open a 61-55 lead with
9:28 to play, and the Gaels were tenacious in holding it the rest of the way.
USO got to within two on two occasions, the last with 5:23 left before a
layup by Todd Golden and three free
throws by Ian O'Leary, who was
fouled shooting a three-pointer, put
Saint Mary's in front 74-67 with 4:48
to play.
USD got to within 7&72 on a threepointer by Ray Murdock with 3:13 to
go, but Saint Mary's scored seven
straight before Johnson hit a meaningless three-point er in the final 10
seconds.
lllllll Wescll: (619) 293-1853;
hank.weschtl>uniontrlb.com
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SUMMARY
Slillt Mary's 85, USO 78
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(.JohnsonH Cohen 1-1, OeRoqatis 1-3, Brown 1-3. Mlrdodt 1-3.
Lewis 0-1)• ...._ ........, 5. IIDdlld S11Dts: 1 (Poman!).
I (Pomare 3, OeRoqatis 2, Johnson, Murdock. Cohen).
◄ (Johnson, Murdock. White, Cohen). Tldlicll Fouts:
Sinlpsoi1

. Coins

XI

z.

z.

z.

......

----=

.._
None.

M1U-y'1(4-1, 1~
36
• - Iii
U9(2-J,1~
35
43 - 78
A-1, 120. Clllcills-Thomas Woods, Bruce Hlcxs, Mike Partlow.

USD's Gyno Pomare (left), who didn't start and scored 18 points, blocks the
shot of Saint Mary's Omar Samhan. Charlie Neuman/ Union-Tribune
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Trouble at line
sinks To os
TOM SHANAHAN
FOR THE N ORTH C OUNTY T IMES

SAN DIEGO - T h e ~-

~ty o( San DieiP men'soaslcet·

(

all team was poun ded on the
boar ds by a talle r line up for
the seco nd
Said Mary's 85 straight
To
78 gam e.
USO
two
avoi d
losses in a row at home in the
Wes t Coa st Con fere nce, the
Tore ros need ed to mak e up
the diffe renc e in anot her sta•
tistical column.
The y com pens ated a little
-goal shooting perc ent•
field
in
· age and turn over s, but they
gave it all back with poor free. .
throw shoo ting as St. Mar y's
College beat USD 85-78 Mon•
day nigh t before 1,120 fans at
Jenn y Craig Pavilion.
On a nigh t that feat ured
phys ical play on both side s
and the refe rees calli ng the
gam e tigh tly, ther e wer e 55
foul s calle d. The foul s wer e
pret ty much even, but the trips
to the free.throw line weren't.
USD was called for 29 fouls
and hit just 16-of-27 free
thro ws for 59 perc ent. St.
Mary's was called for 26 fouls,
but got to the line 46 time s
and hit 32 for 69 perc ent and a
16-point advantage.
"Wh en the othe r team
shoo ts 46 free throws, you' re
probably not going to win too
man y gam es," USD coac h
Brad Holland said.
The resu lt of so many fouls
was a ragg ed gam e with neither team able to get into a
rhyt hm, and that cont ribu ted
to a lack of flow from eith er
side thro ugho ut the first half.
Neit her team wen t on scoring

s the lead chan ged
or was tied 10 time s in
first half and 10 time s
· in the second half.
St. Mary's open ed the first
sign ifica nt lead of the gam e
whe n Ian O'Leary was fouled
on a 3-point attem pt. He hit all
thre e free thro ws for a 74-67
lead with 4:48 rem aini ng in
the gam e.
USD rallied to 76-72 on a 3poin t bask et by Ray Murdock
with 3:33 rem ainin g, but the
Toreros got no closer.
The loss dropped USD to 128 overall and 2-3 in WCC play,
while St. Mary's (12-9, 4-1) kept
pace with Sant a Clara (14-6, 41) and Gom.aga (13-7, 4-1).
St. Mar y's putr ebou nded
the Toreros 36-~ .
Point guar d !Bran don Johnson led the Tore ros with 26
points and center/forward Gyno Pom are scor ed 18 poin ts,
but they both cam e off the
benc h. Hol land said he
benc hed them beca use he
wasn't happy with thei r effort
and attit ude in e second half
, whe n
of the Sant a Cl~ E"e
the Toreros los 61-47 desp ite
· e lead.
I an eight-point h

-
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USDneeds
immediate
about-fa
By Hank Wesch ,
STAFF WRITER

In the aftenn
team's
"We kind of fell apart when
self-destructive
haH that
(Sant11 Clara) made their run "
led to a 61-47 lo
ta Clara said sophomore center Gyno P~
on Saturday,.11Sll men's basket- mare, who had 17 points and
12
ball coach Brad Holland assumed rebounds.
the expected philosophical posi"We didn't get things back totion.
gether like we usually do. We just
"I hope this (type of perfor- need to have a good, hard
pracmance) is one-and-done and tice Sunday and come out and
we're going to get back to playing play well Monday night."
our way on Monday," Holland
Sophomore point guard Bransaid.
don Johnson agreed. "We really
The Toreros shot 9.1 percent haven't broken down like that in a
from the field, making only two long time," he said. "We were just
field goals in 22 attempts in a out of sync. The team looks to
16-point second half, and sun:en- Ross (DeRogatis), Gyno and me
dered an eight-point lead in less to score, and when the three of us
than eight minutes.
were having trouble not too marly
Tonight they face a Saint players were able to step up and
Mary's team that has won three help.
straight after losing its West
"We've just got to put this
Coast Conference opener to San- game behind us and have a better
ta Clara. A week ago Saint showing next time."
Mary's, coached by former USD
assistant Randy Bennett, ended Hall Wtsch: (619) 293-1853;
Gonzaga's WCC regular-season hank.wesch@uniontrib.com
winning streak at 26. On Saturday, the Gaels won at San Francisco in overtime.
Gonzaga, Santa Clara, San
Francisco and Saint Mary's are all
3-1 and tied for first. USD (2-2) is
one game back in what veteran
league observers are calling potentially the closest race in several years.
"I think at least six of us are in
the hunt for the top two spots (in
the regular-se2son standings),"
Santa Clara coach Dick Davey
said Saturday night. "And that's·
what you want, one of the top two
so you get a bye to the semifinals
of the (WCC) tournament."
A victory tonight would put
USD back into the hunt, but the
Toreros players acknowledged
Saturday that a much better effort
would be required.
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Toreros
By Hank Wesch
STAF'F' WRITER

-wee

SU MMARY

c:.a-

Santa Clara 61, USD 47
CMral

•

second-hal f
L Pd.
How cold was
W l N.
men's basketball
shooting of the ~
.750 13 6 .684
3
S.UCllra
team yesterday against Santa Clara?
.750 12 7 .632
3
GollDQI
How cold is Siberia in January?
break
.750 7 12 ..3684
3
halftime
S.f'l'lnclsco
Returning from the
with an eight-point lead, the Toreros
2 1 M,7 10 9 .526
Sllnt Mary's
went 2-for-22 from the
12 7 .61Z
2 2
field (9.1 percent) over
Santa Clara
.sx,
6 14 .300
2
2
P'Grtml
the final 20 minutes
while scoring only 16
5 16 .238
1 4 .200
Flppenllle
tramwere
and
points
Tortros
0 5 Jm 8 13 .381
Loyda Miry.
pled by the Broncos
61-47 before an ans.aa..,1,uso~
nounced crowd of
flor1lal st. 83, N. Artzanl 78
2,563 at the Jenny Craig Pavilion.
Saint Mary's 71, Sin Francisco64 (On
The loss in the West Coast ConferPeppenliie 57, Loyda Marymount 55
ence home opener was the first for the
Toreros (12-7, 2-2) in eight games at
the JCP this season and ended a winning streak at three games. Santa Cla- more center John ryant, scored 13
ra (13-6, 3-1) won its second straight field goals after the break and had no
and got a crucial WCC road victory in trouble keeping th abysmally shooting Toreros at bay.
its first try.
The bigger Broncos dominated the
"Santa Clara really took it to us the
on both ends, outrebounding
boards
USO
last 14 minutes of the game,"
coach Brad Holland said. 'They had a USO 29-13 in the econd half en route
great last 14 minutes and we did not. to a 47-26 advantage for the game.
Santa Clara got 10 of its 14 offensive
They beat us in every way possible.
Added Holland: 'The second half boards in the second half.
"People think in terms of a defense
was about as bad a half as we've ever
played. And we've never played like holding a team down, but sometimes
that at home .. . . Usually this team just it's just a matter of the ball doesn't go
battles, battles, battles, but I thought in," Santa Clara coach Di<sk Davey
we had a team that didn't fight in the said. 'They had a few almost go in and
right way in the second half to get this then rattle out.
"l don't know, sometimes it's in the
win."
Trailing 31-23, Santa Clara scored hands of the gods. We're not a great
the first three points of the second defensive team by any means."
Sophomore po' guard Brandon
half. USO countered that with a threepointer by Ross DeRogatis (10 points Johnson's second alf was a microon 3-of-10 shooting) 1:51 into the peri- cosm of the mise the whole USO
team went through.
od.
John on had six oints, two assists,
Then Santa Clara took off on a 13-0
run before the Toreros' Gyno Pomare no turnovers and s 2-for-2 from the
(17 points, 12 rebounds) managed to fr e throw line in e first half. But he
rebound a DeRogatis miss, was fouled missed two free t rows after b ing
making the put-back basket and fouled on a breakaway 39 econds into
, turned it into a three-point play with the second half, was assessed a technical foul four minutes later and r legat11:30 remaining.
DeRogatis' three-pointer and Po- ed to the bench, then fouled out with
mare's put-back were the only Tore- 1:26 remaining. Johnson was O-for-3
ros' field goals of the second half. from the field in th second half.
Holland, who received a technical of
Santa Clara, running its offense
sophoown for a comment to an official
his
305-pound
through &foot-10,

61

47

(

y Big Chill in second half

..

,.....,.......

-

A F Pis
R
liln Ra FH
5
3
0
0-3
1-4
l-5
21
Dougherty
1
B
1
0-1 4-15
29 4-1 2
Bryant
2 16
1
4-9
4-7
6-6
33
Denison
6
4
3
1-4
0-2
l-8
2B
Angley
7
4
0-3
2
!>-7
1-4
31
Pariseau
0
2
0
0-0
0-0
0-0
3
Higgins
0
0
0
0-0
0-1
0-0
6
Johnson
8
0
2-5
0
4-7
0-0
27
Henke
0
0
0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0
Latimer
5
2
1-3
1
1-2
2-2
8
Parham
6
1-3
3
0
0-0
2-fi
15
Kaempf
8 Z1 61
2111 ZHI 1:t-Zl6 1'"7
Totals
Percentages: FG .460, FT .500.
l-Point Goals: 2-13, .154 (Kaempf 2-fi, Angley 0-1, Henke 0-1,
Johnson 0-1 , Pariseau 0-2, Dougherty 0-2).
Team Rebounds: 4.
Blocked Shots: 3 (Bryant 2, Dougherty).
Turnovers: 20 (Bryant 5, Denison 4, Dougherty 3, Arq,ey 3,
Pariseau, Latimer, Henke, l<aempf, Higgins).
Steals: 5 (Angley 3, Dougherty 2).
Technical Fouls: None.
A F Pis
R
liln RrA FT-A
USD
0
2
0
0-0 1-2
0-1
17
Lewis
3 17
1
1-1 l-12
30 8-13
Poniare
0
2
0
0-0 0-1
0-1
23
Fleming
5 13
2
2-9 9-12 0-2
25
Johnson
0
1
1
3
2-2
0-2
37 3-10
OeRoqatis
0
0
0
0-2
0-0 0-1
5
Brown
0
0
0
0-0 0-1
0-5
19
Murdock
0
2
1
0-0
0-5
0-0
17
Jackson
0
0
0
0-0 0-0
0-0
Whije
5
7
2-f,
0
3
3-5 2-3
22
Cohen
~
211
5
lS-211
Nii
1~
200
Totals
Percentages: FG .288, FT .750.
l-Point Goals: 2-19, .105 (DeRoqatis 2-8, Brown 0-2, Johnson
0-2, Jackson 0-2, Cohen 0-2, Murdock 0-3).
Team Rebounds: 2.
Blocked Shots: 1 (Pomare).
Turnovers: 11 (OeRoqatis 2, Fleming 2, Lewis 2, Cohen 2,
Murdock 2, Johnson).
Steals: 10 (Murdock 2, Whije 2, Cohen 2, OeRoqatis. Pon,are,
Johnson, Lewis).
Technical Fouls: Johnson, Bench 2.
Z3 38 - 61
Santa Qara
31 16 - ~
USD
Attn.-2,563. Officials- Ken Ditty, Rick Batsell, Scott Harris.

SNfTAlliRA

barely two minutes into the game,
explained the circumstances of Johnon's 'T."
"He thought he was fouled on a
d1ive," Holland said. "He didn't say
anything specifically to the official. He
wasn't demonstrative toward the official. It's what he said as he fell on the
ground. He was on the ground, and he
thought he was fouled."
What little offense USO produced
came from DeRogatis, Johnson and
Pornare. Only Nir Cohen (seven
points) was able to contribute off the
bench.
The Toreros host Saint Mary's tomorrow night at the JCP.
Hank Wesch: (619) 293-1853;
hank.wesch@ uniontrib.com
1
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USD suffers second-half
collapse
·nst Broncos
TOM SHANAHAN
FOR THE N ORTH COUNTY T IMES

SAN DIEGO - The .l1,w.men's
asketball team led y eight
points when the Toreros
opened the second half with a
steal and Brandon Johnson
was fouled on the way to a
fast-break basket.
The sophoSanta Clara 61 more point
USD (M) 47 guard went to
the free-throw
line with a chance to put the
Toreros up by 10. He missed
· ~h, and USD's game fell
( 1rt soon after as Santa
Clara rallied to win 61-47 Saturday before 2,563 at Jenny
Craig Pavilion.
The Toreros hit only 2-of-22
field goals in the second half
- a 9.1 percentage - and lost
its West Coast Conference
home opener to drop to 12-7
overall and 2-2 in conference
play. Santa Clara, which
outscored USD 13-0 over a
6 112-minute span to take a 3934 lead, improved to 13-6, 3-1.
"I thought we had a team
that didn't fight the right way
in the second half to get this
win, and we've got to figure
that out," said USO coach
Brad Holland. "Usually this
team just battles, battles, battles. So rm hoping this is just
a one-and-done and we get
back to who we've been."

~rsjty at Sap Die~

JAMIE SCOTT LYTLE /

USD's Brandon Johnson goes to the basket between Santa Clara
defenders Brody Angley, left, and Danny Pariseau (23).

USO entered the game 7-0
at home and 10-4 after a 2-3
start to the season. The
Toreros have been a team of
interchangeable parts that
can adapt to who's hot and
who isn't.
But they weren't that team
against Santa Clara as they
lacked a go-to threat.
In the first 10 minutes,
USO sophomore center/forward Gyno Pomare scored all
12 of the Toreros' points for a
12-10 lead.
But Santa Clara began to
better use its size advantage
with 6-foot-11, 245-pound
Sean Denison (16 points, seven rebounds) and 6-10, 305pound John Bryant (eight
points, 15 rebounds), especially in the second half.
Pomare, outmanned as a 67, 220-pounder, finished the
game with his sixth doubledouble (17 points, 12 rebounds). But he went scoreless after he converted a 3poin t play to trim Santa
Clara's lead to 39-37 with
11:30 remaining in the game.
Only three starters and
four players scored for USO.
Starting forwards Daniel
Fleming and Chris Lewis
couldn't get open or were tentative with the ball. They finished a combined O-for-2. Ray
Murdock, De' Jon Jackson and
Danny Brown were a combined O-for-12 off the bench.
"A lot of guys coming off
the bench didn't want to take
big shots," Johnson said .
"They were looking for me,
Gyno and Ross (DeRogatis) to
take big shots; we didn't have
the big games we expected.
That's where the tentative
(play) came in."
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Prime
time?
Not yet
forUSD
SAN DIEGO - In a season in which the West Coas
Conference men's basketb
race looks very much up f,
grabs, the Unitersi
~ Toreroset a league
win slip through their fingers.
Their 61-47 loss to Santa
Clara on Saturday took the
Toreros out of the mix as one
of conference's elite teams
-at least
for now.
With a
2-2 record,
USD trails
Gonzaga,
Santa
Clara,and
San Francisco byat
least a
game in
TE
the loss
SCHOLFIELD

•--•

•
"°
0,

_column.

■

USO suffers
second-half cpllapse against
Santa Clara, C-5.

What
makes the
WCCso

intriguing
this season is the
play of
perennial power Gonzaga,
which for the first time in
years looks vulnerable.
aint Mary's snapped the
s' 26-game confernning streak, then
'cl around and lost to
'ta Clara. There's more
ity in the league now
than in a long time.
"I think this league is going to be up for grabs," Santa
Clara coach Dick Davey said.
"I think you have to consider
Gonzaga right up there, but
after that, I don't know who
you consider. There are a lot
of us."
It remains to be seen if
USD can become one of the
better teams in the conference.
A win over Santa Clara
would have rekindled the
madness of quality basketball that surrounded the
school when it went to the
NCAA tournament four
years ago.
Coach Brad Holland has a
nice team that normally
plays with poise, dedication
►

SCHOLRELD, C-5

SCHOLFIELD

Continued from C-1

and a sense of purpose.
Saturday was not a normal outing for the Toreros,
who lost for the first time in
seven home games.
You want ugly? Try 9.1
percent shooting from the
field in the second half. The
Toreros made just 2-of-22
shots, an almost impossibly
low percentage.
They finished the game
hitting 15-of-53 for 28.8 percent. You won't win many
basketball games at any level with those shooting figures.
Davey couldn't explain
how his team held the
Toreros to just two field
goals in 20 minutes.
"I don't know, it is in the
hands of the gods or something," Davey said. "It wasn't
necessarily our defense.
They shoot the ball pretty
well. They just had one of
those nights where the ball
didn't go in."
Actually, it was more than
that. The Toreros led by
eight points at halftime and
set a negative tone for the
second half by missing a couple of free throws and two
easy jump shots in the first
minute of play.
Senior guard Ross DeRogatis hit a 3-pointer with
18:48 left, .yid the team did-

JAMIE SCOTT LYTLE
STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

USD's Ross DeRogatls (14)
drives on Santa Clara's John
Bryant In Saturday's game.

n't score again until forward
Gyno Pomare scored on a
layup with 11:29 left.
That was it.
"I give my guys no excuses," Holland said. "We got
outplayed at home, which is
so disappointing."
The Toreros looked like
they were waiting for team
leader DeRogatis, who finished with 10, points, to carry

the load. Pomare, who had
17 points, agreed.
"We didn't step it up like
we used to do," Pomare said.
"But it starts with each person. I have to be a better
leader. I guess Ross can't do
it by himself."
He's right, of course. The
Toreros didn't hustle in the
second half, and their shots
were either hurried or suspect.
Much of that had to do
with Santa Clara's 6-foot-10,
305-pound center John
Bryant and 6-11, 245-pound ·
forward Sean Dennison. They
helped Santa Clara to a 4726 rebounding advantage.
The good thing about college basketball is that you
don't have to wait a week to
make amends. The Toreros
host Saint Mary's on Monday
in what amounts to a mustwin game for them.
"We've got another good
team coming in and we are
either going to answer the
bell and get tougher or we
are going to go away," Holland said.
That makes Monday a
statement game for the
Toreros.
We'll find out if they are
pretenders or contenders.
Steve Scholfield is senior sports
columnist for the North County
Times. He can be reached at
or
7 40-3509
(760)
stevescho@cox.net. Comment at
sports.nctimes.com.
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Toreros
practicing
public
rela
By Hank

The~ men's basketball team has a
12-6 overall record and has won 10 of its
past 12 games.
It is fresh from a rare sweep of West
Coast Conference games on the annual
trip to Pepperdine and Loyola Marym~mnt
last weekend that gave the Toreros a 2-1
mark for three road games to open WCC
play.
But from grim experience, USD coach
d Holland and his team expect they'll
playing before around 3,000 empty
seats in the 5,500-capacity Jenny Craig
Pavilion when they take on Santa Clara
today at 4 in their wee home opener.
And while privately one can hear some
disparaging words about the lukewann
support, which makes the "homecourt
advantage" nearly nonexistent, for the record, the Toreros say they're determined
to soldier onward.
"I think that's something we've alway
had to overcome over the years," said
Holland, in his 13th season at Alcala Park.
"I always say to our team that whethei.we have eight or 8,000 people watching
us, we have to take pride in our game,
rally around ourselves and just make sure
that we perform the best we can.
"Now, would our team love to play in
front of packed houses every night? Absolutely. That does nothing but help your
team. But at the same time, we can't give
ourselves any outs or excuses. Because
it's all going to come down to playing
Santa Clara in our gym no matter how
many people show up to watch."
Ave~e attendance for seven USD
home games this season is 1,823, sixth
among the eight wee schools. Average
dance for six previous WCC openers
e Jenny Craig Pavilion is 2,243.
Part of the problem is that the school's
winter classroom break, or intersession,
is a long one, extending from late December to the end of this month. With school
out and the majority of students scattered,
the sgectator oool is shallow.

In I concerted effort to get fans to return, USO players cll~b l~to the ~tand~ In the
student cheering sections to thank them for attending. Jim &ircl I Union-Tribune
And while -a perennial national power
such as Kansas can have, even in intersession, students by the thousands line UI_> for
hours to storm the doors at Allen Fieldhouse - as happened Wedn~sday whe_n
the Jayhawks hosted Missoun - USD 1s
not Kansas.
This season the USD men's program
has stepped up a longstanding policy of
trying to woo the students.
Such gestures include "dorm sto~s,"
in which players go door-to-door seeking

Home, quiet home
USO Is 3-3 in West Coast Conference home openers at ~he
Jenny Craig Pavilion. Students have been on Intersession
brNk for each of the games:
Alt.
11111
GIIM

.-.11211111
Jln. 19,2IIOZ

USO 86, USF 61
Santa Clara 86, USO 77

1,898
3,851

.-.11,2003

Santa Clara 67, USO 65
Loyola Marymount 76, USO 68

2,424

USO 92, Portland 58
USO 75, Santa Clara 69

1,008

Jln.15,2004

.-.at,211115
..-. 16, 211116

1,652

2,624

to bring out support with the personal
touch and an offer of free pizza to those
who come to the game. The players also
faithfully walk en masse to the "Bull Pen"
tude nt-cheering section beyond the
baseline at the north end of the court to
say thanks after every home game.
"We absolutely want to make a concerted effort to bring out fans in any way we
can," Holland said. "We've tried to establish to the students in the Bull Pen how
much we appreciate their coming out and
supporting us.
"We're willing to do anything we can,
but the reality is that all of that stuff we
have to work really hard at to get much in
the way of results."
At the mo t recent home game, a nonconference match with UC Riverside on
Jan. 10, senior guard Ross DeRogatis took
the public-addres s system microphone to
speak to the announced 1,571 on hand,
thanking the fans for their attendance and
encouraging them to continue to lend
support.
DeRogatis was preaching to the choir
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- who beside s a Torer os loyalist would
a Riverside team on an
come out to
? - in hopes of
streak
losing
11-game
increa sing future congregations.
"It wasn' t my idea, but we're going to
try everyt hing we can," DeRogatis said.
"'We're going to contin ue to play as hard
as we can and the more fans, the merrier.
We have some great, loyal fans already
and hopefully with W's more fans will
come out"
Having already earned his degre e in
busine ss, DeRogatis, a two-time wee All.Academic selection, knows what the bottom line is when the produ ct to sell is

see

basketball.
"'We've got to win games ," DeRogatis,
23, said. "I fully expec t that if we win this
weeke nd and then go handle some business next weeke nd we11 come back to
. some very good crowds.
wnte studen ts are gettin g better. We
just need a little more suppo rt from the
community, and that come s by winning."
The comm unity come s out when the
Torer os face perennial power Gonzaga,
the only predictable sellout of the home
season. To that end, the Torer os have
been offering a "Four Game s for $40"
promotion that is descri bed as "the only
way to get tickets to the Gonzaga game. "
last year, Gonzaga neede d a three.point shot in the final 10 secon ds to defeat
USD by two at a sold-o utJeP .
wnte San Diego kids and the staff here
deserv e crowd s like this every game,"
Gonzaga coach Mark Few said that night
"They're great kids and a great team."
.... Wescll: (619) 293-1853;
hank.weschll>uniontrlb.com
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Toreros' Pomare
riding high
TOM SHANAHAN
FOR THE N ORTH C OUNTY T IMES

SAN DIEGO - There's n
place to hide in the digital a
so when Gyno Pomare lost
starting job for the ¥°1e~
gf Sao Qiegffsmen'saset
team, the ocal kid from El
Camino High heard about it
plenty.
"My friends were all over
me," said Pomare, the Toreros'
sophomore center/forward.
"The games
~ · · ~ are on Channel
4, and they
come to games.
. They said I
i
should be start✓ !•
, .... ing. I tried to
0tell them it was
my fault. I was
never mad at
Gyno Pomare Theo (White)
or-the coaches.
I knew Theo was outplaying me
in practice."

t.
'

"°"°

.

,_...

Toreros
Report
What: Men's college basketball
Tipoff: 4:05 p.m. at Jenl"o/ Craig Pavilion
Reconls: Santa Clara University 12-6,
2-1 West Coast Conference; University of
San Diego 12-6, 2-1
TV/Raclo: Channel 4/ KASH 1700 AM
At a glance: The Toreros are 7-0 at
home this season, but they face a fonnidable Santa Clara squad in their wee home
opener. The Broncos, who have won two of
their first three conference games, present
a big and balanced lineup led lY,' 6.foot-11,
245-pound senior Sean Denison (10.6
points per game) and &11, 305-pound
sophomore CJohn Bryant (10.1) .... Gm
zaga's 0075 loss at ~int Mary's on Saturday not on~ snapped the Bulldogs' 3(}.
game wee win streak, ~ also tightened
the race for the regular-season wee titie.
The last remaining unbeaten team in conference play is San Francisco (3-0), which
edged the Toreros 10~100 in double overtime on Jan. 6. The Bulldogs are ~1, fo~
lowed lY,' USO, the Broncos and Saint
Mary's at 2-1.... The Toreros play seven of
their 11 remaining games at home.
- Tom Shanahan

-After USD started the season 2-3, Pomare, a 6-foot-7, 220pounder, was replaced by
White, a 6-4, 235-pound senior harder in practice. He has had a
from Oakland. Pomare consis- tendency to bring the ball down
tently put up points and re- low and get it knocked away,
bounds off the bench, including particularly last year, but he's
one of his five double-doubles playing a stronger and morefundamental game now.
this year.
"Gyno is a good team playBut USD coach Brad Holland
stuck with White starting and er," White said. "He just cares
Pomare relieving for an eight- about the winning record, like
game run that started with a everybody else on the team. We
near-upset of San Diego State . compete hard in practice."
It would have been easy for a
and was followed by a sevenlocal product like Pomare to
game winning streak.
Pomare returned to the start· rebel with so many friends
ing lineup against Fresno State telling him he should be starton Dec. 30 and in the last five ing. In some cases, parents
games has averaged a double- might pave joined the chorus.
But Pomare was raised by a
double - 19.5 points and 10.2
rebounds. He was named the mother; Gail, and father, Leo, who
West Coast Conference co-play- both served in the Marine Corps
er of the week for last week- at Camp Pendleton. He grew up
end's WCC ~oad sweep of Pep- understanding there is a chain of
perdine (22 points, 15 re- command that must be followed
bounds) and Loyola Marymount and that turning to his parents
for sympathy wasn't an option.
(19 points, eight rebounds).
"My parents trust Coach
The Toreros are 12-6 overall
and 2-1 in WCC play as they en- Holland," Pomare said. ,"They
ter today's WCC home opener never complained about me not
against Santa Clara (12-6, 2-1). starting. They said, 'If Coach
They'll host Saint Mary's (10-9, doesn't think you're doing your
job, what do you expect?' "
2-1) on Monday.
Holland and the Toreros are
"I know we can go all the way
to the (NCAA) tournament," Po- now getting what they expect
mare said. "We haven't been from Pomare, whom Holland
playing our best yet. We need believes can be a dominant
better defensive rebounding, player in the WCC.
Pomare leads the WCC in
and that's on me. rve got to do
conference games in scoring
my part and get more."
Pomare could have sulked (20.7) and rebounding (10.3)
when he was replaced by White, and in all games is fifth in scorbut instead he began answering ing (15.8) and tops in reboundHolland's challenge to work ing (8.7).
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USD men get commitments from two forwards
By Hank Wesch, STAFF" WRITER

Rob Jones, a 6-foot-6, 230-pound
forward in his senior year at Arc
Riordan High in Pacifica, an
Houston, a 6-7, 220-pound fo
senior year at Marcus Hi
of inMound, Texas, have signed
tent to play basketball at USD. the school
announced yesterday.
Jones is averaging 16 points, 11 rebounds and two blocks for the 16-1 Crusaders of the Bay Area, the No. 6-ranked
team in the state. Jones, currently rated
the fourth-best power forward in the Western United States by ScoutHoops.com, is
also a football standout. A tight end, he
had 75 catches in a 23-game career at

We t Coa t Conference home opener toand drew interest from program
as Cal, Oregon, Notre Dame and morrow at 4 p.m. at the Jenny Craig Pavilion again ·t , anta Clara.
na.
Houston is averaging 14 points and•
eight rebounds for the Dalla -area team
that is 20-4 and ranked o. 15 in Texa .
Houston is rated o. 19 in Texa Hoops.corn's list of 105 top seniors.
"Both Rob and Clinto'n are high-character guys with leadership skill , come from
very successful high school programs and
are eager to be good," USD assi tant
coach and recruiting coordinator George
Tuttle said. ''We feel great about both of
them and can't wait to have them join u ."
Next season, Jones and Houston will
join five sophomores and four fre hmen
on USD's current 12-6 team that ha it

,,
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~oreros pass

snuff out r
By Hank Wesch
STAFF WR IT ER

LOS ANGELES - The USD men's
basketball team might not Rave a killer
instinct, but it does have a 2-1 record
in the West Coast Conference after
opening the eason with three games
on the road.
And that will do for coach Brad
Holland and the Toreros until a killer
instinct comes along.
USD played a superb first half to
build a 14-point lead at the break, then
swvived a frantic comeback to defeat
Loyola Marymount 79-74 last night

oad test,
y Lions

•

TOREROS 79, LMU 74

before 1,608 at Gersten Pavilion to
complete a sweep of the league trip to
the Los Angeles area. The Toreros
held off Pepperdine 71-67 on Saturday
at Malibu.
"All I can say is, 'Mission accomplished,'" Holland said. "We truly set
SEE

Toreros, cs

•
► TOREROS
CO NTINUE D FR OM PA GE Cl

DeRogatis leads
USD to sweep
of L.A. teams
out to win these two games on
the road. To be 2-1 as the only
team to start with three games
on the road, we're on the right
track to be a player in the conference race."
The Toreros got 25 points
from Ross DeRogatis and 19
apiece from point guard Brandon Johnson and center Gyno
Pomare in completing an LAtrip sweep for the first time
since 2003 and for the third
time in Holland's 13 seasons as
the team's head coach.
USD (12-6, 2-1) opened the
wee season with a doubleovertime loss at San Francisco.
"That (USF game) was one
of the toughest losses I've ever
had as a player," DeRogatis
said. "For us to come back and
win these two shows a lot of
character."
The Toreros were sharp in
all phases, but especially shooting, in the first half and put
LMU in a 42-28 hole at the
break.
Pomare and DeRogatis were
the sharpshooters as USD hit
at 70.8 percent (l 7-foi;-24) o

IO I

all and 4-for-7 on three-point attempts. USD hit eight of its first
10 shots, and back-to-back
three-p ointers by DeRog atis
capped a 10-0 run that produced an 18-9 Torero s advantage 11:54 before halftime.
Seven minutes later, Pomare
was 6-for-6, DeRogatis 5-for-5
on the evening and the Torero s
14-for-18 and holding a 3(}19
lead. LMU cut it to 35-28 before
USD scored the last seven
points of the half.
DeRogatis' halftime line was
5-for-5 overall , 4-for-4 from
three-point range and 2-for-2 at
the free throw line for 16 points
with three assists and no turnovers.
Pomare, who established an
inside presenc e for USD by hitting short turnaround jumper s
for eight of USD's first 10
points, had 13 at halftime with
one quss in seven shots from
the field and was 1-for-2 at the
free throw line.
Loyola (8-12, (}4), a team besieged with injuries this season
after being picked second in
the wee preseason poll and
loser of six in a row, fought
hard to make up the deficit in
the second half.
Senior guard Adoyah Miller,
who has been forced to pick up
the slack for the loss of AllWCC guard Brandon Worthy
for the season with a knee injury, had a second half to top

DeRogatis' first for USD.
A 6-foot-5, 205-pounder, Miller
hit six three-pointers in the second half en route to a 23-point
night to lead the Lions. The last
Miller three-pointer pulled the
Lions to within 64-61 with 4:51 to
play before DeRogatis and Johnson sparked an 11-4 run that
restored the Toreros to a 75-65
lead with 2:50 to play.
Still, Loyola came back to get
within 75-72 on a three-pointer
by Derrick Grubb with 1:14 to
play.
USD got a big break in the

final 40 seconds when a three-

point shot by Johnson that was
headed out of bounds was saved
by Chris Lewis to Nir Cohen,
keeping the possession alive.
Johnson, DeRogatis and Daniel
:Fleming combined to hit 4-of-6
free throws in the final 30.4 seconds while all IMU could produce in that time was one basket

Za«JS upset
Diamon Simpson scored a
career-high 29 points and Saint
Mary's (11}9, 2-1) handed Gonzaga (12-6, 3-1) its first wee
loss since Jan. 20, 2005 with an
8(}75 victory in Moraga. The
Zags' wee win streak was at
26. Jeremy Pargo led Gonzaga
with 22 points. . . . Elsewhere,
USF won 72-71 at Pepper dine
and Santa Clara beat visiting
Portland 57-41.
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DeRogatis, Tortpros
complete L.A. sWeep
A SOCIATED PRESS

LOS ANGELES - Ross
DeRogatis scored 25 points
and Brandon Johnson and Gyno
Poma
USD
79 added
Loyola
74 apiece as
niversit o
San Diefio men's as et a
team deeated Loyola Marymount 79-74 on Monday.
The Toreros (12-6, 2-1 West
Coast Conference) completed
a sweep of their two-game
trip to the Los Angeles area
for the first time in four years.
They won at Pepperdine on
Saturday.
The Lions (8-12, 0-4) have
dropped seven straight.

ly overcame a 16
alf deficit, with
's basket with
s left cutting the
ead to 77-74.
eRogatis made one
o free throws with 18 secas remaining, and the Lions
·ssed two shots on their final possession.
DeRogatis had six 3-pointers and six assists. Pomare, an
El Camino High grad who
leads the conference in rebounds, led the Toreros with
eight boards. Johnson, the
conference leader in assists,
dished out five assists.
Adoyah Miller tied a career high in scoring and led
the Lions with ~3 points, in- j
eluding six 3-pointers.
j
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•JSD survives
the·pressure
at Pe
ine
- The word that came to
USD mt guard Brandon Johnson's
miii"d when asked what it was like to
play Pepperdine was: "firing."
But it ;
a happy
Tonros
kind of tir that Johnson and the est of the
Toreros felt after keeping a tenacious Waves
team at bay in the final
minutes to secure a
71-67 West Coast Conference victory before 1,211 at Firestone Fieldhouse.
Johnson carried the ballhandling
load against a constantly pressing and
harassing Waves defense and wound
•·- with nine assists and only three
overs while contributing seven

► TOREROS

71

CONTINUED FR9M PAGE Cl

6.7

Jo~nsontakes
car~of ball
~ against waves

...........

SEE

Torero1, C4

poirtts. .,.,
1
"Nine ass~ts and three
turnovers, that 1ytas the game
righf there,"...USD coach Brad
Holland said. "We played a
very inspired Pepperdine team
and I'm happy to come away
with a win."
It got the Toreros (11-6, 1-1
WCC) back to even in league
play and salved some of the
hurt of a double-overtime loss
a :week earlier at San Francisco that could easily have been
as precious a road win as the
one last night.
, Sophomore forward Gyno
Ppmare was OrJ the receiving
end of several of Johnson's assists. The El Camino High
product tied his USD careerhigh of 22 points - estabJi5hed Wednesday against UC
Riverside - and had a careerhigh 15 rebounds.
USD trailed only once, 1-0
on a free throw by
Pepperdine's Chase Griffin
~ame-high 23 points) just 11
seconds into the contest. But
the Waves managed to tie
things up six times and red(lced a 14-point Torero lead
with 13:30 remaining, to three
P9ints, 64-61, with 90 seconds
to play.
: A Nir Cohen follow of a
missed layup by Pomare,
staunch team defense, and
ome clutch free throws by
Rpss DeRogatis and Chris

wee
flilll ...

....

W L Pct. ~ L Pct.
GonzaQa
3 01.(XX) 12 6 J,/,7
San Francisco Z 0 1.000 6 11 .353
Portia

z

Ult

1 1

-

1 J,/,1

6 13 .316

11 6 Ml

SlntaCln

1 .500 11 6 .647

Saint Mary's

1 .500

,.....,......

9 9 .500

Loyola Mary. 0 3 .(XX)

8 ZO .286

Pepperdne

4 15 .211

0 3 .000

Ult 71, Peppenliie 67
GoluJI 77, Santa Clara ~
Saint Mary's 71 Porlllnd 57
5.F. 68, Loyola Marymcuit 61 (OT)
1il ■ I IN'li . . . .

Ult at Loyola Marymount. 8 p.m.
Partland at Santa Clara, 7 p.m.
San Francisco at Pepperdne, 8 p.m.
GonzaQa at Saint Mary's, 9 p.m.

Lewis in the final 40 seconds
helped the Toreros send
Pepperdine (4-15, 0-3) to its
fifth straight loss.
"I'm disappointed we didn't
stretch out our lead and put
the hammer down on them in
the second half," Holland said.
'That's something we need to
get better at doing.
'The majority of the second
half they played with five
guards and we didn't make
them pay (for mismatches
against USD big men) on the
defensive end a much as we
should have."
Pomare's 22 points came on
10-for-18 shooting but several
of the misses were from extremely close range and the
6-foot-7, 220-pounder was also
assessed four turnovers.
"li Gyno wa his normal
self, he could have had a lot

SUMMARY
USO 71, Peppenlne 67
U5D
llnRI-AFT-A RA FPb
Fleminq ·-·-14 4-4 0-3 0-0 0 1 10
Lewis ····-···....27 2·3 2-2 3-8 2 3 7
Pomare - •.....29 10-18 2-3 7-15 0 3 U
Johnson ·-··-34 3-9 0-2 0-7 9 0 7
OeRogatis - • .33 J..11 2-2 0-1
2 3 9
Brown -·-···8 0-1 0-0 0-0 0 1 0
Minock ••_ ..zo 1~ ~ 0-3 0 2 7
Jackson ··-·-·10 0-4 2-2 1-2 O 5 2
White ••••••.....•..10 0-1 0-0 0-2 0 0 0
Cooen ·--····.16 H 3-3 ~ 0 1 7
Tatlls
2111 2563 IS-23194 13 19 71
111Renta1Jts: FG .397, FT .652.
3-l'alnl GIB 6-18, .333 (Fleming 2-2, Lewis 1-1.
Johnson 1·2, Murdock 1·Z. OeRoqatis 1-8, Brown 0-1 ,
Jackson 0-2).
Ttalllllomls:4.
IIDCIIIII !illDb: 6 (Pooiare z. Fleming, Brown,

Mll'dock, White).

1w--.: ZO (Pomare 4, Lewis 4, Johnson 3,
OeRogatis Z. Mll'dock Z. White Z. Cohen 2, Jackson).
. _ 4 (Brown, Lewis, Murdock. White).
Teclacal Alm: None.
PIPPBIIN 11n RI-A FT-A R A F Pb
Galick --···-14 0-2 0-1 2-4 0 2 0
Bartow ·-·······24 1-5 3-4 1-5 3 4 5

Lea .....•.•.........24 4-13

1-2 H

CGrillin .••.••..•.•• 37 7-13 9-11 4-7
Carr ·······-··-·····7 1-1 0-0 1-1
Wallace .•.••.•..•...26 3-8 0-0 2-4
Prancilslls. .•.••.•21 J-11 0-0 1-1
Costain •.•••..•..•. 26 J-10 0-0 1-3
Henry .••.•..•...•..•.20 2-4 0-0 2~
Tatlls
199 2t67 lJ-1819'°

1
1
O
0

3
2
O
2
O 3
2 2

0

3

11
23
2
7
9
6
4

7 ZI 67

~ FG .358, FT .722.
3-l'alnl GIB 6-23, 261 (Pranciliauskas J-9, Lea
2-4, Wallace 1-Z. C.Grillin 0-1, Bartow 0-2, Costain
0-5).
T-llllllllnls:6.
IIDdlld !illDb: 6 (Herry 3, Galick Z. Wallace).
1w--.: 16 (Bartow 4, Lea 3, C.Grillin 3, Pranc~

liauskas 3, Costain 2, Galidl) .
. _ B(Wallace 4, Costain Z. C.Grillin, Bartow).
Tldlicll Alm: None.
3734-71
30 37·67
Mtn.-1,211 . Officials-Randy Burkhart, Brian
Rood, Jeff Ketchu.

more points than he did," Hol·
land said. "He had the ball
knocked out of his hands a lot
and he missed some close
shots that he really shouldn't
have.'.'
The Toreros broke a 9-9 tie
with an 11-2 run in a six-minute stretch ending with 13
minutes left to plaJ - ·
st
half.
I 04
Hank Wesch: (619) 293-1853;
hank.wesch@uniontrib.com
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Pomare, Tor ros win on road
A

OCIATED

PRESS

MALIBU - Gyno Pom ar
had 22 poin ts and a care
bes t 15
71 bou nds as
USD
Pepperdne 67 Universit:¥ of
Diego
San
men 's bas ketb all team beat
Pep per din e 71-67 Satu rday
night.
Dan iel Flem ing had 10
points, Brandon Johnson had

and Chris Lewis
rebo und s for the
(11-6, 1-2 West Coast
rence).
ith 1:20 remaining, Peperdi ne pull ed with in thre e
afte r Marvin Lea hit a 3-pointer. But USD scor ed the nex t
four points to stop the comeback.
Lea sco red all of his 11
points in the final six minutes.
Cha se Grif fin had 23 ·
points and seven rebounds to

lead the Waves (4-15, 0-3) ,
who are amid thei r worst season since 1965:66, whe n they
beg an 2-17. They've lost five
straight.
An El Camino High grad uate, Pomare, who also had two
blocks, dom inat ed early with
10 points and six rebounds in
the first nine minutes.
He fini shed with 14 firsthalf poin ts and the Tor eros
took a 37-30 lead into halftime.
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Waves still
wild bunch,
withatwtst
By Hank Wesch
STAFF WRITER

To the untrained ey
Pepperdine's style of play
dr r first-year coach Vane
berg doesn't ldbk muc
ent from that of
under predecessors
phal and Lorenzo R
Pepperdine...LISD.:.s opponent
in a ·West eoait't:onference
men's basketball game tonight
in Malibu, presses all over the
court to force a fast tempo and
is quick to release three-pointers at any opportunity.
Walberg has a name for his
game: MASA, an acronym for
Attack, Attack, Attack, Skip, Attack. Entering their wee opener a week ago at Gonzaga, a
69-52 loss, the Waves were
among the national leaders in
points per game (81.9), threepoint attempts per game (28.7)
and three-pointers · made per
game (10.9). Those are high
numbers even by Pepperdine
standards.
To the trained eye of USD
coach Brad Holland, there is a
marked difference between the
offensive style of Walberg and
past Pepperdine coaches.
'They full-court press every
possession on defense, and on
offense there are a lot fewer
half-court sets than in the past,"

Holland said. ''They try to
spread you out, driive and either
take it to the basket or kick the
ball out to the perimeter until
they get the shot they want
"Scouting them, we had to
chart individual tendencies
much more than team tendencies. We had to tell our guys,
This is what this player likes to
do,' much more than This is
what they do when they call out
such-and-such a play.' "
The interesting system has
yet to produce much in the way
of victories. The Waves are 4-14 -

-

overall, and 0-2 in the wee
after losses last week at Go·nzaga and Portland. They enter
play tonight on a four-game los·
ing streak.
USD is playing its second of
three straight road games to
open conference play. The Toreros, who lost in double overtime at San Francisco a week ·
ago, play at Loyola Marymount
·
on Monday.
Hank Wesch: (619) 293-1853;
hank.wesch@uniontrib.com
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rns to USD practice
~ coach Brad Holland
was on .the basketball court at
the Jenny Craig Pavilion by
10 a.m. yesterday to oversee
practice.
It was about 12 hours after
Holland missed one of his
team's games for the first time
in a 15-year career as a head
coach at the Division I level
While the Toreros were defeating UC Riverside under
the guidance of assistant
coach George Tuttle, Holland
spent Wednesday night with
his wife, Leslie, and other family members at Scripps Memorial Hospital in Encinitas at
the bedside of Holland's
mother-in-law, Nancy Wells.
Wells, a 77-year-old Carlsbad resident, was taken to the
hospital via ambuianc e
Wednesday afternoon after
experiencing breathing prob-

lems. Holland said Wells had
battled cancer over the past
year and has also been diagnosed with congestive heart
failure.
"She's on a breathing machine, but she made it
through the night. My wife
and the rest of the family are
there and we're hoping and
praying she gets through
this," Holland said yesterday.
"It was the first game I've
missed in my whole coaching
career, but it was certainly appropriate for me to miss last
night."
The Toreros have games at
Pepperdin e tomorrow and
Loyola Marymount on Monday. Holland indicated he
would make the three-day Los
Angeles-area trip depending
on the family situation.
-HANKW ESCH
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Holland abs
TOM SHANAHAN
FOR THE N ORTH COUNTY TI MES

SAN DIEGO - The~

f;ersitv of San Diee:o~ mens

asketball teambeat UC
Riverside 78-62 without head
coach Brad Holland, who
missed the game Wednesday
night for what assistant
coach· George Tuttle and
school spokesman Ted Gose:r:i
described as "a family matter."
'f4ere was no further comment.
Tuttle said he learned he
would be coaching the team
at about 5 p.m. He informed
the players about an hour later in the locker room at Jen·ny Craig Pavilion. Tuttle also
told the players that Holland, a Carlsbad resident in
his 13th year at IJSD, said he
didn't want his absence to be
a distraction.

~L!~~~~?.~aa~~a-

more center
Gyno
Pomare, an El
Camino High
Toreros 78 alumnus, acUCR
62 knowledged
that
the
Next game: USD Toreros startat Pepperdine, 7
p.m. Saturday
e~ sluggis~y
•
without therr
head coach. They trailed the
entire first half until sophomore point guard Brandon
Johnson converted a 3-point
play for a 32-30 lead at halftime.

break to the basket, missed
some easy shots and missed
two dunks in the second
half,
"I could have had a lot
better game," he said. "We
could have played a lot better than we did."
The Toreros improved to
10-6 with the nonconference
victory. Sophomore guard
Chris Johnson scored 25
points for UC Riverside (3-;
14}.
"We were both complacent in the first 16 minutes
of the first half," said Highlanders interim head coach
Vonn Webb, who is filling in
for David Spencer while he
is on a medical leave of absence. "They turned it up aJ
little at the end of the first
half and we didn't match
it."

"For me, I think Coach
Holland not being here affected me a little," Pomare
said. "I wish Coach Holland
and his family the best."
Pomare, who started for
the second time in three
nights after not starting the
previous eight games, didn't
appear to have an off night
with 22 points and 13 re- · Comment at sports.nctimes.cqm.
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Pomare, Toreros rout UCR
By Hank Wesch
STAFF WRITER

It was a rare NCAA Division I
basketball game in which ne·
ther team had its head coac
present
For the USD
men, it wasa"E'
Toreros
nal nonconference
game,
coming four
UC Riverside
days after a double -overtime
West
Coast
Conference-opening loss at San
Francisco and two days before
a three-day, two-game trip to
' Los Angeles for wee tests
against Pepperdine and Loyola
Marymount.
And USD, behind Gyno Pomare's career-high 22 points
and 13 rebounds, one short of
his career high, polished off UC
iverside 78-62 last night be~ore an announced crowd of
1,571 at the Jenny Craig Pavilion.
VSD head coach Brad Holland was not at the game for
what was described as a "family USD's Ray Murdock (left) and Theo White muscle the ball away
matter" by a school spokes- from UC Riverside's Larry Cunningham. Jim Baird/ Union-Tribune
man. A source close to the situation said that Holland's
Holland family," · Tuttle said. for-12 on three-pointers, shot
mother-in-law was gravely ill.
"Coach
asked that we not let it 40.6 percent overall and missed
So assistant coach George
Tuttle assumed the game re- be a distraction, and I think the half of its six free throw attempts.
sponsibilities for the Toreros. kids did that."
Pomare said the team was
Pomare made one of his first
VCR head coach David Spencer was granted a medical leave enthused for a nonconference five shots, none coming from
of absence for an undisclosed game wedged in after the start farther than 4 feet out, and
affliction in November, one of the vyc;:c season. Tuttle, missed two point-blank dunks
week before the Highlanders' whose duties include setting up in the second half. But it looked
opener and UCR has been led ' VSD's schedule, had secured it like a great game in the box
by interim head coach Vonn as a late addition when the To- score.
"For me personally, I think
reros were short a game and
Webb all season.
Under the unusual circum- the deadline for completing Coach Holland not being here
affected me a little bit," Pomare
stances, USD (10-6) put a lack- schedules was approaching.
"I think it was good to have it said. "I guess I was a little disluster first half behind and
tracted and that's probably why
showed its superiority in the and get a victory," Tuttle said.
The Toreros t:rhlled for most I missed some of those shots.
second to win for the first time
"I think, as a team, we can
in three games and send VCR of the first half but scored the
final eight points before the play a lot better than we did, but
(3,-14) to its 12th straight loss.
it was good to be back home
Tuttle learned that Holland break to take a 32-30 lead.
Pomare, making his seventh and to pull out a win."
vould miss the game about two
USD changed its focus from
aours before the 7 p.m. tipoff, start of the season and second
he said, and informed the team in three games since going the perimeter to the inside
through eight games in the game in the second half. The
shortly thereafter.
"Obviously there was great sixth-man role, had eight points Toreros either drove to the basconcern for a member of our and six rebounds to lead USD ket and picked up fouls or fed
basketball family, and we hope in a snoozer of a first half for the big men, particularly Poeverything turns out OK for the both teams. USD was only 3,- mare,_who either scored or got

78
62

(

Pepperdlne
at USO women
Tlmt:7 p.m.
Site: Jenny Craig Pavilion
Wtbcut: www.usdtoreros.com
outlook: The Toreros (12·3,
1-0) continue West Coast
Conference play against theWaves (8·9, 1-1), who remain
without injured starting guard
Oaphanie Kennedy (Kearny).
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2
2
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~ s : FG .383, FT .743. li'llint Goals: 6-22,
.273 (Cohen 2-3, OeRogatis 2-8, Lewis 1-2, Brown 1-5,
Johnson 0-1, Dowdy 0-1, Fleming 0-2). Ten 11!bolnls: 5. IIIDdlld 91111s: 4 (Jackson 2, Aeming,
Brown). ~ 14 (Johnson 4, OeRogatis 3, Pomare 3, Cohen 2, Murdock, White). SIHls: 9 (OeRogatis
2, Fleming 2, Johnson 2. Brown, Lewis, Murdock).
Tectrical Fouls: None.
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30
32 • 6Z
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Pierce.
&-11
1-1
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-2
0-0
1-1
0-0
0-0
0-0
1-2

fouled.
Riverside had been assessed
10 fouls with 8:56 still to play.
Pomare, who came in shooting
67 percent on free throws, was
8-for-8 from the line, all in the
second half, and went 3,-for-6
from the field.
USD made 26-of
throws to 9-for-14 for I I 09
The Highlanders go
high 25 points from sophomore
guard Chris Johnson,
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Kell

's serial three-pointers kill USD

CISCO - For the
men's basketball team, last
night provided a heartbreaking
opening to the conference schedule.
Leading in the final
minute of regulation,
USF
overtime and double
overtime, the Toreros watched Antonio
Toreros
Kellogg put the University of San FranTwo OVERTIMES cisco on his back and
carry the Dons to a
thrilling 103-100 victory that took two extra periods to
decide.
With time expiring in the second
half, Kellogg hit a running threepointer to knot the game at 73. At
the end of overtime, Kellogg hit
another three to bring the score to
90-87. And then with seven seconds
left in double overtime, Kellogg hit
his final three, giving the Dons the
victory.
All tallied, Kellogg went 7-for-10
from downtown and 13-for-16 from
the field, scoring 37 points in the
game.
"In hindsight, at a certain point
we should have done more to get
the ball out of his hands,'' USD
head coach Brad Holland said. "He
had a career night We couldn't stop
. "
h un.

103

100

0

For most of the night, Brandon
Johnson, Gyno Pomare and Ross
DeRogatis did a good job providing
the counterpoints to Kellogg's escalating points. Johnson hit a three at
the end of overtime to tie the game
at 90 and a three nearing the end of
the second OT to tie the game at
100.
DeRogatis went up for a threepoint attempt with a hand in his face
in the final minute of regulation, but
at the last instant saw an odd angle
to pass through and bounced the
ball inside to Pomare, who banked
it in and drew a foul for a three-point
play and a two-point lead inside 30
seconds.
San Francisco got a chance to tie
the game at the charity stripe, but
Kellogg's second free throw
rimmed out. DeRogatis grabbed
the rebound and hit a pair of free
throws to put the Toreros up by
three, before Kellogg again struck.
"Kellogg just played a great basketball game,'' DeRogatis said. "He
got in the zone. We played our
hearts out, but he was just too
much."
DeRogatis and Johnson tied for
the USD lead with 23 points each.
Pomare was close behind with 21
points, and led the team with eight
rebounds.
The loss came about a month
after the Toreros nabbed the marquee win of their nonconference
schedule against Cal in Berkeley at
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San Francisco 103, USO 100 (ZOTI
Ollrll

W L M
5 .688

SantaClara

0 1.000

GomlJa

0 1.000 10 6 .6Z5

Portland

0 1.000

11

5 12 .294

San Francisco

1 0 1.000

5 11 .313

USD

9 6 ADO

Saint Mary's

0 1 JIOO
0 1 .000
.000
o

Peppenlne

0

4 13 235

LoyclaMay.

.000

8 9 .471
8 9 .471

Yestlnlly's Reats
San Francisco 103, USD 100, ZOT
GomlJa 97, Loyola Marymount 6Z
Portland 73, Pepperdine 69
Santa Clara 76. 5alnt Mary's 69

,..,...,Games

Loyola Marymount at Portland, 8 p.m.
Pepperdne at Gonzaga, 9 p.m.

•....,.,Glmt

UC Riverside at USD, 7 p.m.

the Golden Bear Classic.
The Dons hit five of their first
seven shots in the game, riding a
13-5 run to an early lead. Manny
Quezada's play sparked the run . In
a three-minute span, the sophomore guard scored fo ur, dished out
two assists and picked up a rebound
to get his team rolling.
The Toreros got back in it with a
17-4 run going into halftime. With
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.

USO trailing by 10 before the run,
DeRogatis hit a three-pointer with
1:35 left in the half to knot the game
at 34. One minute later, DeRogatis
was fouled while shooting another
three and converted the ensuing
free throws to give his team a 37-34
lead - USD's first lead of the game.
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Toreros fall in
double overtime
SAN FRANCISCO - Anto:
nio Kell ogg sank a 3-po inte r
with seve n seco nds left in the
seco nd over time to lift San
Fran cisc o to an imp roba ble
103-100
USF
103 bask etba llme
USD
100 tory over
Uni vers itv o
San Diego (9-6, 0-1 West Coast
Conference) on Satu rday night.
Kellogg scor ed 35 of his career high 37 poin ts afte r halftime , incl udin g 18 in the two
over time s. He ban ked in a 3poin ter with no time rem aining to send the gam e into
over time .
Kellogg's 3-po inte r with 24
seco nds in the first over time
put the Don s (5-11, 1-0) up 9087, but the Tore ros' Bran don
Joh nso n answ ered with his
own 3-po inte r with nine seconds left, putt ing the gam e into a seco nd over time .

III
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Toreros can
thank
fors
uw

The
men's basketball team opens
The WCC office, meanwhile, proudly points
West Coas Conference play tonight at San out that for the first time a league game not
Francisco.
involving Gonzaga - San Francisco vs. Saint
It's the third straight season the Toreros Mary's on Feb. 19 - is part of the national 1V
will begin conference play on the road, the package.
seventh time in 10 years and the ninth in Brad
Once the 1V games are set, Walker said,
Holland's 13-year tenure as USD head coach.
the focus turns to working around the 1V
, "It seems like at least 75 percent of the time schedule with an eye toward criteria that affect
we've started on the road," Holland said. "I every team in the league.
don't know why it breaks like that and I don't
As an example, travel-partner teams - USD
understand it."
and USF are so paired - have one week in
The explanation? Two letters: 1V.
which the meeting between them is their only
"It's nothing specific to USD," said Brad league contest
Walker, associate WCC commissioner, whose
Unfortunate scheduling for some teams is
duties include coordinating the league sched- almost inevitable. Last season both Holland
ule. 'The last six or seven year , our focus has I and USF coach Jesse Evans spoke out about a
been on creating the conference schedule schedule that had them both starting (at LMU
around 1V opportunities. Especially national and Pepperdine) and ending (Portland and
1
1V opportunities."
Gonzaga) on the road.
The constant through those years has been
This year, the Toreros finish league play by
Gonzaga winning league championships and hosting Portland on Feb. 24 and Gonzaga on
making NCM Tournament runs that extend- Feb. 26.
ed twic,e to the Sweet 16 and once to the Elite
Eight. The run has established the Bulldogs USDnotes
among the elite national programs and made
Sophomore point guard Brandon JohnGonzaga basketball the best - if not only son, who suffered a sprained right wrist a
WCC brand name familiar to fans with resi- week ago against Fresno State, had it heavily
dences outside a 20-mile radius of one of the taped in practice all week and wasn't able to do
league's eight member schools.
much shooting before Thursday... , SophThe Bulldogs' standing in Hoops Nation omore forward Daniel f1eming remains
USA is such that the WCC Tournament semi- questionable for tonight's game because of a
final last March between Gonzaga and USD, knee problem that sidelined him for Fresno
which the Bulldogs won in overtime, gained as State.
big a rating on ESPN as a corresponding Big
East semifinal, Walker said.
Hank Wesch: (619) 293-1853;
The WCC went to a Saturday-Monday game hank.wesch@uniontrib.com
format for the league season.two years ago to
be part of ESPN's "Big Monday" package. And
it's understandable that, when WCC and
ESPN representatives get together in the offseason to discuss scheduling, talks begin and
end with Gonzaga.
The Zags open their season at home in
Spokane, Wash., ·tonight against Loyola
Marymount, last year's conference tournament runner-up and the team picked second .
behind Gonzaga in preseason polls. Monday
night, Gonzaga hosts Peppercline in a game to
be televised on ESPN2.
Gonzaga will be one of the teams in seven
regular-season WCC games to be telecast by
ESPN, ESPN2 or the home ABC network
from tomorrow through late February. USD's
.J«lffie at Gonzaga on Jan. 29 is set for ESPN2.

•
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Defensive play has kept
the Torer on the rise
TOM SHANAHAN

.

FOR THE N ORTH COUNTY T IMES

SAN DIEGO - Back
November, the UniversiR, of
~an Diego men's basket all
team was 2-3 and shooting
miserably from the field. The
Toreros had hit a low point
on Nov. 26, when they shot
24.5 percent (13-of-53 ) in a
64-49 loss at Texas-San Antonio.
But senior guard Ross
DeRogatis says what turned
the Toreros' season around
wasn't just finding their
shooting touch.
"Defense is what carries
us," DeRogatis said. "The
reason is we're a good team
in the open floor. If we get
stops, it allows us to run."
Sure enough, the Toreros
went on a run in December,
winning seven straight before losing their most recent
game Dec. 30 at Fresno
State.
USD begins its West Coast
Conference season with a
tough schedule, starting with
today's WCC opener at the
University of San Francisco
( 4-11).

After facing the Dons, the
Toreros follow with road
games at Pepperdine (Jan.
13) and Loyola Marymount
(Jan. 15) before their conference home opener Jan. 20
against Santa Clara.
DeRogatis, who leads the
Toreros with 15.3 points per
game, and coach Brad Holland say better team defense
allowed USD to take advantage of its balanced lineup
with depth.
"What I really like about
this team is we struggled in
the beginning and then we
found ourselves," said Holland, in his 13th season at
USD. "It could have been
the other way around. But
we've come out of it a better
team and a confident team
that believes it can win
games."

Despite the fact that both

Toreros
Report
TODAY: at San Francisco
What: Men's college basketball
Tipoff: 7 p.m. at War Memorial G~
nasium
Records: University of San Diego (95), University of San Francisco (4-11)
Radio: KASH 1700
At a glance: USD was 7-0 for December until a 68-65 loss on Dec. 30
at Fresno State. Junior F Daniel RemIng (knee) missed the game, but he
returned to practice ·wednesday and
will play in the West Coast Conference
opener, barring a setback . ... Fleming's presence provides energy on defense and his shooting adds depth
with Fs Nlr Cohen and Chris Lewis
and Cs Gyno Pon18re and Theo
White . ... San Francisco has struggled
while playing only four games at home
(2-2). The Dons lost their last game
78-63 at Louisville .... Senior F Alan
Wiggins (6-8), a Poway High alumnus
and an AII-WCC honorable mention
pick a year ago, has posted four double-doubles. He is averaging 14.1
points and 7.1 rebounds and leads
the wee in field-goal percentage
(.571).
- Tom Shanahan

of their All-WCC picks from
last year, Nick Lewis and
Corey Belser, are playing professionally in Europe Lewis in Belgium, Belser in
Greece - the Toreros think
they can be more of a threat
in WCC play than last year's
club.
A year ago, the Toreros
were 18-12 and nearly upset
conference champion Gonzaga three times, including
once on the Bulldogs' home
court in the WCC tournament semifinals.
Now, four of last year's
freshmen are experience d
sophomores - center Gyno
Pomare (14.3 points, 8.1 rebounds), point guard Brandon Johnson (12.7 points, 4.9
assists) and third guards Ray
Murdock and Danny Brown.

Senior forward Nir Cohen
and senior center Theo
White are in their second
seasons as junior college
transfers. Junior forward
Daniel Fleming adds defense
and a 3-point shot as a JC
transfer from Citrus College,
and redshirt freshman forward Chris Lewis steppei:l into a starting role when Cohen was out with a broken
finger.
The Toreros will need
their interchange able parts
to compensate for the lack of
a banger in the middle or a
player who can score any
time down the court.
"Our aspiration is we want
to win the conference, " Holland said. "I think we can do
well in conference, but I can't
pre.diet how well. You have to
play outstanding basketball
to beat Gonzaga. But we're
not just playing Gonzaga.
We've got to play six other
teams, too."
The conference outlook
has reshuffled since the
Toreros were projected to fin.
ish sixth in the preseason.
Gonzaga (9-6) was picked
to finish first, but the Bulldogs aren't the Top 10 team
they were a year ago with
Adam Morrison, now in the
NBA. The Bulldogs were
ranked as high as No. 16, but
they've since dropped out of
the Top 25.
Loyola Marymount (8-8),
second in the preseason poll,
lost senior guard Brandon
Worthy - a first-team AllWCC player as a junior - for
the season with a tom ACL.
No. 3 San Francisco has
struggled.
Meanwhile , Santa Clara
(10-5), picked to finish sixth
along with USD, has joined
the Toreros as one of the surprise teams in the wee.
The WCC tournament ,
with the conference' s automatic NCAA berth awarded
5
to the champion, is 1
at Portland, Ore.
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Is this.the year Zags zig in the WCC?
USD among teams
out to stop Gonzaga
By Hank Wesch
STAFF WRITER

Longtime coach Brad Holland guided USD to a 9-5 record coming
Into West Coast Conference play. Jim&ird/ Union-Tribune

The news out of Charlottesville, Va., on Wednesday night
had to hit like a punch to the
gut in Spokane, Wash., home of
the Gonzaga Bulldogs, and San
Bruno, headquarters of the
We t Coast Conference.
Gonzaga, the WCC champion for the past six years, lost
108-87 at Virginia. The Bulldogs, ranked as high as 16th in
the national polls in early December, trailed ~26 at halftime and looked slow and over-

matched
throughout
in
absorbing a fourth straight loss
that dropped their record to 9-6.
Afterward, coach Mark Few
said: 'That's certainly as bad as
we've been beaten in my eight
years as head coach. Virginia's
effort was far superior, their execution was superior, their
toughness was far superior to
anything that we showed."
So the national image of Gonzaga and the league of which it
is the major representative acquired some tarnish - with
conference play starting tomorrow.
So how good is Gonzaga and
SEEWCC, ~

114

tionaliy ranked North Carolina, Texa s
and Washington, othe r WCC repreCONT INUED FROM PAGE D1
sentatives have knocked off Cal, Colorado, Utah and Stanford.
Five of the eigh t WCC teams have
eme rged from prec onfe renc e play
with .500-or-better reco rds and two,
Santa Clara (10-5) and USD (9-5), will
start conference play with bette r winnot
inly
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different
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year," liSJl coach Brad Holland said
," Holland said. "People expected
yesterday. "You lose players like Ad- ence and San Francisco to have bette r
am Morrison and J.P. Batista and LMUonference records, but for them,
thing s are boun d to chan ge. But nonceverybody else, we're all starting
.and
they're still loaded with talent.
(in league) at 0-0 now."
"Their stren gth of schedule is one over a Clara, celebrating its 100th
Sant
of the toug hest (No. 4) in the nation,
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Gonzaga reiTiains
the team to
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wee men's basketball preview
Teams listed In projected order of finish:
· 1. Genz• (9·6): Aridiculpusly ambitious-as-usual preconference
schedule has resulted in six losses, the last four in a row, a streak like
none the Zags have experienced since 1997. But the caliber of opposition
- Georgia, nationally r ed Duke and Nevada, then Virginia - and the
r neutral courts, tempers the notion that !he
fact that all were on
ulnerable. Baby-faced Derek Ralvio leads
perennial league c
pg). The Zags are a notch or two above any
the league In sco ·
en It comes to depth and are about to add to
other conferen
f 6·8 Kansas transfer Micah Downs.
that with the
): The 10 preconference wins are a record for Dick
2. Santa
head coach, and victories over Utah and Stanford
Davey's
n-grabbers. Sean Denison (6·11, 230) and John Bryant
were
formidable inside, and the backcourt combo of Brody
(6· 11,
nny Pariseau can cause trouble on both ends.
Angley
3. 111D (9·5): The seven-game December winning streak, with a big
wln"ir"Cal, should have convinced the young team, and skeptical
outsiders, that the Toreros are for real. Brandon Johnson, Ross
DeRogatls and Gyno Pomare are a trio to compare with any In the
conference, and the teamwork and chemistry between them and the
rest of the team, since a stumbling 2·4 start, has been superb.
4. Loyola M1rymount (8•8): Picked second in preseason polls, the
Lions lost All·WCC guard Brandon Worthy for the season (knee) and
All·WCC center Matthew Knight for the past two games (knee). Senior
guard Adoyah Miller stepped up admirably (16 ppg) over the last four
games and Knight Is back, but there are still many mental and physical
obstacles for the Lions to overcome.
5. Saint Mary's (8•8): An aggressive preconference schedule resulted
In losses at USC, No. 21 Nevada, No. 8 UConn and Saint Joseph's but
may have honed the young Gaels for a conference run. Sophomore
forward Dlamon Simpson Is averaging 16.1 points and 7.3 rebounds
over the last nine games.
6. Sin Francisco (4•11): The Dons were picked third in preseason
polls but have struggled through a schedule in which 11 of the 15
games were away from War Memorial Gym. Still, a seven-game losing
streak Is hard to reconcile with a lineup that includes All·WCC seniors In
guard Armando Surratt and center Alan Wiggins Jr.
7. Pepptrdlnt (4• 12): First-year coach Vance Walberg apparently
didn't inherit the type of personnel from Paul Westphal he really needs
to make the fast-paced, high-scoring style Walberg prefers work.
Michael Gerrity, All·WCC as a freshman in 2005-06, decided early It
wasn't for him and has opted to transfer. The Waves may set records in
various three-point shooting categories, but whether that will translate
to many wins appears unlikely.
8. Pwtllnd (4• 11): There have been no signs of a major turnaround
for the perennial second-echelon program in the first season under
former Stanford assistant Eric Reveno. Sophomore forward Jamie
Jones (10.1 ppg, 7.6 rpg) has been a bright spot for the school that will
host the conference tournament starting March 2.
-HANK WESCH
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USO-comeback falls short against Gonzaga
in first-place showdown
By Nicole Var
STAFF WRITER

For the ll~ women's basketball
team, overconung huge midgame deficits had a way of boosting the Toreros'
confidence while also boosting the
team's record.
Gonz-,a
But after doing that in
each of its first four West
Coast Conference contests at home, USD final1y
Toreros
found a foe that wasn't
willing to give in.
With first place on the
line, the Toreros couldn't overcome
the consistent scoring effort of Gonzaga, falling 87-82 before 709 at Jenny
Craig Pavilion yesterday.
The Bulldogs (1~. 7-0) ended the
srason-high seven-game winning
streak.of USD (17-4, 6-1) while taking
hold of the top spot in the league
standings.
"We were fired up for this game, to
be 7-0, to take .first place in conference," Toreros guard Amanda Rego
said. "But we definitely didn't come
out that way. We keep digging ourselves in these deep holes and thinking we could fight out of them. We've
been successful doing that in the pa t,
but this time we just didn't have quite
·
enough to get it."
USD head coach Cindy Fisher said
falling in the end wa n't for a lack of

87

82

trying.

(

.

Rego's 19 points and 10 assists for her
seventh double-double of the season,
it wasn't enough to close the gap as
Gonzaga hit 14-0f-16 free throws down
the stretch.
'They are very solid, very strong,
big, physical," Fisher ~ d. 'That's exactly how you want to bmld a program.
You want to get that deep. We just got
outrebounded (37-31), and we didn't
make good decisions offensively. We
really didn't play a very good basketball game. We're a much better basketball team than we showed today."
While USD struggled to get its offen e going early, missing five of its
first six shots and nine of the opening
11, the Bulldogs started with a sti:ong
rebounding effort and slowly butlt a
lead that grew to 41-31 at the half.
The Toreros managed to close that
lead to two points twice, the first on a
Rego layup to make it 45-43 and the
second when center Amber Sprague
scored off a Rego pass that had USD .
down 47-45.
Gonzaga, though, retook control
with its long-range shooting, hitting
five of its next eight shots from behind
the three-point line.
'They came down and hit big shots
when they needed to hit them," Rego
said. "Every time we started to fight
back, they'd come down and hit a
three and take the fire out of us."

"Our last 15 minutes of basketball
were absolutely outstanding," Fisher
said. ''We've got to learn how to come
out strong. I thought we had passed
that point, but the last two games a a
whole group we were lacking that fire
(early on)."
And in the end, de pite double-<ligit
scoring from five Toreros, paced by
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Experienced Gonzaga
upends USD women
Bjorklund scored 25 points
while hitting 4-of-4 from 3point range.
Michelle Elliott, a San
SAN DIEGO - The Gon- Diego State transfer, was 2zaga women's basketball for-2 from 3-point range and
oints off the
team doesn't have the na- scored
aga.
tional profile of the school's bench
remely disap"
men's program, but the Bullour defensive efdogs are experienced at
er said. "We were
showdowns in the West
the conference in 3Coast Conference standings.
shot defense, and we
That may have been a difem shoot the ball the
ference wh
they did. They got some
Gonzaga
onfidence early."
broke a
a
played
Gonzaga
with the
stronger game inside early
or and had better balance from
Saturday's
· t place in its starters and bench
result
the WCC by throughout the game.
forward
Freshman
beating the
Gonzaga 87,
Heather Bowman scored 20
USO (women) 82 Toreros 87-82
Saturday af- points and senior forward
Next game
temoon bf;!- Stephanie Hawk scored 16
points with 10 rebounds for
USO at San Fran- fore 709 fans
at the Jenny Gonzaga.
cisco, 2 p.m.,
USD (17-4, 6-1) hit just 9Craig PavilSaturday
of-30 shots in the first half
ion.
Gonzaga, which shared (30.0 percent) but warmed
the WCC regular-season title up with 20-of-32 (62.5) in the
last .year, built a 41-31 ,halt- second half.
time lead. The Bulldogs nev- <-- Toreros point guard
er relinquished their lead Amanda Rego finished with
while withstanding a sec- 19 points, 10 assists and
eight rebounds. The 5-foot-10
ond-half USD rally.
"It could be that they had junior pushed her single-season USD assists record total
a few nerves, but they had a
great shootaround and I to 174. She entered the game
thought we were ready to averaging 8.2 assists to lead
go," USD coach Cindy Fisher the nation and added to it
said of her team. "But some- with her 11th double-digit
times the ball doesn't fall assist game.
USD, which enjoyed five
your way, and that's what
of its first seven conference ,
happened tonight."
Gonzaga (15-8, 7-0) hit 8- games at home, must go on
of-11 3-point field goals. the road for five of its last
Sophomore guard Jami seven conference games.
TOM SHANAHAN

FOR THE N ORTH COUNTY TI MES
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Zags present ultimate challenge
By Nlcole Var9a1
STAFF WRITER

In the not-s<rrecent past, the Gonza-

ga women's· basketball team was a

perennial cellar-dweller in the West
Coast Conference, a sure win for the
rest of the league's teams as they
worked their way toward the postseason.
But enter a new coach, armed with
a new attitude, and the Bulldogs went
from worst to first in a matter of a few
seasons.
So perhaps it is no surpri
Gonzaga (14-8, 6-0) is again
bar high in the WCC, s .
tight to a perfect record ·
The Bulldogs, th
alone.
Defying even th
rest of the confe
zaga is joined at
of the league
standings by US which not only is
also unbeater infCC play, but has
the best overall mark of any conference team at 17-3.
Perhaps more important than the
numbers, though, may be that the
Toreros - who had struggled to
break from the bottom half of the

league in recent years - enter today's
showdown with the Bulldogs at the
Jenny Craig Pavilion hungry to prove
they are the real deal . .
''We're a new team," said USD
coach Cindy Fisher, a proven rebuilder who was also responsible for turning around the Wyoming wemen's
program. "We're a different team.
Whatever's happened in the past here
is over, and we're going to take it to
another level."
Three close come-from-behind victories to open league play might have
had some opponents labeling the Toreros more lucky than loaded.
USD, though, then rattled off three
more victories by an average of 29.5
points.
''We've played a lot of close games
this year," said Toreros center Amber
Sprague, who's averaging a team-high
14.6 points and 7.5 rebounds, "but we
proved we can go on the road and play
with very good teams."
The challenge in playing Gonzaga,.
though, will be containing its depth.
'They can go eight-, nine-, 10-deep
and be really strong players," Fisher
said. ''When you're building a program
like (Bulldogs coach Kelly Graves)

and rebuilding like we are here, that's
what you need."
Three Gonzaga players average 11
points or more, including Michelle Elliott. The former San Diego State
guard has come off the bench in more
than half of the Bulldogs' games, and
still averages 11.1 points per game.
Still, Fisher's ability to tap into her
bench for production cannot be ignored. In Thursday's game against
Portland, 28 of the team's 74 points
came from reserves, notably freshman
Morgan Henderson and sophomore
Kiva Herman.
The bench has been the perfect
complement to a starting lineup that
features the nation's assists leader in
Amanda Rego (8.2 average), the ,
team's leading scorer and rebounder
in Sprague, a proven three-point threat
in Kelly Wmther and a voracious defender in Ashley Voisinet.
"(On the recent road trip), every
person who stepped on the floor contributed great minutes," said Rego.
'That's going to be really important."
Nlcole v-.as: (619) 293-1390;
nicole.vargas@uniontrib.com
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USD 74, Portland 66
Behind a career-high 20 point
from Kelly Wm ther , the Tore r
kept thei r winning strea k alive
a convincing victory at Jenn y
Pavilion.
The win sets up a
showdown against Go
&O) , which defeated
58-53, at the JCP tomo
Behind Wm ther,JJ.Sll. (17-3, &O
Wes t Coa st Con fere ncej ' got a big
boos t from its bench, with Mor gan
Henderson and Kiva Herman
com bini ng for 26 points.
Nicole Varvas: (619) 293-1390;
nicole.vargas@uniontrib.com
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G

~ proved to be too much for
Saint Mary's, routing the Gaels
~53 in West Coast Conference
pl,1y in Moraga. USD (16-3, 5-0)
won its sixth straight game and
remains unbeaten in league play, a
feat matched only by Gonzaga. Led
by redshirt sophomore Amber
Sprague, who scored 18, the Toreros had four players score in double figures while making 56 percent (34-of-61) of the their shots.
Guard Amanda Rego, ranked
first in the nation in assists, dished
out 12, while USD forced 27 turnovers, scoring 28 points off those
errors.
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Winther's summer work wit

n Diego teammates pays off

By Rhiannon Potkey, rpotkey@V
January 14, 2007

They woke up each mor:
they attended class to

for conditioning drills and spent hours practicing in the gym. Each afternoon,
efore heading back to the dorms at night to bond over team meals.

The Uniyersjty pf Sap Djegg women's basketball players remained in their sunny city for the summer, but it
was not to lounge around on the beach.
"We all wanted to work hard and improve our games," USO sophomore guard Kelly Winther (Royal) said . "No
one wanted to go home and have the summer to themselves, and I think it is definitely paying off for us ."
Entering Saturday's West Coast Conference game against Loyola Marymount, USO (13-3, 2-0) was off to the
best start in program history.
Despite battling back spasms, Winther is averaging 9.1 points per game.
She hit two free throws with four seconds remaining and finished with a game-high 16 points to lift San Diego
to a 73-71 victory over Pepperdine last Thursday night.
Although the coaching staff was not allowed to work with the players during the summer, the women's team
had plenty of company on campus . Members of the men's team also stayed to join them for agility drills,
schoolwork and scrimmages.
"We are all pretty good friends and hang out," Winther said . "It's nice to get along and support each other and
attend each other's games. It makes it more fun."
Former coach Kathy Marpe recruited Winther to USO. But prior to last season, Marpe stepped down and
former Wyoming coach Cindy Fisher took over the Toreros.
"She is an amazing coach," Winther said of Fisher. "As a player and a person I am stronger than I have ever
been because of her philosophies. She is always encouraging us, and pushing us, and we believe in her and
everything she does. It is amazing how she has turned this program around."
Fisher places a big emphasis on team chemistry, according to Winther, and is always devising creative ways
to motivate the players.
"There is no individual here," Winther said. "We have pregame meals and at the end someone from our team
stands up and talks about their family and where they are from so we can learn more about each other as
people."
Having endured so many losing seasons, USO had a moment of realization after its victory over perennial Big
West Conference power UC Santa Barbara .
"It was like, 'Wow, we are actually kind of good, ' " Winther said. "None of us are cocky, but we want to

VI
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into a gym with confidence . We are not usually used to winning, so we need to develop that confidence."
The Toreros are hoping it will be needed during the NCAA Tournament.
"Every single game, coach says that we are looking to build for a
what we want more than anything."

wee championship,"

Winther said. "That is

Locals Master honors: It was an all-Simi Valley athlete of the week party at The Masters College. Senior guard
Kinsley Mittel (Royal) and junior forward Eric Durso (Grace Brethren) earned the honors.
Mittel scored a season-high 33 points in a victory over Fresno Pacific and finished with 26 points, including a
5-for-8 performance from behind the 3-point line, in a 69-65 loss to Point Loma Nazarene . Durso had 14
points and 11 rebounds in a win over Hawaii-Hilo and added 13 points against Vanguard .
News and notes: Cal State Monterey Bay junior forward Tina Stetson (Ventura, Ventura College) scored 17
points and grabbed 13 rebounds in a victory over Alaska-Anchorage . ... University of the Cumberlands (Ky.)
senior guard Shannon Antunez (Buena, Ventura College) scored 20 points and finished 5 of 9 from behind the
3-point line in a victory over Brescia. Cumberlands is ranked No . 9 in the nation in the NAIA . .. . San Diego
forward Henry Patterson (Oxnard) scored 15 points in a loss to Humboldt State . .. . Redlands senior guard
Amir Mazarei (Westlake) was named to the D3hoops.com Team of the Week after averaging 40.5 points, 8.0
steals, 4.5 assists and 3.5 rebounds in wins over Whitman College and Pacific Union College .... Arizona State
senior Christine Creek (Royal) finished in first place in the 100 and 200 breast stroke events in a victory over
Oregon State. Creek finished the 100 in a time of 1 minute, 4.72 seconds and the 200 in 2 : 17.72.
Copyright 2007, Ventura County Star. All Rights Reserved .
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The Jl§P worn n' team, behind 20
point from center Amber prague, ran its
wee r cord to 4--0 with a 71-52 victory at
anta Clara.
prague also grabbe d 13 reboun ds for
her fou1th double-doubl e of the season ,
and abine Lowe added 19 points on 7-of10 hooting.
The Torero s (15-3 overall ) built a 35-25
halftime lead and led by a many a 22 in
the econd half on two Kiva Herman free
throw with 7:57 remaining.
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USO takes novel approach
Toreros rally
to get rare
againstWa
By Nlcole V■r9■
STAFF WRITER

Before each USD women's
basketball game,'a Toreros
player is given .the task of inspiring her teammates with a
single word.
Against
Toreros
Pepperdine,
it was senior
Ashley VoisiPepperdlne
net's turn.
Her word:
"novelty."
"It meant something new or
new things," Voisinet explained. "In my career, I've
never beat Pepperdine."
That is, until last night
For the second straight
game, the Toreros overcame a
double-digit deficit, this time
taking a 73-71 victory over the
Waves at Jenny Craig.Pavilion.
USD (13-3, 2-0) ended its
losing
streak
against
Pepperdine at 13, upending
the pick to win the WCC by

73

71

league's coaches and
ing out to its best start in

advantage on the boards.
But while a superior effort
·rebounding put Pepperdine
ahead 5543 on a converted steal
by Wickett with 9:23 left, a run
of foul and turnovers forced by
USD slowed the Waves' momentum to a trickle.
At the same time, the Toreros' 12-0 run, capped by an
uncontested
Henderson
three-pointer from the comer
off a Rego pass, evened the
score at 55-55 with 7:30 remaining.
Pepperdine (8-10, 1-2) and
USD would find themselves
tied twice more in the clo ing
minutes of the game, the last
at 69-69 with 47 seconds left.
Soon afterward, the Waves
had a chance for another tie
when they managed to pull
down three consecutive offensive rebounds.
But the third rebound fell into
the hands of a Waves player
who was on the ground and
crossing the endline, drawing a
whistle from the official under
the basket and giving the ball to
USD and sealing the outcome.

nference play since 1998-99.
"That was huge tonight, for
the seniors, especially," said
Voisinet, who matched her career high with 13 points. "We
stepped up big-time and came
out with the 'W.' "
In all, five Toreros finished
in double figures, led by sophomore guard Kelly Wmther.
Wmther's 16 was followed by
Voisinet and 11 points each
from Amber Sprague and
freshman Morgan Henderson.
Amanda Rego, the nation's
leader in assists (7.9), added
10 points to go with 10 rebounds for her sixth doubledouble of the season.
"Our defense again created
some opportunities, but I can't
say enough about how hard
our wings ran the floor," said
USD coach Cindy Fisher.
After heading into halftime
even at 33-33, the Waves boosted by the unexpected return of 6-3 Teena-Wickett from
injury - came out with a renewed focus on rebounding,
using their depth at the post to
build a 12-point lead and what Nlcole Ylrl)IS: (619) 293-1390;
would eventually be a 36-26 nicole.vargas@uniontrib.com
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Rego &Spr
Pacific Beach produ. .:. ..,i1u.a
Rego and Amber Sp
f the/
University of San Diego SD} Lady
Toreros' 12-3 basketball team were
named West Coast Conference
(WCC} Player of the Month Sprague for November and Rego
for December.
The dramatic tum-aroun d in the
program that put up just nine wins
and 19 losses in each of the last
two seasons is credited to Rego and
Sprague.
"To have player of the month,
two in a row says a lot about their
commitment to the team," said
USD head coach Cindy Fisher.
"They want to win - they have
earned (the honors}."
The wee is made up of USD,
University of San Francisco, University of Portland, St Mary's, Santa
Oara, Loyola Marymount, Pepperdine and Gonzaga.
"USD is dominating in .the
awards," Rego said. "That says a
lot about where this program is
headed."
Point guard Rego leads the wee
in assists. In fact, her 8.1 assists
per game average leads the nation.
Five times she has delivered "double-doubles " including double-digit
production of assists, points or
rebounds.
The 25-year-old USD season
record for assists is a 5.23 average.
Rego's 8.1 average is at anotherlevel, reflecting her talent, hard
work and will to win.
Sprague's award was based on
her point and rebound success
from her 6 foot-5 inch height
advantage. lruring.the. first month I
of the season she averaged 17
points per game, 8.8 rebounds and
2.6 blocks.
After 15 games, Sprague is lead- 1
ing the team in scoring with an
average of 15 points.
The former Lady Buccaneers are
also showing their preparation and
desire to win games for USD with
defense.
The WCC season opener Sunday,
Jan. 7, against the University of San
Francisco was won with tough
defense. Sprague's 20 points led the
scoring, but holding the Dons to
two points in the final three minutes of the game allowed the
Toreros to turn a close game into a
52-45 winning margin.

named top wee players

PAUL DOUGLAS I BEACH &BAY PRESS

USO point guard Amanda Rego proves she's a scoring threat when her teammates are covered. Rego was named wee player of the month for December.

"Ithoughto urrebound ingefforts
were phenomenal," Fisher said. "I
think that Amber Sprague and Kiva
Herman both really did some awesome things for us on the boards.
Our defense really stepped it up in
the second half."
The Toreros were down by 10
points late in the first half against
USE But USD used a 10-4 run to
start the second half and pull even
with USE
USD went on to out score the
Dons 31-18 in the second half.
Rego added 7 points and 7
rebounds while Sprague pulled
down a team-high 13 rebounds
against USE
"Fisher is doing an awesome
job," Sprague added. "She's made
USO basketball what it ought to
be."
The 12-3 start to the 2006-7 sea- ,
son is the best start in program his-

tory. USD was forecast in the preseason to finish sixth in the wee.
But they have by far the best record
in the wee.
The Toreros host a 7-8 Pepperdine squad Thursday, Jan. 11, at 7
p.m
On Saturday, Jan. 13, they host I
second-ran ked Loyola Marymount
at 2 p.m. Then there will be four
more regular-season home games
throughout February. The playoffs
will be held in Portland.
USD basketball program information is available from the school
at (619} 260-4600 or on line at
www.usdtoreros.com.
-
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Toreros' defeRse
shackles Loyola
By Nicole Var1as
STAFF WRITER

Exactly 33:14. .
That's how long the Loyola
Marymount women's bas
ball team was in contr
yesterday's
. -ragainst us...;:a.
Toreros
All iTiar- mattered, though,
was that the ToLMU
reros were ahead
when the final
buzzer sounded
in a 50-49 victory over the
Lions at Jenny Craig Pavilion.
USD (14-3, 3-0) upended
the team picked by the league
coaches to finish tied for first
with Pepperdine in the West
Coast Conference. It was the
Toreros' first victory after
nine straight losses to LMU
(10-8, 2-2), and it was also
USD's fourth win in a row
overall.
The play that sealed it was ·
when junior guard Amanda
Rego rebounded a missed
Lions free throw. With USD
ahead 50-48 with 1.3 seconds
left, LMU's Amanda DeCoud
went to the line and made her
first free throw. But when her
second one hit the front of the
rim, Rego was in front of DeCoud to pick it up and draw a
foul.
"When we needed a big play,
we came up with it," Rego said.
'We knew that in order to win

50

49

omposure.
en the minutes are tickdown, other teams crack,"
said Wmther, who finished with
a teanrhigh 12 points. "We're
composed. We stay cool. That's
one of the reasons why we win
these close games."
Behind Winther, Rego
scored 11 points to go with a
team-high eight rebounds and
six assists.
But it was the defensive play
down the stretch - a block by
freshman Morgan Henderson,
a pass batted away by senior
post Sabine Loewe - that held
the usually high-scoring Lions
without a field goal in the last

.
2:59.
Senior Ashley Voisinet com- ·
bined with sophomore Knra
Herman to bold IMU's g<HO
senior, Amanda Patton, to just
two points. Patton scored 24
just three days earlier at San
Francisco.
''This game meant so much
to (Voisinet)," said coach Cindy
Fisher, who was lifted. off the
floor in a postgame bear hug by
the senior. "It was the difference in the game. She accepted
the challenge and ·executed it
perfectly."
Nicole V81'11s: (619) 293-1390;
nicole.vargas@uniontrib.com
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Sophomore r

1

rve gives ·toreros winning boost

n said. "I'm getting more and
confident as the games go by."
"<STAFF WRITE R
erman's nine points in 23 min,lw~tes off the bench were one shy of
A season ago, stepping onto
her career best, and her five re-basketball court seemed to eli
-response of near panic from~ bounds matched her best effort for
USD (12-3, 1-0).
Kiva Herman.
"I was really proud of Kiva's effort
But with a year of
playing under her belt, on offense and defense," Toreros
Toreros l
the athletic 6-footer is coach Cindy Fisher said.
-52
"She's really becoming a major
proving to be a valuable
for us."
player
Toreros
the
for
asset
USF
Herman, along with senior Ashley
when they need her
Voisinet and freshman Morgan Henmost.
In one of the best ef- derson, was tasked with slowing Allforts of her career, the sophomore WCC guard Dominique Carter, who
helped USD defeat San Francisco had led the Dons (6-10, 0-1) to victo52-45 at Jenny Craig Pavilion yester- ries in three of their past four games.
The trio kept the 5-11 Carter
day in the West Coast Conference
largely on her heels, as she finished
opener for both teams.
"I'm not so nervous anymore," well below her team-high average of
'By Nicole Yaro■s

_45

14.5 points. Carter scored just five with a 46-32 advantage.
"When we don't let teams get secbefore fouling out in the final secand third opportunities, that's
ond
onds.
"We tried to keep fresh people on when we can run our transition and
her," Fisher said. "She's a heck of a not get down too much."
USF scored 13 unanswered points
player, and our kids did a really nice
job not letting her go off and really on its way to a 25-13 lead. USD managed to come back and trail by just
keeping her in control."
That opened the door for a domi- six at halftime, 27-21.
"We can't let teams get up on us
nant effort from USD's Amber Sprague, who put her range to work as like that, especially on our home
she posted her third double-double court," Sprague said. "But I know
personally I was never nervous in
of the year.
The 6-5 Sprague finished with 20 the first half. I have confidence in
points and 13 rebounds, nearly dou- Coach Fisher and my teammates
hie any of USF's players in either that we can pull it out. We've been
down before thi s season, and we've
category.
"Coach Fisher kept harping on us proved we can come back and win."
to box out and crash the O-boards,"
said Sprague, who keyed the Tore- Nicole Yarps: (619) 293-1390;
ros' rebounding effort that ended nicole.vargas@uniontrib.com - - -~
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Rego comes ready
to play for Tore s
■y

Nlcole VarCJas,

STAFF' WRIT

As a high school se ·
Amanda Rego dreame
college basketball pro
e rise.
That dream, thou
es took nightmarish turns as l.{§9 endured back-to-back
9-19 seasons that me uded a head coaching
change and a devastating foot injury to Rego,s
longtime teammate Amber
Sprague that had the center
out all of last season.
"To be honest, coming in
my freshman year, I was expecting to win," said Rego, an
all-state pick and two-time
San Diego Section champion
with the Buccaneers. "I've
Amanda Reto never known what it was
really like to be a part of a
losing program. It kind of shocked me a little
coming in.
"We had the potential. We were capable of
winning. We just could never put it together."
Instead of dwelling on the disappointments
of the past, though, Rego entered her junior
season armed with a fresh look to her shot
and an even fresher outlook on the game.
And the combination has catapulted the
Toreros (11-3) to their best start ever.
"The team was put in her hands and she
has done an amazing job so far," said Sprague,

"To be honest, coming in my
freshman year, I was
expecting to win."

That kind of confidence is especially impressive considering the lefty Rego reworked
her shot over the offseason, spending hours
in the gym building range instead of relaxing
with her teammates and friends.
"I went through days when I was so frustrated," Rego admitted. "It still needs a lot of
work, but the shots I am taking I think I'm
hitting more than before."
Rego said the credit for that falls back on
Fisher and her staff.
"She has a way of making us feel like we're
good and we can't doubt ourselves," Rego
said. "Before, there was just something holding us back. We just have a good feeling
(now)."
That good feeling likely has coaches
around the conference - the same ' who
picked USO to finish sixth - feeling slightly
uncomfortable. After all, the Toreros enter
league play with ·t he best record of the WCC's
eight teams, and a determination to be a
contender.
"I knew we were better than that and knew
where this team was heading," Rego said. "We
use it as motivation. If we come ready to play,
we're an unstoppable team."
Nicole Varps: (619) 293-1390;
nicole.vargas@uniontrib.com

•

&....

AMANDA REGO
who has played· with Rego since the seventh
grade. "She carries us."
As USO enters West Coast Conference play
today against San Francisco, the ~foot- IO Rego is among the league's most complete players. Rego is the WCC leader in assists (8.07
per game), nearly double the closest player.
And just one-hundredth separates Rego (3.08)
from the league's steals leader, Saint Mary's
Lauren Shaughnesgy.
·
Rego, who is also seventh in reb~>Unding
(5.9) and among the top 20 in scormg (9.4
ppg), has five double-doubles on the season
and was within a single point of the school's
first triple-double against Holy Cross.
"She is absolutely amazing," head coach
Cindy Fisher said. "She can take a lot from
me, she can focus the group, she can do it on
the defensive end. She's playing with such an
air about her and so much confidence,. and
that's what I've wanted since the day I got
here."
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wee women's hoops preview
Teams listed in predicted order of finish:
1. Gonz19a (8•8, 1•0): Remember San Diego
State guard Michelle Elliott? The former Aztec is
now a Bulldog, and her 12.8 ppg gives Gonzaga
championship potential. The Bulldogs are the most
battle-tested, having played a league-high five
nationally ranked teams and having upset No. 19
UCLA. And with a conference-opening win over
Is already proving
Ptpperdine on the road, Gonz
·
to be the team to beat
): Last season,
Z. Loyola Marymou
a shot in the arm
SDSU transfer Ashl
wcomer of the Year
for the Lions on h
and the rest of the LMU
honors. This se
f help from Vanderbilt
squacl is ge ·
, who leads the team in scoring
transfer J
(13.7 ppg..___.-ounding (7.8 rpg).
3.J!!R 11·3): Sorry, wee coaches. Your
preseason pick to finish sixth won't, thanks to the
talents of local products Amanda Rego and Amber
Sprague.
4. Peppenllne (7•8, 1•0): The defending
conference tournament champion Waves are a
top·fourteam with Daphanie Kennedy. The Kearny
grad, though, has been out with a head injury since
the SDSU game, with no timetable announced for
her return.
5. Santa Clara (8•7): Ashley Graham and
Chandice Cronk are the WCC's top three-point
shooting tandem, averaging 6.4 threes per contest
6. Saint Mary's (6·7): No team in the league is
hotter than the Gaels, who have won their past four
after dropping six straight.
7. San Francisco (6·9): Junior guard Dominique
Carter is a proven scorer, having broken the
1,000-point mark for her career last weekend.
8. Portland (8·7, 0·1): The home·cour.
advantage for the wee Tournament won't
enough to save the Pilots from the cellar.
- NICOL, VARGAS
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D bas~ball wins
Sophomore left-hander
Brian Matusz threw six score
, less innings, allowing t
hits and one run and s ·
out a career-high 13 to h
the
of San Diego
base 111 team to a season-J
opening 9-6 win over visiting
Cal Poly.

rwersity
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ps the Toreros finish off Cal Poly
traight games and said: "In 20 years, I and everything. Just hit the spots."
· USD had just four hits yesterday but
can't ever think of it."
Toreros made the most of them.
the
chance
the
earned
Griffin
said
Hill
USD's AJ. Griffin is on pace to bestole five bases, including three
They
leadpromise
and
preparation
his
with
in
appear
to
ever
pitcher
first
tfie
come
sixth inning when they scored
the
in
every one of his team's games. And ing into the season.
and had just one hit, third
runs
three
penciled
·s
"A.J.
Griffin.
that's fine with
Hansen's tw<Hun sinKevin
baseman
linethe
into
himself
"My arm lets me throw
shortstop Sean Nicol
Sophomore
gle.
"The
Hill.
said
up,"
said,
he
game,"
every
Toreros
plays that highstandout
two
made
He
guy loves to pitch.
adding, "I don't like to sit
that turned
defense
USD
a
lighted
every
in
be
to
wants
.
on the bench. I get bored
game. He's always three double plays.
mix."
the
in
be
to
like
I
C.IPoly
Sophomor e left-hander Ricardo Pecarrying a bat and
The ,Toreros completed
begging the coaches cina (1-0) pitched six shutout innings
a three-game sweep of Cal
to hit. He's in great and reliever Anthony Slama contributPoly yesterday with a 4-1
physical shape. He ed two more before Griffin came in for
CunUSD's
at
win over the Mustangs
A.J. Griffin
just wants the ball the ninth. Griffin allowed a run in the
ningham Stadium. For the third
have that rubber arm. ninth on a sacrifice fly after he balked
to
seems
he
and
mound
straight day, Griffin was on the
"I asked him today Gokingly), 'What Cal Poly's Wes Dorrell to third.
to get the final out for the Toreros (3-0).
Griffin was still kicking himself about
you have in you, four or five indo
The 6-foot-5 freshman right-hander
the balk afterward before heading out to
from Grossmont High picked up a nings?' And he goes, 'Probably four celebrate the series, and his 19th birthsave and a win in the first two games of not five.' All I needed was one."
day, with his parents and his girlfriend.
opporthe
take
to
eager
was
Griffin
a
in
ninth
the
pitched
the series. Griffin
USD travels to No. 4 Texas for a
non-save situation yesterday against tunity and run with it.
series this weekend. Is
three-game
the
Griffin,
said
it,"
for
hoping
was
"I
Cal Poly (~3).
to make three more
prepared
Griffin
the
of
USO coach Rich Hill was asked to Union-Tribune's baseball Player
s?
appearance
comfortpretty
feel
"I
season.
last
Year
the
recall the last time he left the ball in
"For sure," he said.
hands of a freshman to close three able out there. It's the same dimensions

ByKlr

4
1
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USD completes
sweep of Cal Poly
N ORTH C OUNTY TI MES

SAN DIEGO - Behind s
id pitching from Ricardo P
na, Anthony Slama and
Griffin, the ~jyersjty of ~SU.
~ baseb team comp eteaaihree-game sweep of Cal
Poly with a 4-1 victory Sunday
afternoon at Cunningham
Stadium.
Pecina ( 1-0) threw six
scoreless innings
USO
4 for the Toreros (3cal Poly 1 0), allowing no
runs on six hits
and striking out three. Slama
came in for two innings, allowing no runs on two hits,
and Griffin pitched the ninth,
giving up one run on one hit.
USO scored its first run in
the third inning. Josh Romanski singled and stole second
before scoring on Jordan
Abruzzo's double to center
field.
The Toreros added three
runs in the sixth inning.
Shane Buschini scored on a
balk, while James Meador
and Logan Gelbrich scored
on Kevin Hansen's two-out
single to give USO a 4-0 advantage.
Abruzzo finished 2-for-3
with a double and an RBI.
Thomas Eager took the
loss for the Mustangs (0-3), allowing three runs on three
1
hits ;n five innings.
-
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LOCAL COLLEGE BASEBALL

Toreros need a little extra effort for
victory·ov ·Cal Poly
By Kirk Kenney, ST

Although the _v,n..Luasebail team is
just two games into e season, no one
can accuse the Toreros of talcing the·
easy way out
USD nearly squandered a seven-run
lead in Friday's opener against Cal
Poly before holding on for the win.
Yesterday the Toreros watched a fourrun, ninth-inning lead disappear before pinch-hitter Logan Gelbrich
stepped up and delivered a bases-loaded single for a 7-6, 10-inning victory at
Cunningham Stadium.
"We usually save these games for
later on in the year," said USD coach
Rich Hill. "Our guys found a way, and
there's something to that."
Gelbrich lined a two-strike pitch into left field after Cal Poly intentionally
walked teammate Jordan Abruzzo
with first base open. The Mustangs
didn't want to let Abruzzo beat them,
so Gelbrich did.
"I knew it was coming," said Gelbrich. "The situation was pretty obvious . . . I just tried to put it in play." .
Gelbrich was afforaed the opportunity to win it because of the defensive
efforts of teammates Mike Metzger
and Sean Nicol in the ninth.
USD took a 6-2 lead into the ninth,
but Cal Poly opened the inning with
six straight hits and four runs off reliever Matt Couch to tie the score. The
Mustangs were threatening for more
when Ricardo Pecina replaced Couch
with no outs and the bases loaded.
That's when Metzger caught a fly
ball in left field and made a strong
throw home that nailed Cal Poly's Wes
Dorrell at the plate for a double play.
"I knew I had to get behind it and
make a good throw to have a chance at

him," said Metzger. "I wanted the ball
to come to me the whole time. I was
happy it did."
On the next play, Nicol fielded a
tough short-hop at shortstop, threw to
•first base and the Toreros were out of
the inning without allowing Cal Poly to
take the lead.
Right fielder Shane Buschini provided most of the Toreros' offense with a
tape-measure home run to right-center
leading off the third inning and a
three-run double down the left-field
line in the fifth.
Toreros starter Josh Romanski allowed two runs and five hits in five
innings and Couch retired nine
straight hitters before running into
trouble in the ninth.

-
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.Gelbrich
delivers
victory
forUSD
N ORTH C OUNTY TIMES

~-IY

Logan Gelbrich's walk
single lifted the
pf
:Wego baseb team to a
'.?vtctocy over visiting Cal
Poly (0-2) in 10 innings Saturday afternoon at Cunningham Stadium.
With one out and runners
on second and third in the
10th, the Mustangs intentionally walked Jordan Abruzzo
to load the bases for the
Toreros. Gelbrich, pinch hitting for AJ Griffin, hit an RBI
single to left field for the win.
USD broke into the scoring· column first as they
scored three runs in the third
inning. Shane Buschini led off
the inning with a solo home·
run over the right-center field
fence to jump-start the
Toreros (2-0). Kevin Hansen
then singled and Mike Metzger hit a run-scoring double
to left center to score Hansen.
USD's final run of the inning
came on a Cal Poly error.
The Mustangs took back
two in the top of the fourth on
Luke Yoder's two-run triple· to
right center.
USD scored three more
runs in the bottom of the sixth
inning on Buschini's three-run
double down the left-field line.
But the Mustangs replied
with four runs on six hits, including a two-run homer by
Brent Morel, in the top of the
ninth to send the game into
extra innings.

"1

Griffin, a freshman, picked
up his first collegiate win for
the Toreros as he threw one
scoreless inning, allowing no
hits and striking out two.
Steven Fishback (0-1) took
the loss, allowing one run on
no hits in 2 11:i innings. Buschini
finished 2-for-4 with a home
run, a double and four RBIs.
The teams close the threegame series at 1 p.rn. today.
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z gets the Toreros off to
striking start

1

USD pitcher Brian Matusz is only a
sophomore, meaning two full college
seasons remain before he can be selected in the major league draft.
Pro scouts - and there were a
couple dozen of them sitting behind
home plate yesterday at USD's Cunningham Stadium for the Toreros' season opener - wish it were sooner.
Before Matusz is done, college hitters will likely be wishing the same. ·
USD defeated Cal Poly % in a
game that wasn't close until Matusz
left the mound. The 6-foot-4, 190pound left-hander from Cave Creek,
Ariz., allowed two hits, no walks and
struck out a career-high 13 batters one shy of the schoql record Mike
;"e set in 1994 - in just six innings.
e record is still Saipe's only beChuse the season is young and Matusz
was on a pitch count.
"He was at 87 pitches," said USD
coach Rich Hill, who picked up his
600th career victory with the win. "It
was the perlect time to take him out.
It's a long year."
It was a long day for the visitors
from San Luis Obispo.
Matusz made only one mistake, a
fastball out over the plate in the first
inning that Cal Poly's Grant Desme hit
for a home run. The only other hit
Matusz allo~ed was a single in the
fifth on a ball that never left the infield.
Matusz struck out seven of the final
eight hitters he faced, leaving the
game with an 8-1 lead.

USD's Brian Matusz opened the season with 13 strikeouts, one shy of the school record. Nelvin C. Cepeda/ Union-Tribune

"I knew I was on a pitch count, so I
wanted to get ahead of hitters as fast
as I could," said Matusz. "Last year I
had a lot of walks and my pitch count
got high way too early in the game."
USD catcher Jordan Abruzzo calls it
"maturity," and limiting walks is just
one part of the proces .
"He's leaming how to spot every

pitch," Abruzzo noted. 'The guy's
lights out He's got the best stuff. And
he's humble. He's something special."
Baseball America named Matusz a
preseason All-American, and that was
before Matusz unveiled a change-up to
go with his curveball and a fastball that
yesterday was clocked at 90-94 mph.
''Today was the first time I've really

thrown a change-up to just about every
batter and really felt good about it,"
aid Matu z, who never needed a third
pitch to get high school hitters out.
'They can't just wait for a curveball or
sit on a fastball now. It keeps them
g uessing."
"He's really developing · I 3 6 olished pitcher," said Hill. "HE..., 6 ~~-.,, to

be a high pitch-count guy because of
all the strikeouts and all the foul balls.
Th~t's why it's important to find somebody to close. We took one step closer
to that"
The Mustangs collected five hits
and five runs offUSD reliever Anthony
Slama in the seventh to make a game
of it, but freshman right-ha nder AJ.
Griffin (Grossmont High) pitched two
shutout innings to close out the win
and earn the save.
'That's a pretty gutsy performance
for a freshman in his first game ever,
to come out and get a save against a
quality Big West team," said Hill. ·
Kevin Hansen and Logan Gelbrich
each had two hits for the Torero s, with
Gelbrich driving in two runs with two
two-out singles. Abruzzo hit a threerun homer in the fifth off Cal Poly
starter DJ. Mauldin. Mustangs pitchers chose to walk Abruzzo the next
two times he came to the plate.
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USD catcher Jordan Abruzzo dropped 25 pounds in an effort to
Improve his draft standing. Barnie Grafton I Union-Tribune

G BACKED OFF THE·_PLATE
I

(

cts big things from slimmed-down Abruzzo
By Kl
~ catcher Jordan Abruzzo ha.s been one of
the most productive player ever to wear a Toreros uniform.
How Abruzzo looks in that uniform has been
another story. The real story, actually.
Abruzzo is a three-time All-West Coast Conference selection. The switch-hitting senior from El
Capitan High is the WCC's top returnink run
producer.
He batted .314 last season and led the Toreros
with eight homers and 58 RBI. Similar production

this season would place Abruzzo among . th~
school's all-time leaders in .several c~egories.
Abruzzo is highly regarded for how he works
with the pitching staff. He is a team leader, and
this season became just the second player coach
Rich Hill has named captain in Hill's nine seasons
atUSD.
But there's always been one thing preventing
Abruzzo from realizing his full potential - lack of
discipline at the plate. The dinner plate. Not to
mention the dishes at breakfast and lunch.
SEE

Toreros, D6

USO BASEBALL
SEASON-OPENING
SERIES VS. CAL POLY SLO

Cunnlnc,ham Stadium
Today: 2 p.m.
Tomorrow: 1p.m.
Sunday: 1p.m.

INSIDE:
A complete look at the
coming season, including
a breakdown of the
roster, the schedule
and other pertinent
information.
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TOREROS SCHEDULE
Na.-v: 26-CAL POLY, 2 p.m.; 27-CAL POLY' I·' 28-CAL

POLY, I p.m.

► TOREROS
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 01

Abruzzo's focus
more on pros,
less on pizza
"When I'm on the field, I work 110 pects.
"I talked to him pretty candidly,"
percent," said Abruzzo. "Off the field,
it's always been an eating thing.... It's said longtime scout Dave Finley, nabeen bad eating habits and I just tional croSS<hecker for the Boston
couldn't get out of them. And that Red Sox. "Jordan needed to lose some
fat and gain some strength so he could
negated all the work I did."
He finally did something about it move better behind the plate."
Abruzzo realized this some time
over the summer, and observers will
see a leaner, if not meaner, Abruzzo ago, but it wasn't.untillast year's major
behind the plate this afternoon when league draft that he finally got the
the Toreros play bost to Cal Poly of message. There were 556 players seSan Luis Obispo in their 2007 season lected on the first day of the draft and
Abruzzo wasn't one of them.
opener.
'That may have been the worst day
"I feel more prepared than I ever
my life," he said.
of
nutricredits
have," said Abruzzo, who
The Red Sox finally selected him
tion specialist Alex Fioroni for helping
him make a fairly amazing transforma- the following day in the 39th round with the draft's 1,183rd pick-way too
tion.
Focusing on his nutrition and condi- low to make Abruzzo skip his senior
tioning has enabled the ~foot-2 Abruz- vear at USO.
''Why don't people make changes in
zo to lower his weight from 240 to 215,
daily lives all the time?" asks Hill.
their
fat
body
His
muscle.
replacing fat with
"It's like anything else, you have to
has been reduced from 19 percent to
hit rock bottom,·the light bulb has to
10 percent.
"He was unaware," said Fioroni, go on and reality has to set in. This
founder of Optimal Nutrition, a local , was a huge reality check."
company that includes dozens of pro- , Hill expected his catcher to answer
fessional athletes among its clients. '. the challenge, just as Abruzzo did his
'The information is just not out there. I freshman year when the issue was
really educate the athlete, providing academics. Abruzzo had a 1.4 GPA
self-awareness when it comes to food." after his first semester at USO. He
Fioroni, a former gourmet chef, and proudly points out that he had a 3.6
his staff prepare many of the meals. GPA last semester.
"He has never taken the easy way
Clients then pick up a week's supply,
at any fork in the road," said Hill.
out
protheir
making it easier to follow
"You have to have perseveran ce.
grams.
For Abruzzo, protein and vitamin That's probably the No. 1 quality you
shakes, energy bars and premade all- have to have in life."
Abruzzo has persevered. Soon he
organic meals have replaced the pancakes and bacon and eggs, the bur- I will see where it takes him.
gers and fries and the pizzas and burritos.
"I ate like any college kid," he said.
Although Abruzzo had a poor diet,
it's not as if his belly prevented him
from buckling his belt But he lacked
the build sco~ts look for in pro pros-

. ~ 2-at Texas, 12:30; 3-at Texas, noon; 4-at Texas,
II, 9--11 USC, 6; 10-al use, I; II - USC, I; IS-VIRGINIA
17-VIRCOMIIOHWULTH, 2; 16-VIRGINIA COMMONWEALTH
GINIA COMMONWEALTH, I; IS-VIRGINIA COMMONWEALTH 1·
' 11 :
FOREST
25-WAK£
I;
23-WAK£ FOREST, 2; 24-WAK£ FOREST,
' '
27-at UC Riverside, 5.
MAiiat 2-at Fresno State, 6; 3-at Fresno Slate, I :OS; 4-at
Fresno State, I; 6- at UC Irvine, 6; 9-MICHIGAN, 2; 10-vs.
Oklahoma at Petco Park, 3; I I- at San Diego State, 4; 14-at Cal
siate Fullerton, 6; 16-HOUSTON, 2; 17-HOUSTON, I; 18-HOUST N, I p.m. 23-at UNLV. 6; 24-at UNLV, 2 p.m.; 25-UNLV, I;
17-UNLV, I p.m.; 27-SAN DIEGO STAT£. 3; 30-at Gonz=• 3•
...,.. · •
3I -at Gonzaqa, I.
#Ill.: I-at Gonzaga•, I; 5-at Saini Mary's• 3· 6-at Saint
Mary·s•, 2; 7-at Saint Mary's•, I. 10-UC RIVERS.ID£. 3· 13"!)RTLAND•. l; 14-PORTLANO•, I; IS-PORTLAND•. I; 17~ San
DieQO Stat:, 6; 20-at Loyola Marymount. 3; 21-at Loyola
~ , 2; 22-at Loyola Mary111011nt•, 2; 27-P£PP£RDIN£•
'
3. 29- PEPPERDINE•, 3; 30-P£PP£RDINE•, 3.
MA\': 4-SAN FRANCISCO•, 3; 5-SAN FRANCISCO• I· 6-SAN
12-at
FRANCISCO-, I; 8-UC IRVIN£. 3; I I-at Santa Clara;
' '
Santa Clara•, I; 13-at Santa Clara•, I.

z·

7·

-

All HOME qames played at Cuningham Stadium on the USO
campus.
• - lndlcat~ West Coast Conference game
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"It's like anything else, you have to hit rock bottom, the.light bulb has to go on and
reality has to set in. This was a huge reality check."

--

1

RICH HILL, USD basebball coach, on Jordan Abruzzo being picked in the 39th round

The Red Sox drafted a highly disappointed Jordan Abruzzo In the 39th round last June. Earnie Grafton/ Union-Tribune
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USD Toreros baseball
2006 In a nutshell: The Toreros
(33-25) began the season with
historic three-game sweep of
ranked Texas and closed It ou
team's third NCAA Regionals
appearance in five years,J,ISD. finished
third in-'the West Coast conr-erence, but
the Toreros' strength of schedule
helped them to their first at-large
postseason berth.
Welcome back: Plenty of offense
returns with three seniors - CJordan
• Abruzzo (.314, 8 HR, 58 RBI), RF Shane
Buschini (.290-5·32) and 1B Daniel
Magness (.313·2·22) - and three
juniors - 2B Justin Snyder (.301·3·33),
who moves in from the outfield, 3B
· Kevin Hansen (.276-0-27), who has
played himself into a starting role, and
DH/C Logan Gelbrich (.322·1·10). LHP
Brian Matusz (4-3, 4:25 ERA, 93 SO)
and LHP/CF Josh Romanski (5·4, 4.50,
54, 5 SV) were impact freshmen a year
aqo. Romanski (.287·4·20), who also
played the outfield, was wee Freshman
of the Year. Matusz is a preseason
All-America selection by Baseball
America and will anchor the rotation
with Romanski and junior RHP Matt
Couch (7·5, 4.00, 71). Sophomore LHP
Ricardo Pecina (4-4, 4.42, 31) is
expected to be a prominent member of
the bullpen and a spot starter. Senior
RHP Anthony Slama (2-0, 6.18, 37) Is
expected to close.
Welcome aboard: Local products RHP
James Meador (Ramona High) and RHP
A.J. Griffin (Grossmont High), the
Union-Tribune's 2006 Player of the
Year, could be impact freshmen in the
same way Romanski and Matusz were
last season. Meador's hitting in the fall
has earned him a spot in the lineup,
whether at DH, left field or third base.
He also could get an inning of work here
or there on the mound. Griffin has been
impressive enough in practice that he
could share the closer's role with Slama.
Sophomore SS Sean Nicol, a transfer
from the University of Portland, has
been especially Impressive in the field.
Junior Of Mike Metzger, a UCLA
transfer, will start in left field.
They're toln9 to be missed: SS Steve
Singleton and 2B Keonl Ruth, who were
solid up the middle and productive on
offense. RHP Josh Butler and LHP Nate
Boman, who signed professional
contracts.
INP an eye on: The schedule, which is
aqaln among the most demanding In the
nation. Twenty-two of USD's 56 games
are against teams ranked among
Baseball America's preseason Top 50,
Including No. 4 Texas, No.14 Cal State
Fullerton, No. 19 Pepperdlne, No. 29
USC,-No. 32 USF and No. 33 San Diego
State. The Toreros check in at No. 46.

TIit West Coast Conference:
Pepperdine, USF and USD all reached
the NCAA Regionals last season, just
the second time that three wee teams
made it in the same season. All three
teams are again expected to be atop the
conference standings, with Pepperdlne
picked in a preseason coaches poll to
win Its fourth straight wee
championship ••• The wee recently
announced its 40th Anniversary
Baseball Team. It included two former
Toreros- CKevin Herde (1990-93) and
OF Kevin Reese (1997-2000).
OM more tldnt: Rich Hill begins his
20th season as a head coach (ninth at
USD) one win from his 600th career
victory. He's 599-420-3 in a career that
began at Cal Lutheran and included a
stop at USF before coming to USD.
On the Internet: To listen to various
games that will be Webcast throughout
the season, go to www.usdtoreros.com.
- KIRK KENNEY
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Y!J;!. catcher
put s focus
on physique
Jordan Abruzzo
has been an
outstan ding hitter
for the Toreros,
as well as a team
leader, for the past
three years. But his
weight was always
an issue. This
offseason he did
someth ing about it,
and he's looking a
lot leaner. D1
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PITCIIDS
NO. NAME
15 Matt Couch
17 Brian Matusz
18 Anthony Slama
19 Luke Ronlger
23 Josh Romanski
27 Ricardo Pecina
28 Russell Holzhauer
30 Chad Blauer
31' Darrin Campbell
36 A.J. Griffin
40 SC\Jtt DeNault
47 Stephen Streich

L/L

HOMETOWN (LAST SCHOOL)
Sacramento (Del Campo HS)
Cave Creek, AZ (St. Mary's HS)
Garden Grove (Santa Ana CC)
New Orleans (Jesuit HS)
Corona (Norco HS)
San Diego (Madison HS)
Oceanside (RB Vista HS)
Huntington Beach (Edison HS)
Laguna Niguel (Aliso Niguel HS)
El Cajon (Grossmont HS)
San Clemente (Mater Del HS)
Phoenix (Brophy Prep)

B/T
R/R
S/R
R/R
L/R

YR.
Jr.
Sr.
So.
Fr.

HOMETOWN (LAST SCHOOL)
Los Angeles (S. Monica Catholic)
El Cajon (El Capitan HS)
San Diego (Westview HS)
Honolulu (Kamehameha HS)

WT.
185
180
205
190
180
200
210
230
190
215
190
160

B/T

HT.
6·3
6·2
5-10
6·2

WT.

R/R
L/L
R/R
L/L
L/L
L/L
R/R

R/R
R/R
R/R

R/R

CATCHERS
NO.
4
9
12
44

NAME
LOQan Gelbrich
Jordan Abruzzo
Nicholas McCoy
Stuart Kam

COACHES

210
230
185
180

'"II.II

YR.
Jr.
So.
Sr.
Jr.
So.
So.
Jr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
So.
Fr.

HT.
6-0
6·4
6·3
6·1
6-0
6-0
6·3
6·3
6·4
,6·5
6·3
5·9

10 Rlcll HII (head coach); 34 Eric Valenzuela (assistant coach); 2 Jay Jollnton (assistant coach); 22

Mn Yll'MIOlltH (assistant coach)

A,

w

,I INFIELDERS
. NO. NAME
1 Sean Nicol
3 Justin Snyder
5 Kevin Hansen
7 Brent Planck
11 Kevin Muno
13 Blake Tagmyer
16 Steven Chatwood
21 Jose Valerio
25 Daniel Magness

POS. HT.
ss 6-0
5·10
2B
5·10
3B
UTL 5·11
UTL 5·9
UTL 5·10
5·8
2B
lB
6·1
6·3
lB

WT. B/T
175 R/R
190 L/R
170 R/R
185 R/R
170 R/R
170 L/R
170 R/R
210 R/R
220 L/L

YR. HOMETOWN (LAST SCHOOL)
Scottsdale, AZ (U. of Portland)
So.
El Cajon (El Capitan HS)
Jr.
Glendora (Glendora HS)
Jr.
San Diego (Madison HS)
Fr.
Thousand Oaks (Loyola HS)
Fr.
Fr. · Centennial, CO (Grandview HS)
Yucaipa (Redlands E. Valley HS)
Fr.
Chula Vista (Castle Park HS)
So.
San Diego (Dallas Baptist)
Sr.

OUTFIELDERS
HOMETOWN (LAST SCHOOL)
YR.
B/T
WT.
HT.
NO. NAME
Glendora (Bishop Amat HS)
So.
L/R
175
5· 10
6 Michael Lugo
Fair Oaks (UCLA)
Jr.
R/R
195
6·0
8 Mike Metzger
Atherton (St. Francis HS) ·
Fr.
R/R
172
5·10
14 Chris Viegas
San Diego (Horizon HS)
Fr.
R/R
180
6·2
20 Steve Winnick
San Ramon (California HS)
Sr.
L/L
225
6·4
24 Shane Buschini
Ramona (Ramona HS)
Fr.
R/R
175
6·1
29 James Meador
Multlposltlon players: Blauer P/lB; Chatwood 2B/C; Gelbrich C/OF; Lugo OF/INF; Meador 3B/OF;
Romanski P/OF; Snyder 2B/OF; Valerio 1B/3B; Winnick INF/OF/P.
~
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USD was tabbbed to finish tied for second with USF in
Jan. 10,2007
SAN BRUNO, Calif. - The University of San Diego baseball team was tabbed to finish tied for second
in the West Coast Conference preseason coaches p~ll, the conference office announced Wednesday.

Pepperdine was chosen as the favorite to capture its fourth straight WCC baseball title. The Waves, who
have been ranked as high as No. 19 in the preseason polls, received six first place votes and a total of 47
points to edge out San Diego and 2006 WCC regular season co-champion San Francisco for first place
in the listing. The Toreros and Dons tied for the second place spot with 41 points apiece, with each team
garnering a first place vote. LMU checked in at No. 4 with 28 points, just ahead of Gonzaga which
received 25 points to grab the No. 5 spot. Santa Clara was tabbed for a sixth place finish with 19 points,
while Saint Mary's and Portland were picked to finish seventh and eighth with 16 and eight points,
respectively.

(

Pepperdine is coming off of an outstanding season, having posted a 42-21 overall record en route to
hosting an NCAA Regional for the first time in program history. Headlining the list of returners for
Head Coach Steve Rodriguez is 2006 WCC Co-Pitcher of the Year Barry Enright, who has been named
to the Brooks Wallace Award and Roger Clemens Award preseason watch lists. The junior has posted a
perfect 13-0 record against WCC opponents during his two seasons in Malibu, and will be joined on the
Wave squad by 2006 Freshman All-American relief pitcher Brett Hunter and preseason All-American
shortstop Danny Worth, who batted .310 and started all 63 games for the Waves as a sophomore last
season.
San Diego, which made an NCAA Tournament appearance for the third time in five years in 2006,
returns a pair of Freshman All-Americans in pitcher Brian Matusz and two-way standout Josh
Romanski. Matusz emerged as one of the top young hurlers in the conference last season, posting a 4-3
overall record with 93 strikeouts in 89 innings pitched, while Romanski was tabbed for WCC Freshman
of the Year honors after batting .287 and nailing down five saves on the mound for the Toreros.
San Francisco enjoyed the best campaign in program history last season, setting a program record with
39 wins and earning selection to its first-ever NCAA Regional. The Dons led the WCC with a 2.69
team ERA in conference contests a year ago, and return the league's ERA leader from last season in
junior Aaron Poreda. The left-hander paced the WCC with a 2.49 ERA as a sophomore, and was named
to the preseason watch list for both the Brooks Wallace and Roger Clemens Awards.
LMU posted a 24-32 overall record and an 11-10 mark in conference play en route to a fourth place
finish in 2006. The Lions return junior right-hander Brad Meyers, who solidified his reputation as one of
the top pitching prospects in the nation after going 8-4 in 15 starts as a sophomore. Gonzaga will look to
improve on last year's fifth place finish behind the big bats of Darin Holcomb and Ryan Wiegand, who
combined to drive in 102 runs in 2006. The Zags will be playing in new digs this season, as GU plans to
open Washington Trust Field at Patterson Baseball Complex in March.
Santa Clara, picked to finish sixth, returns two Freshman All-Americans from a year ago in outfielder
Matt Long and pitcher Matt Wickswat, who went 9-2 in his first year on the Mission Campus. Saint
Mary's posted a winning record (26-25) for the first time since 1991 last season, and welcomes in a
conference-high 25 newcomers for the upcoming campaign, while Portland was selected for an eighth
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place finish despite welcoming back seven position starters and four starting pitchers for the 2007
season.
(

2007 wee Baseball Preseason Poll
1 . Pepperdine - 47 (6)
2 . San Diego - 41 (1)
San Francisco - 41 (1)
4. LMU - 28

5. Gonzaga - 25
6 . Santa Clara - 19
7. Saint Mary ' s - 16
8. Portland - 8
(First place votes)

/cs--body.html"> Home

,,

Josh Romanski and the
Toreros were tabbed to
finish tied for second
in the wee preseason
coaches poll.
See Also
usdtoreros .com
Toreros Store
Message Boards
San Diego message
board
Baseball message
board
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3e1~h. 3e1h.ruc,n
Win streaks chat span multiple se
and sold-out home games at Torero
clium are not the norm at the Unjversicv
of an Djegg. The arrival of football
coach Jim Harbau gh was the first step
toward changin g that; the second was
the outstanding play of non-scholarship
junior quarter back Josh Johnson . He
passed for more than 3,500 yards and
threw or ran for 40 touchdowns in the
regular season. Some chink Johnson will
be the next great mid-major quarterback
in the NFL, but the junior has vowed
he'll return for his senior season.
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Six ho
New J.lSQ_ football coach Ron Caragher has
named li'rs"'ffi..man staff of assistants, which will
include six holdovers.
Coaches returning are Dave Adolph (assistant
head coach, defensive coordinator, linebackers) ,
Ed Lamb (recruiting coordinator, defensive
backs, co-special teams coordinator), Jimmie
Dougherty (passing game coordinator, quarterbacks), Mike Rish (wide receivers) , Coleman
Hutzler (defensive assistant) and Tanner Engstrand (offensive assistant).
New coaches are Jay Graham (running backs,
co-special teams coordinator) from TennesseeChattanooga; former NFL player Todd Washington (offensive line), a coaching intern for East
Te as Baptist and Amsterdam of NFL Europa;
MiRe Babcock (tight ends, football operalions)
from Colorado; and Jon Sumrall (defensive line),
who coached with Caragher at Kentucky.
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New coach scouted USD
long before school called
Caragher checked out
Toreros three years ago
By Hank Wesch
STAFF' WRITER

Ron Caragher is USD's 12th football

coach. Scott Linnett / Union-Tribune

One of the recruiting territories foe
University of Kentucky assistant £
ball coach Ron Caragher was so
western Ohio. Three years ag
heard that the University of San Diego
would be playing at Dayton and decided to package a recruiting trip with a
visit with his three sons to the Air
Force museum and taking in a Division 1-M game.
He enjoyed it.

"I found that whether you're playing
at The Swamp (University of Florida),
at Kno · (University of Tennessee)
before
05,000 or before 5,000
peo
the great game of footb
er said.
n -Caragher learned on Dec.
Jim Harbaugh had left USO to
me head coach at Stanford, Carer, 39, was quick to notify Toreros
xecutive Athletic Director Ky Snyder
of interest in the position. And yesterday, Caragher was introduced as the
12th head coach in USD history.
"I'm looking forward to building on
the standard of success that coach Jim
SEE

I
I

USD,D3

► USD
CONTINUED FROM PAGE D1

Coach planning
a 'QB-friendly'
offensive attack

(

Harbaugh set here at USO," said
Caragher, the running back
coach and recruiting coordinator at Kentucky. 'Tm looking at
taking that foundation and taking thi program to the highest
level that we pos ibly can.
"I have a vision for the program. First and foremost is to
create a family-type atmo phere where trait such a
trust, respect and accountability are not only e tablished but
are built into life-long skills that
can be carried forward when
they move beyond USD and
implement them into their own
live as future husband , fathers and community leader ."
nyder expre ed confidence in Caragher, a former
backup quarterback at UCI.A
and an assistant at UCI..A
fore going to Kentucky, wt 148
Snyder' second football hi1
hj fourth year at USD.

"Beyond a good football mind
and knowing the X's and O's, we
were looking for a person who
brought leadership and enthusiasm to our program," Snyder
said. "A person who could celebrate the uniqueness of a private
Catholic institution with high academic standards. A person who
would be able to recruit and develop our student athletes. These
are the characteristics you look
for in a coach, and we've found
them in Ron Caragher.''
Carag her said his prefer ence are to run a "quarterback-friendly" version of the
West Coast offense and an "attackin g, aggre ssive " defen se
that create turnovers. He has
been impre ssed with nationally
hono red quart erbac k Josh
Johns on, who will be return ing
for his senio r seaso n.
On Carag her's priority list
yeste rday were meeti ngs with
the team as a whole and individually with remai ning assist ant
coach es. Anno uncem ents regardi ng the staff will be made at
a later date.
Asked about his ambitions
regar ding coach ing at a highe r
level. Carag her said:
"We all have ambit ions in
this profession, but I'll tell you,
this is my dream job."

(
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Weekend excurs on turned
Caragher on to the Toreros
The trip began a a fanul ·
to the a tional .:\Iuseum 01
Air Force near Dayton, 1 •
The Universit of
ball team had l1
day in 200
Caragher ha
But wh I
th t rip \\ ith
hi ons, a
c rned tl1e Uniyersit, of San D .Ii ) and Dayton 1Truver it.Y, two non scholar hip CAA
Divi ion I-AA team . wer e pla_-ing in
a Pione r Football T ague game that
da.
Caragher didn't knm • it at the
time, of course, but he n ied up
watching his future te am. H wa mn·oduced as U D's 12th h ad coach
on Tue day at Jenn. Cmi Pavilion.
" It was a fun atmosph re to se a
college foo tball game, and it planted
a e ed," Caragher ~aid. "I told / his
wife) Wendy that ~an Diego would he
a great pl ace to coach.''
Caragher, 39, succeed Jim Harbaugh, who left the Tor ros after
three easons last month to become
head coach at Stanford .
USD i coming off back-to-back 111 seasons that included consecutive
PFL titles and mythical national titles
for I-AA non- chola hip schools. U D
wa ranked as !ugh as No. 14 among all
I-AA schools in 2006 and nearlv be- j
came the first non- ·ch ilarslup tt:am o
receive a berth in th I AA pl.i~offs.
"We'll push to play scholarship

chools nd push the bubble of the
playoff fo rmat," Caragher said. "We'll
knock on that door and keep knocking on it until we kick it in."

-Tom Shanahan
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USD selects
Kentucky's
Caragher
as new coach
New USO
football coach
Ron Car119her,
39, has been
an assistant
at UCLA and
Kentucky

rmer backUCIA who
assistant football
d at the University
of K."'&11_,.J , will be introduced as
USD s new head coach at a news
conference this morning, the
school announced yesterday.
Caragher, 39, comes to the Toreros after spending the past four
seasons under Rich Brooks at
Kentucky, all of them as running
backs coach and the last two as
recruiting coordinator.
A 2004 report listing the salaries of Southeastern Conference
assistants set Caragher's at UK as
$108,000. A private school, USD's
policy has been to decline to reveal the salary or length of contract terms of its coaches.
Caragher replaces former University of Michigan and NFL
quarterback Jim Harbaugh, who
left the Toreros in mid-December
after three seasons for the head
coaching position at Stanford.
·Harbaugh led the Div. 1-M
nonscholarship Toreros ~ a 29-6
SEE

► TOREROS
CON~INUED f'f, OM PAGE D1

Caragher brings years of
major colleg~ experience
record in his tenure, including back-to-back 11-1
seasons.
Kentucky finished 8-5 overall and 4-4 (third
place) in the SEC East division. The eight wins
were the most at the school since the Wildcats
went 9-3 in 1984, and the league record was the
best for UK in 13 years.
The season concluded with a 28-20 upset victory over Clemson in the Music City Bowl on Dec.
29, UK's first bowl appearance since 1999 and
first bowl win in 22 years.
Caragher, a native of Morgan Hill, which is
minutes south of Silicon Valley, was a standout
athlete at Bellannine College Prep and a fouryear letterman at UCIA from 1986-89. His coaching career started as a graduate assistant with
the Bruins, and he served as an assistant there
from 1994-2002 on the staffs of Terry Donahue
and Bob Toledo.
He coached the wide receivers at UCIA for
the past seven years, which included the 1997-98
seasons in which the Bruins won a school-record
20 straight and averaged more than 40 points per
game. Caragher gained bowl game coaching
experience in the Aloha, Cotton, Rose and Las
Vegas bowls during his UCIA years.
Caragher and his wife, Wendy, are the parents
of sons Josh, Ryan and Scott.
Hank Wesch: (619) 293-1853;
hank.wesch@uniontrib.com

Torero1, D9
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I

USD

ootball coach

USO was 11-1 in 2006 and
ranked as high as No. 14 in
the Division I-AA rankings ,
The Universi ty of Sj which are dominat ed by
scholars hip program s. The
~ h a s hired Kentucky
sisfarit and former UCLA Toreros narrowly missed beq~erba ck Ron Caragher as coming the first non-scholar•
its new football coach, the ship school to gain a berth in
the Division I-AA playoffs.
school announc ed Monday.
Caraghe r, 39, also spent
Quagher, who was a backup
years as a UCLA assisnine
at
Ailanan
Troy
to
ack
.quarterb
UCLA from 1986-89, spent the tant coach on the staffs of Terpast,four seasons at Kentucky ry Donahue and Bob Toledo.
on Rich Brooks' staff as the He began his career as a gradrunning backs coach and re• uate assistant in 1~4 and recruiting coordinator. He will be mained with the Bruins until
introduc ed at an on-camp us Toledo was fired after the
2002 season. He joined
n~ conference today.
Caraghe r replaces former Brooks at Kentucky in 2003.
Kentucky is coming off an
NFL quarterb ack Jim Har•
season and tie for third
8-5
Dec.
on
resigned
who
baugh,
18 to become head coach at place in the Southeastern Conference. It was Wildcats' best
Stanford.
Caraghe r (pronou nced league finish since 1993 and
CARE-a h-ger) takes over a most wins overall since 1984.
USD's 2007 team should
program that compiled a 22-2
a strong senior class
feature
seasons
two
past
the
record
while winning back-to- back - the first recruiting class asmythica l national titles for sem bled by Harbaug h NCAA Division I-AA non- which includes standout quarscholars hip schools. The terback Josh Johnson, who is
Toreros also captured the past considered an NFL prospect.
-Tom Shanahan
two Piorieer Football League
crowns under Harbaug h, who
compile d a 29-6 record in
three seasons with the team.
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Fonner USD coach Jim
Harbaug h;-iiow the head
coach at Stanford, announce d
yesterday that four Toreros assistant coaches will join him
with the Cardinal.
Lance Anderso n will be defensive line coach, Tun Drevno will coach tight ends, David
Shaw will be offensive coordinator and wide receivers coach
and Shannon Turley will be
strength coach.
Harbaug h selected two
other assistants not from USD:
Andy Buh (from Fresno State)
to coach linebacke rs and Willie Taggart (Westem Kentucky) as running backs coach.
USD this week announced a
new head coach to replace Harbaugh, Ron Caragher, a former assistant at Kentucky.
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..l.l.S.Q has been one of the all candidates who were availsclioors in recent years receiv- able, and I did have conversaing a failing grade in the annu- tions with the BCA during the
al reports of the Black Coach- process as well."
But the BCA might not be
es Association, which seeks to
further opportunities for Afri- very understanding.
"We probably will (get a failcan-American candidates for
ing grade) because the univercollege jobs.
After announcing Ron Car- sity's position is that we don't
agher as the school's new head take part in surveys across the
football coach yesterday, USO country. As a private school we
Athletic Director Ky Snyder said don't do that," Snyder said.
"And because of that we11
he is expecting more of the
probably receive a flunking
same on the next report.
'There were African-Ameri- grade from them as does everycan coaches considered and in- body else who does not particiterviewed," Snyder said. "To pate in the process. But I did
protect the confidentiality of have conversations with (the
our applicants, I'm not going to BCA), and I feel very comfortmention who they were. But, , able and confident in the proyes, that was part of the pro- cess we went through."
cess. We looked very closely at
-HANKWESCH

(
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Tuesday, January 9, 2007
COLLEGE FOOTBALL

San Diego hires Cats' Caragher
Brooks' assistant replaces Harbaugh
From AP and Special Dispatches

University of Kentucky recruiting coordinator an....,_..ing backs coach Ron Caragher has accepted the
head coaching position at the University of San Diego.
He will replace Jim Harbaugh, who left last month to become coach at Stanford.
i\d•.,e,ti 5 •,rnen t

Caragher, 39, was an original member of Rich Brooks' coaching staff four years ago.

UK comerback Trevard Lindley has been named to the Scripps Football Writers Association of America
Freshman All-America Team.
The redshirt freshman started all 13 games this season and had 42 tackles, two interceptions, 12 pass
breakups and two fumble recoveries.

Georgia Tech's Johnsondeclaring for draft
Georgia Tech receiver Calvin Johnson announced that he will enter the NFL draft, giving up his final
college season for the chance to be one of the top players selected.
The decision was hardly a surprise. Johnson had long been expected to pass up his senior season with
the Yell ow Jackets, and he did little to change that perception during a brilliant junior season.
Alan Branch is skipping his senior season at Michigan to enter the draft. The 6-foot-6, 311-pound
defensive tackle is projected as a first-round pick in April's draft.
Miami outside linebacker Jon Beason will skip his senior season and enter the draft. He's projected to be
taken in the first three rounds.

BCS playoff won't happen until at least 2010
If the Bowl Championship Series were to adopt a mini-playoff format, it wouldn't happen until at least
2010 season, when Fox's four-year, $320 million TV deal ends with the 2010 bowls.
At a FWAA meeting, BCS coordinator and Southeastern Conference commissioner Mike Slive said he
was "very, very open-minded about a plus-one," which could create a four-team playoff.

All-star game canceled
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Sports Briefs - January 9, 2007

PRO FOOTBALL
San Diego charged through the NFL season, putting up the league's best record at
14-2. No wonder five Chargers made The Associated Press All-Pro team . Running
back LaDainian Tomlinson was a unanimous choice, and was joined by tight end
Antonio Gates, fullback Lorenzo Neal, defensive tackle Jamal Williams and linebacker
Shawne Merriman on the elite squad . Merriman made it despite serving a four-game
suspension for violating the league's steroids policy. Merriman still wound up with a
league-best 17 sacks.

COLLEGE FOOTBALL
GLENDALE, Ariz. (AP) -- Florida didn't have to lobby to win this vote. The Gators are
No. 1 in a landslide. For unbeaten Boise State, No. 5 will have to do. The Gators
finished atop The Associated Press Top 25 after upsetting Ohio State 41-14 in the
BCS national championship game, a matchup Florida lobbied hard for late in the
regular season when it looked as if the Gators would be left out.
The Buckeyes had been No. 1 since August and were looking to become the t ·
team to hold the top spot in the media poll from preseason through the bowls
State was the first in 1999 and Southern California did it in 2004. Instead,
finished No. 2. LSU was third, and Southern California and Boise State r.
the top five. Florida received all but one of the 65 first-place votes. s o·
got the other from Greg Archuleta of the Albuquerque Journal in New
SAN DIEGO (AP) -- Ron Caragher was hired as the Unjyersity of Sag pjegg's football
coach , three weeks after Jim Harbaugh left to take the Stanford job. Caragher will be
introduced at a news conference on Tuesday, the school said in a statement. He
spent the past four seasons as the running backs coach under Rich Brooks at
Kentucky. He had been the team's recruiting coordinator since 2005.
LAS VEGAS (AP) - The Las Vegas All-American Classic, set for next week, was
canceled because of problems with financing and sponsorship. The game,
showcasing East versus West college football all-stars, was scheduled for Jan . 15 and
would have been televised on the NFL Network. Palansky and an aide to stadium
director Daren Libonati in Las Vegas said they received notice Friday about the
cancellation. The game was played for five years, including two years as the Paradise
Bowl in 2002 and 2003 in St. George, Utah. The game was a showcase for about 100
National Football League draft-eligible players, mostly from Division I-A schools.

San Diego Chargers
running back
LaDainian Tomlinson
carries the ball during
their football game
against the Denver
Broncos, in San
Diego, Calif. Sunday,

Dec. 10, 2006. (AP
Photo/Denis Poroy)

BASEBALL
PHOENIX (AP) - Randy Johnson took his physical, and the Arizona Diamondbacks scheduled a Tuesday news
conference as their deal to reacquire the Big Unit from the New York Yankees neared completion . Not that he needs an
introduction. The Big Unit's best years were in Arizona , where he was 103-49 in six seasons and won four Cy Young
Awards before going to the Yankees in a trade he sought in 2005.
After two difficult seasons in New York, Johnson returns to the Diamondbacks with a two-year, $26 million contract. The
43-year-old left-hander, who is waiving his no-trade clause , is being acquired for right-handed reliever Luis Vizcaino and
minor league right-handers Ross Ohlendorf and Steven Jackson , and shortstop Alberto Gonzalez. New York also agreed
to pay $2 million of Johnson's salary this year. Because of the cash involved, the deal is subject to approval by
commissioner Bud Selig.
NEW YORK (AP) - Reliever Duaner Sanchez and the New York Mets closed on an $850,000, one-year contract, more
than double the $399,500 he earned last season. In addition to his salary, Sanchez could earn $100,000 in performance
bonuses: $25,000 each for 50 , 55, 60 and 65 games.

COLLEGE BASKETBALL
NEW YORK (AP) - North Carolina is No. 1 in The Associated Press' college basketball poll for the first time in almost six
years. The wait has been quite a bit longer for Washington State, which is ranked for the first time in almost 24 years. The
Tar Heels (14-1) moved into the top spot after three weeks at No. 2 following UCLA's loss at Oregon last weekend.
Washington State (14-2) is having an unexpected stretch , and the quick start has the Cougars tied for 22nd in the poll I S
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Monday, January 8, 2007

Caragher named University of San Diego
Associated Press

SAN DIEGO -- Ron Caragher was hired as the University of San Die~o's football coach on Monday,
three weeks after Jim Harbaugh left to take the Stanford job.
Caragher will be introduced at a news conference on Tuesday, the school said in a statement.
He spent the past four seasons as the running backs coach under Rich Brooks at Kentucky. He had been the team's recruiting coordinator since 2005 .
Caragher, 39, played at UCLA and later coached under Terry Donahue and Bob Toledo with the Bruins.

ESPN.com: Help I Sales Media Kit I Report a Bug I Contact Us I Site Map I Jobs at ESPN I Supplier Information I Copyright
(<) 2007 ESPN Internet Ventures. Terms of Use and Privacy Po licy and Safety Infor mation/Your Californ ia Privacy Rights are
applicable to yo u. All rights rese rved.
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Caragher replaces Harbaugh at USD
Associ ated Press

SAN DIEGO - Kentucky running backs coach Ron Caragher was hired as the University of Sa n Diego's football coach on
Monday, three weeks after Jim Harbaugh left to take the Stanford job.
Caragher will be introduced at a news conference on Tuesday, the school said in a statement.
He spent the past four seasons as the running backs coach under Rich Brooks at Kentucky . He had been the team 's
recruiting coordinator since 2005 .
Caragher, 39, played at UCLA and later coached under Terry Donahue and Bob Toledo with the Bru ins.
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USD's Snyder mum
on searc r coach
By Hank Wesch
STAF'F WRITER

Nearly thre
two major holi
have gone by
im Harbaugh left USD to become the
head footb"aTI coach at
Stanford. And if USD Executive Athletic Director Ky Snyder is anywhere close to securing a replacement, he's not
giving any indication.
"I hope to have something
completed soon, but I'm not
etting any timetable," Snyder
said yesterday.
Snyder and the three member of his search committee,
USD Vice President for Finance and Administration
Paul Bissonette, Associate
Vice President for Human Reources Greg Pogue and
Board of Trustees member
Ron Fowler, have been reviewing applications. Both he
and the committee members
have met with candidates,
Snyder said.
But the number of candidates and names remain a
closely guarded secret.
Meanwhile, the head
coach's office remains vacant.
The school is on holiday intercession. And the NCAA-ruled
"dead period" for recruiting
- which doesn't apply as
strictly to nonscholarship Di-

sion I-AA programs such as
USD as it does to Division I-A
affiliates - extends for another week.
Among those outside the
program who have been rumored to be candidates are
Ted Tollner, the former
SDSU coach who did USO
radio broadcasts this season,
and Chargers assistant coach
James Lofton.
Still, the daily business of the
football program continues.
Some holdover members of
Harbaugh's staff are still working, including Ed Lamb - who
yesterday confirmed he is staying - and Coleman Hutzler.
The ~~ have reviewed more
than ~ recruiting tapes in the
past few weeks, accQrding to
Snyder.
Snyder declined to say
which members of Harbaugh's staff would_remain at
USD or follow Harbaugh to
Stanford. However, one
source close to the program
says several assistant coaches
already have made it clear
they will join their former
head coach at his new location.
Staff writer Nlcolt Yar..s
contributed to this report.

Hank Wesch: (619) 293-1853;
hank.wesch@uniontrib.com
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